LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution that is regularly ranked among the nation's top 20 most innovative universities by U.S News & World Report. With more than 71,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation for Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 220 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, and through multiple regional locations. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Other campuses throughout Central Florida include a fully accredited College of Medicine at Lake Nona and UCF Downtown, which opened in fall 2019 and provides innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 99 bachelor’s, 89 master’s, 31 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs. In conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year, UCF leads all public universities in Florida in the awarding of degrees and is among the national leaders. In fall 2019, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1332, The Burnett Honors College enrolled 2,200 students, and the school-record number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 10 public universities nationally and among the top 25 colleges and universities overall.

Top-ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, planetary science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s No. 1 game design graduate school by The Princeton Review and PC Gamer magazine.

Knight Life

Home to the Bounce House stadium and the Addition Financial Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student on-campus events and activities are abundant. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni.
Graduates and Families:

On behalf of the University of Central Florida, I am very excited to extend my congratulations and best wishes to the Class of 2020.

You are graduating at an unprecedented historic moment, and I wish we could have celebrated this milestone today with you in person. However, do not let the current challenges take away from what you have achieved. Your hard work and persistence got you to where you are today and will continue to carry you through all that lies ahead.

When someone says, “Go Knights,” I always hear the reply, “Charge On!”

It’s such a fitting philosophy for this university, because that’s what Knights do. And I know you will continue to Charge On and make a profound mark on this world — tackling grand challenges through your unwavering service to others and to society.

I would also like to give a special thanks to the loved ones of our graduates for their support. Whether they are a parent, spouse, child, friend or other family member, their guidance, patience and sacrifice contributed more to this milestone than you know.

Graduates, you have been exceptional ambassadors of this university, and I have no doubt you will accomplish much more than you now imagine for yourselves, and that in everything you do, you will make UCF, your family and your community proud.

Congratulations again on this tremendous achievement.

Alexander N. Cartwright, Ph.D.
President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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Thank you for joining us and honoring our graduates.
College of Arts and Humanities, College of Business Administration, College of Community Innovation and Education, College of Engineering and Computer Science, College of Graduate Studies, College of Health Professions and Sciences, College of Medicine, College of Nursing, College of Optics and Photonics, College of Sciences, College of Undergraduate Studies and Rosen College of Hospitality Management
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Student Government President ......................................................... Ms. Sabrina La Rosa

Commencement Speaker

Suneera Madhani, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Fattmerchant, is a payments and technology innovator who has catapulted her business idea from startup to $5B — disrupting the payments ecosystem as “the Netflix of credit card processing.” Before founding the company in 2014, Madhani held a variety of successful positions, one being with a larger merchant services provider. After seeing the need for transparency and a better payment experience for merchants, her entrepreneurial spirit took hold and she decided to solve the problem herself.

Under her leadership, Fattmerchant has experienced explosive growth, raising almost $20 million in venture capital funding and employing almost 100 people. The company’s integrated technology has disrupted what was once a stagnant and inert industry, offering an all-in-one payment experience for merchants.

She has been named the Most Influential Woman in Payments, CEO of the Year, and one of Florida’s Most Influential Business Leaders, in addition to her recent recognition as one of Fortune’s 40 Under 40. Suneera has spoken at national fintech, tech and payments conferences such as Money 20/20, Collision and TedX. She is also an active writer for Forbes, Inc. and the Entrepreneur network.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

JASARA HINES
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Scot French

College of Business Administration

CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL STEIN
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Craig Crossley

College of Community Innovation and Education

CHARLES ROBERT BACHAND
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas M. Vitale
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Hopp

JACOB MICHAEL BONNE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

MICHAEL KEVIN CARROLL
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Su-I Hou

JOHN JERRY COURSON
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas M. Vitale

NICKOLAS BLU DAVIS
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Lawrence Martin

AMANDA LEIGH DILORENZO
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Margaret A. Shillingford-Butler

KIMBERLEA DAWN DUDZINSKI
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

KELLY ANN GRIENEISEN TILLOTSON
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenda Gunter

MICHAEL DEVIN HELLER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

CHIQUITA M. LANE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

SEJAL MADHUBHAI
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

FAISAL DAKHILALLAH MOHAMIDI
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas A. Bryer

LAVINA SEAWRIGHT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

DONOVAN J. WILLIAMS
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Su-I Hou
## College of Engineering and Computer Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMAR SAAD AHMED</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Tengfei Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACHID AIT MAALEM LAHCEN</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Ram Mohapatra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAAED SADOON AL-AZZAWI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Marwan Simaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAHAD A ALASIM</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Luis C. Rabelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDURRAHMAN F A ALENEZI</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Jayanta Kapat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAZEN G ALWADI</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Amro Awad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POOYAN BALOUCHIAN</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Hassan Foroosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETH ASHLEY BARRIOS</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Lei Zhai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIANG BIAN</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Zhishan Guo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIERRE EBENZ CADETTE</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. W. Linwood Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER PAUL CARMICHAEL</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Donald Malocha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFFAQ CHAUDHRY</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Murat Yuksel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONATHAN ADAM COTO</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. W. Linwood Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHAMED ELFEKI</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Liqiang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARLYN JOY HIGGINS</td>
<td>Environmental Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Steven J. Duranceau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMANDO FANDANGO</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Paul Wiegand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHALIA AMR GAMALELDIN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Haitham Al-Deek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMMY GENOVA</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kareem Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS MICHAEL GERMAIN</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Shawn Putnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOFFREY SCOTT GREGORY</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kristopher David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CACIE MARIE HART</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Swaminathan Rajaraman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHAR HOOSHMAND</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Sharma Thankachan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN HU</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Xiaofeng Feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIFAN HU</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Paul Wiegand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDEN CHRISTOPHER HYER</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Yongho Sohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFAT IBNE MUSHFIQUE</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Murat Yuksel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramin Izadpanah</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Damian Dechev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kateylnn Amaris Kapalo</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Joseph J. Laviola II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Willis Kehr II</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Michael D. Proctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gihun Kim</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Subith Vasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vamsee Reddy Kommareddy</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Amro Awad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Thien Lebanoff</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Fei Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin Li</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Haiyan Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Emilio Lovato</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Xun Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehran Maghoumi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Joseph J. Laviola Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Devranie Matthews</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Michael Proctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sina Moradian</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Reza Abdolvand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig James Neal</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Sudipta Seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Michael Nelson</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Heather Keathley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Nooranidoost</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Yoav Peles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Obeidat</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Luis C. Rabelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Otero</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kareem Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigdem Ozkan</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Talea L. Mayo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Richard Pittman</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Joseph J. Laviola Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towfig Ur Rahman</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Zhihua Qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Rawshdeh</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Heather Keathley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hossein Rezaeighaleh</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Cliff Zou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Emilio Lovato</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Wei Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher L Rose</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Alain Kassab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamol Chandra Roy</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Samiul Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samaneh Saadat</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Gita Sukthankar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjaneh Safaei</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Hassan Foroosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabab Salih Elamin</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Haitham M. Al-Deek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlagha Sedghi</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. George Atia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HASSAM ULLAH SHEIKH  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ladislau Boloni

NAYAB SHIRAZ  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Quanfang Chen

SHUTAO SONG  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai

SREEKALA SUSEELA  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Parveen Wahid

SHAYAN TAHERI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiann-Shiun Yuan

EUGENE M. TARANTA  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph J. Laviola Jr.

KYLE D. THURMOND  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Subith Vasu

DAREN ANTONIO WATSON  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andrew Dickerson

KAILEI XU  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephanie Florczyk

College of Medicine

DANIA SETAN ALQASRAWI  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saleh Naser

ESRA’A FARIS KEEWAN  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saleh Naser

MADELYN H MILLER  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Justine Tigno-Aranjuez

College of Nursing

DIANA BORNIK DEGROOT  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Heglund

MARTHA J DECESERE  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mary Lou Sole

LINDSEY LOVE GILSON  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angeline Bushy

LESLEY J LOCKETT  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sandra Galura

NGA DENISE A MORGAN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Desiree Diaz

PRISCILLA NGOZI OKONKWO  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jascinth Lindo

DIANA LYNN PITCHER  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Maureen Covelli

MARIE AUGUSTINA SMITH-EAST  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Donna Neff

EGIDIUS MARIA EUGENE WATerval  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Donna Neff

JAYNE MCMANAHAN WILLIS  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nora Warshawsy
College of Optics and Photonics

JUAN CARLOS ALVARADO ZACARIAS
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Rodrigo Amezcua Correa

SHENGLI FAN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Rodrigo Amezcua Correa

MUNAN GAO
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Winston Schoenfeld

JINXIN LI
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayan Thomas

PATRICK D ROUMAYAH
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

DANIEL THUL
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

NING WANG
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Guifang Li

STEFFEN WITTEK
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Rodrigo Amezcua Correa

College of Sciences

SAMAR MOHAMMED ABD ALELAH
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres Campiglia

MOHRAH F ALBALAWI
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Melanie Beazley

WILMER ALVAREZ
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Harold Corzine

JOHN ESTEBAN BEETAR
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Chini

CLAAS TIDO BOESSER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Florian Jentsch

COLEMAN BURDETTE CARIKER
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Luca Argenti

MOHAMMADREZA CHEHELAMIRANI
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres D. Campiglia

REBECCA RACHEL MARIE DECESARE
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Mustaine

BIJOYA DHAR
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. William E. Kaden

NAZAR EMIROV
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Qiyu Sun

NAMEER SAAD ALLAH EZZAT
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Yu Yuan

NICHOLAS TAYLOR JAMES
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Lee Paulson

ALEXANDRA DANIELA KAPLAN
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Peter Hancock

MARIA KHAN
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Renk

ASIM KHANIYA
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. William E. Kaden

THIEN-AN P LE
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Cassisi
REBECCA ASHLEY LEIS
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Bruce Caulkins

WESLEY JACOB NEWSOME
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Fernando Uribe-Romo

CAMERON A NICKLE
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

DANIELLE LYNE REYES
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

MIROSLAV SHAPOVALOV
Security Studies
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Dolan

NASEEM UD DIN
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat S. Rahman
Candidates for Education Specialist

ANASTASIA MIHALAKOS BECVAR
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Vitale

MARIA L DIMURA
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

KYLE STEPHEN KUBIK
Creative Writing

TARA LYNNE MAYER
Creative Writing

JAMES EDWARD MITCHELL
Film

HEATHER A ORLANDO
Creative Writing

CONSTANCE CAMILLE OWENS
Creative Writing

BRIAN ST. AUBYN PHINN
Emerging Media

WILLIAM MICHAEL RINCON
Creative Writing

MATIN SALEMIRAD
Emerging Media

ROBIN SCHULTE
Creative Writing

ALEJANDRO JEFFREY WATSON
Emerging Media
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Kendall C. Hall
Lauren Elizabeth Littler
Sean Kenneth Porterfield

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Maria M. Garcia
Suzanne Margolin
Anjelica Joy Rechsteiner

English MA-Technical Writing
Audrey Rhunette Ford
Daniel Peters

History MA
Nicholas T. Brown
Jason Kenneth Delaney
Timothy Dorsch
Bryce McKee Forgue
Luis Santana Garcia III
Matthew Paul Patsis

Spanish MA
Ibis Enid Rodriguez

Theatre MA
Ramon Lazaro Paradoa
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management
Sport Business Management MSBM
Spencer Eugene Barnes
Kelsey Anne Chapman
Travis J. Downing
Ivan Robert Quinn Hudson
Jasymn Kierra Mackell
Haley Beth Mcinerney
Nicholas Mutebi
Tolulope Emmanuella Omokore
Gabriella Grace Pacetti
Aaron Tyson

Master of Science in Accounting
Accounting MSA
Anass Anouch
Stephen James Baker
Tyler David Barwick
Robert Wyatt Bennett
Stephen W. Bowers
Jennifer Paulette Craft
Shi Ya Guo
Karen Lerena Guzman Salazar
John Robert Kirkland
Lauren Rachel Luzzi
Allison Ashton Mooers
Alex T. Nguyen
Zhi Shan Ou
Eleni Vasiliki Pampoukis
Daniel Todd Pankuch
Nidhi Dipeshkumar Patel
Vishall Charan Satnaraine
Paul Nicholas Libo-On Simondac
Angus Tsun Sing To
Grant Aaron Troyanowski
Sameer Athar Uddin
Mei Ju Wang
Ernest Howard Wong

Accounting MSA-Assurance
Cheyenne Ferreira Cabral
Ashley Brooke Callahan
Ashley Eve Cristantiello
Savanna Nicole Dye
Stephanie Marie Tartaglia
Kathleen Elizabeth Trivison

Master of Business Administration
Business Administration MBA-Evening
Pedro Ariza
Spencer Eugene Barnes
Michelle Boyea
Kelsey Anne Chapman
Matthew Chu
Edward Gene Clutter
Travis J. Downing
Carter James Kenneth Ellis
Dylan Napoleon Gladney
Ivan Robert Quinn Hudson
Jasymn Kierra Mackell
Malika Mali
Haley Beth Mcinerney
David Edwin Morris
Nicholas Mutebi
Tolulope Emmanuella Omokore
Gabriella Grace Pacetti
Alberto Rafael Piedra, Jr.
Robert John Potts
Gabrielle Sarah Reiff
Craig Thompson
Aaron Tyson
Andre Vasquez
Brandon Michael Williams

Business Administration MBA-Professional
Ashley Marie Horaciux
Paola Lizeth Soria Herrera
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master in Research Administration

Research Administration MRA
Ashley Leane Hilyer
Jamie Mae Schelle Smith

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Ryan Andrew Delft
Courtney Lauren Rossi
Rachel Catherine Scanlon

Career and Technical Education MA
Jane Marie Fisher
Toni S. Jackson
Natalie Laria Moore
Maritza Pilar Rojas
Brianna Janine Savage
Doreen Lynn Singer
Robert Patrick Snyder

Counselor Education MA
Alexa Veronica Andino
Rosie Natali Ayala
Shannon M. Brown
Sharonda Deana Fleming
Kristen Ann Franzen
Meghan Lynn Gatewood
Jada Monay Holmes
Brianna N. Kegelman
Kent Marcus Lefebvre
Bruna Medeiros Lupo
Lauren A. Messina
Eve Jillian Meyer
Haley Sue Nelson
Ariana Katerina Orosz
Amanda Maria Pantalone
Lauren Taylor Romeo
Jake Robert Wallin

Educational Leadership MA
Kasima Jennet Ali
Carleen Marisa Anderson
Valerey Nycole Baldock
Joshua Lane Bivins
Kimberly A. Comeau
Christine Cay Cooper
Rebecca C. Correa
Kerliza C. Foon
Alexander Thomas Harris
Caitlin Ann Hill
Amanda Kaylin Hollins
Elizabeth Forrest Ivey
Dionna Jean-Baptiste
Jennifer Elizabeth Johnson
Marcus McMahon
Shanay Morris
Maggie Richardson O’Halloran
Maria Del Rocio Petersen
Bonnie Marie Salary
Simone Shackelford
Randy Adam Shannon
Krystle Young

Educational Leadership MA-
Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership
Andrew Robert Green
Timothy Manuel Hernandez II
Ashley Anne Hunt
Iram Khan
Gretchen Marie Rodriguez Diaz

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Lee David Barrow
Sara Rose Fitzgerald
Cody Marie Shamet
Jennifer Lynn Silvers

E-Learning-instructional Design and Technology MA
Michael Lee Dalton
Diane Thu Lieu

Elementary Education MA
Justin Kyle Espe
Katherine Elizabeth Jones
Matthew George Neveras

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Courtney Janelle Berkley
Tashara Tonette Cooper
Sajaye Aneisha Dunham
Grant Hughes Epling
Anabel Cassidy Larson
Kuldevi Maraj
Justin James Smith
Brittany Marie Van Etten

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Carrie R. Dembowski
Alexandra Nicole Grant
Kayla Marie Mannion
Marangelie Velez

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education
Melissa Teague Francis
Sean T. Purdy

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Katherine Mae Finisterle
Chasidy Moon

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Francesca Nicole Eyre

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Heather Marie Pierce

Master of Education

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Curriculum Leadership
ShaMarla Lea Calhoun

Educational Leadership MEd
Christie Allen
Anna Lucille Christensen
Delbert Clarke, Jr.
Jennifer Grace Gautier
Chlouidy Came Suze Hychtins
Holly Ann Idzik
Omar Verlon McKnight
Lynn Diane Moran
Ti’Rhon Carl Parks
Jessica L. Peterson-Sison
Amanda Long Politano
Joy Albright Purvee
Arika Carol Sutton

Elementary Education MEd
Kayla Ashley Cyr
Marlen Diaz Funes
Caroline Onyeya Garcia
Vanessa Mayorquin
Nicole Marie Trytten
Hailee Nicole Wagner

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Lloydly Alfred
Jennifer Allyce Batinchok
Savannah Delaine Brock
Jacqueline Marie Cleary
Heather Lee Crossley
Mary Frances Duffy
Stacey Colleen Gilbert
Angelin Mercedes Gonzalez
College of Community Innovation and Education

Hannah Elizabeth Hardy
Jordan Lee Jackson
Tiffany T. Keesee
Danielle Alicia Kilkenny
Susan Nesper
Yadira Nieves
Navia Doris Penrod
Nicoie Marie Santamore
Mary-Margaret Michelle Shimada

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Deborah Lynn Blakeslee
Christopher Michael Conniff
Rebecca Lynn Conniff
Kathleen Elizabeth Davis
Diane Marie DelliBovi
Morgan Elizabeth Drohan
Britney Speed Dukes
Wanessa Edmond
Carmen Gabriela Espinoza
Luz Johanna Fonseca
Yulianne Garcia-Toledo
Lisa Michelle Guardascione-Wolf
R. Lorraine Hart
Katherine Elizabeth Hodges
Nicole L. Horton-Harris
Sarah L. Lumpkin
Jamie Marie Miller
Lydia Negron
Maria Del Pilar Porras
Amy Wytkwewicz Thomas
Joslyn Margaret Vilabrer
Amber Leigh Wall
Monique Cloves White
Rachel Cara Zuroff

Reading Education MEd
Kaitlyn Drew Enneper
Jeimy Lorena Mata
Erica Rosado-Jackson
Sara Beth Squier
Lily Lin Thompson

Secondary Education MEd-English Language Arts Education
Tevin Lee Williams

Secondary Education MEd-Mathematics Education
Abdulkerim Akylcin
Alice Hum

Master of Emergency and Crisis Management
Emergency and Crisis Management MECM

Helene C. Brun
Morgan Lucia Cintron
Kali Lynne English
Christopher De’shaun Goodson
Curt Alan Lai
Affette R. Latore-Mcintosh
Misael Lugo

Master of Health Administration
Health Administration MHA

Kezron Caines
Katie A. Cook
Melanie Kai Durden
Jennifer Linda Feliciano
Regina Bartolome Fetherlin
Jacob Frederick Gibbs
Leanna Laurita Guyadeen
Nicholas Anthony Honingford
Jason Andrew Kaisrlik
Stephane Ann Leon
Moses Lorenzo Menchan, Jr.
Jonathan Paul Miller
Megan Marie Nelson
Jamessy Marchensly Passe
Reena Maheshkumar Patel
Karen Kathryn Reckamp
Giulliana Maria Soto
Heather Lea Syler
Alyson Melanie Tata
Sherri Jan Delmundo Wasserman
Kyron Carlton Olando Whittaker
Season Dawne Wilson

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM

Nicholas Stephen Abrahams
Irene Agame
Karie Ann Arch
Ver’Nia Amani Barber
Meaghan Elaine Catron
Lacey Clayton
Kelvin Tyrone Coachman
Nancy Flores
Keri Flynn
Whitney D. Harris
Kelsey Jaffer
Karissa Lashay Lawson
Jennifer Paola Martinez de Pinillos
Tammy Marie Massingill
Emily A. Nieves
Eunice Rober Hernandez
Joe Saunders
Kahfi Nadiyah Sims
Alexa Stevens Zouaydi
Keshia Laishan Sutton
Kaitlin Ann Wilson
Rossana Woodford

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA

Abisamuel De Jesus Abreu
Abdullah Mohammed Almaneaa
Amber Tashawn Alston
Ashleigh Anderson
Ver’Nia Amani Barber
Jamal Martin Baskin
Silvana Bastante
Katelyn Boswell
Amanda Rae Broderick
Gabrielle Cherisse Brown
Ashley Marie Campbell
Jennifer Keziah Caron
Meaghan Elaine Catron
Gelsey Lynn Clerjeune
Kelvin Tyrone Coachman
Oban Reid Cooper
Dillon George Donechie
Niki Erin Donner
Keren Dulcio
Nelsy Maria Fernandez
Nancy Flores
Caitlin Marie Floyd
Jose Mauricio Gochez Romero
Joshua Dean Hall
Stephanie Marie Hebert
Sonya Lee Heredia
Abigail Elaine Inabnet
Yancilis Jimenez
Jean Aubanel Joseph
Kaitlyn Victoria Kelly
Kelsey Carolyn Kerce
Glory Kure
Renee Long
Chandenia Altonia Lucas
Peter Maloney
Jeannette Crystal Maxena
Siddiga Milord
Phillip J. Miranda
Diana Isabel Munoz Gutierrez
College of Community Innovation and Education


Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Patricia A. Jaramillo  Miharelys Delise Ramirez  Kaitlynn Brianna Rivadeneira  Michelle Christine Tucci  Alicia Denise Washington

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Michael Leonard Newsome

Master of Science

Criminal Justice MS
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Biomedical Engineering MS
Troy Austin Witt Holt

Civil Engineering MS
Muath Abdulrazzaq M Almesned
Patrick Garrett Blue
Ghalia Amr Mahmoud Elbendary
Gamaleldin
Kayla D. Hendricks
Logan James Patrick
Antony Saba Shamma
Chelsea Kaye Simpson
Abdelrehim Yehya
Lisheng Su Yue

Computer Science MS
Paniz Abedin
Carlos Alejandro Antonetti
James Carter Bell
Nicholas Wendel Califano
Mingyu Cha
Rahul Anand Cheeti
Drubho Hasan Chowdhury
Andong Da
Cody Austin Dailidoni
Haripkumar Dhanendra Sinh Parmar
Daniel H. Elbrecht
Eric Benjamin Entenberg
Rajiv J. Injety
Muhammad Abdullah Jamal
Thiruppalu Jarugu
Ramya Kondapi
Daniel Lopez Leyva
Vira Anil Meherkar
Syed Muhammad Meisam
Ulku Meteriz
Jonathan Samuel Ponader
Sudip Prasai
Avanthi Reddy Pentaiah
Philly Herman Tang
Rishi Rao Vangapalli
Faishal Wahiduddin
Necip Fazil Yildiran

Data Analytics MS
Carly Marie Burleson

Digital Forensics MS
Kebrebyona Michelle Acker
Andrew Day Clark
Jensly C. Francisco
Joseph Anthony Gallette
Roberto Gomez
Christopher Scott Hagerty
Christopher Thomas Hoof
Milagro Labrador
Stacy Lynn Ladnier
Yasmin Martin
Anthony Simone
Marguerite Lee Tomlin
Robert Daniel Vilarino III
Douglas Charles Wernich
Alexandria Jean Wong
Erik Nelson Zabik
Catalina Rosa Zamora

Engineering Management MS
Freddy F. Artigas Cruz
Gerald Andrew Breese
Glenn Knight English III
Ryan Robert Fanek
Brendon James
Marissa Leigh Long
Janet Marie Mendoza
Bianca Jimena Sotelo Orbegoso
Jacob Alexander Sprague
Alexandria Michelle Sweat
Stephanie Nicole Valentin Mercado
Chris E. Webber
Sara Jane Wertanen
Kyle David Wilson
Michelle Marin Yoder

Industrial Engineering MS
Kristan A. Aviles
Michelle Dorothy Brandt
Emily L. Cohen
Christopher Anthony Furnari
Kyle Allen Miller
Richard J. Ruth
Corey Benjamin Sisock

Industrial Engineering MS-Healthcare Systems Engineering
Maureen Sullivan

Modeling and Simulation MS
Allison Danielle Gadd
Jay Steven Havekost

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering MSAE
Robert Francis Burke
Jonathan Skylar Crews
Wayne W. Farrell
Renato Giorgiani Do Nascimento
Jonathan Martinez Pacheco
Dan Penias
Daniel Alexander Rosato

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering MSCE
Faisal Ramzi A Alghamdi
Steven Moodie
Andres Felipe Rodriguez Caballero

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSCpE
Hattan Althebeiti
Adam Thomas Cuellar
Rajib Dey
Timothy M. Jones
Brian David Lichtman
John Watts McFarland
Kamalakkannan Ravi

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering MSEE
Abdullah M. Almudawi
Carrie Alease Bass
Harold Alexander Grafe
Ryad Hassaun Hafeez
Hakhamanesh Mansoorzade
Sheik Mohammad Mohammad
Mohiuddin
Notornim A. Okonta
Anantapadmanaabha Prasannakumar
Lauren Marie Tyler
Josu Sebastian Udaondo
Abimanyu Veerapppan

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEnvE
Courtney Nicole Powell

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering MSIE
Hesham Al-Sahili
David W. Bravo
James Stevenson Briggs
Caillyn DeJesus Caba
Christopher Ivan Hernandez
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Brandon Jared Ikeman
Angela Patricia Lugo
Alicia S. Mak
Misty Dawn Meyer
Sarita Rattanakunuprakarn
Seyyedmilad Talebzadehhosseini

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE

Tahoora Humayun Ateeq
Kevin Robert Graydon
Thinh Huu Huynh
Nafis Iqbal
Claire Elizabeth Offer Richardson

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME

Christian Andres Anzalotta
Ian Joseph Cormier
Arturo Coronado Rodriguez
Zachary Thomas Denney
Alan Felix
Taylor Ryan Meehan
Ryan Andres Puchaty
Tiago Weishaupt Tazinazzo
College of Graduate Studies

**Master of Arts**
Interdisciplinary Studies MA
Karina Chante Nelson
Rene’ Lynn Smith

**Master of Science**
Interdisciplinary Studies MS
Francheska I. Armijos
Kalyn Jade Bradley
Raul De Persia
Katriina Oona Johanna Kuoksa
Christey Lynn Oberbeck
Allison Reynolds

**Nanotechnology MS**
Anas Belharsa
Zuriel Caribe Couvertier
Veoolta Yuriyevna Eolyan
Karan Hadwani
Rick Jeremiah Hassan
Carlos Wilfredo Julian
Ernesto Navarro Garcia
College of Health Professions and Sciences

**Master of Arts**

Communication Sciences and Disorders MA

Nicolette Paulina Alcaide
Samantha Brooke Anderson
Stephanie Diane Brignardello
Alexis Gavars Burrano
Katherine O'Connor Castellon
Stacy Cendejas
Arden Rae Cobb
Kristen Nicole Cowan
Erika Jade Daly
Stephany Marie DeLeon
Alexis Danielle Dyess
Nicole Elizabeth Finney
Tiara Nicolette Frazier
Michelle Marie Goodkind
Sean Thomas Grace
Lyndsi Faye Grose
Sterlyne Carlande Juste
Dahlya A. Katz
Megan Frances Kinsley
Michelle Mary Olivia Lewis
Amy Li
Kristie Montooth
Lydia R. Ort
Grace M. Pagan
Cedrick Antwan Quickley
Jennifer Nicole Rathgeber
Danielle Jean Schwam
Brianna Marie Seanor
Kelby J. Seivers
Maegan Ashlyn Sexton
Allison Jane Socias
Monica Paola Suarez
Allison Elizabeth Supple
Shannon Elizabeth Thompson
Taylor R. Thompson
Shelby Brooke Wheatley
Jennifer Lynn Whitlock

**Master of Social Work**

Social Work MSW

Summer Ali Ahmed
Kevin Andrew Baluja
Alexandra Bencomo
Shannon Bodkin
Holly E. Brown
Tanya Janine Chadwick
Miranda Marie Chaffiot
Brooke Alexandria Chambers
Ashlea Brooke Crawford
Natalie Kay Dawson
Cara Mia DiCola
Monica Joy English
Kelani Ewing
Rebecca Soares Ferreira
Sarah Flavien
Tamara Enid Galloway
Allison Brook Garceau
Jessica Aryn Garmizo
Yvonne Marie Garriga
Jordan Gill
Nicole Marie Hartzog
Kathryn A. Hudson
Hayley Ann Jangula
Lekeliah C. Jenkins
Nicole Marie Johnson
Tra'kissa Michelle Shanae Johnson
Andrea Jones V
Kassidy Nicole Kapetanis
Riley Jo Koldenhoven
Tammy Marie Krusko
Robert Travis Langston
Vonchell Deloris Lewis
JonMeliah Kentoria Mallory
Heather Alexandra Martin-Thomas
Kayleigh Joy Meeks
Alexis D. Moeller
Michelle Marie Molina
Kayla Brooke Moreno Vega
Loly Margarita Morillo
John Alexander Mullins
Kristen Nation
Katie M. Nelson
Veronica Nunez
Andrea Nicole Nunez Rivera
Ryan Oliver
Leslie Osborn
Marquetha Parker
Jennifer Maria Pereira
Crystal Ann Prestia
Christie Melanie Reyes
Renee Richman
Kayla Lachon Rivers

Cosette Aryanna Robbins
Suzuki Adrianly Rodriguez Ventura
Shannon Rutledge
Hallel Lyric Janie Saine
Amy Marie Sands
Jennifer Danielle Santana
Irene S. Saxton
Elizabeth Theresa Sciotto
Natalia Serna
Ann Marie Severino
Malkia Ashanty Slack
Veronica Lynn Soto
Victoria Lynn Spitzer
Marjorie Christine Stafford
Doris Eliana Stillman
Stephanie Marie Talbot
Cynthia Marie Thomas
Jana Lee Torrentine
Emily Paige VanHook
Mindy Walsh
 Hollie Ray Wasilewski
Rashaunda Renae Watson
Cayuna Lashai Williams
Trelicia Ronesha Williams
Zenobia C. Wright
Melissa Rose Young
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Angeles Gabriela Bautista
Youyou Cheng
Olivia Victoria Colbert
Sarah Geevarughese
Jason Robin Hendershot
Nazifa Khan
Antje Kiesow
Jordan Lane Lass
Freya Chirag Mehta
Annsophia Fredline Mompoint
Luisa Fernanda Moreno
Morgan Elisabeth Rook

Biotechnology MS
David L. Perry
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation

Renee Marie DiMeo
Mallory B. Parsons

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Kimberly Sarah Bogers
Cha-Len Brunson
Philorica Arrivelle Gordon
Sabrina Michelle Lozier
Sandra B. Mandell
George M. Ngo
Kimberly Mercedes Olivier Cedraro
Joseph Benjamin Pillow
Jessica Lillie Warren
James Andrew Watters
Kathrine Joe-Anne Wiegand

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator

Brittany Anne Breau
Tamara Preston Brown
Vikki Lynn Delzingaro
Alyssa Magen Frost
Lauren Elizabeth Hurley
Jamie Lynn McBride
Karen Lynn McDaniel
Amanda Catherine Minnis
College of Optics and Photonics

*Master of Science*

Optics and Photonics MS

Suyuan Chen
Evan Scott Dipsiner
Mohammad Jobayer Hossain
Pooya Nabavi
Theodore Earl Vician
Boyang Zhou
College of Sciences

**Master of Arts**

**Anthropology MA**
Vanessa Cruz
Alison A. Whitmore
Rachel A. Whyte

**Applied Sociology MA**
Venus Marie Brown
Yesenia Beatriz Conde
Kevin Andrew Ray
Charles Thomas Seaman

**Communication MA**
Jessie Wayne Christie II
Peyten McKennis Maki
Maevan McNish Rodgers
Aaron Gene Scott
Teanna Lynne Staser

**Communication MA-Mass Communication**
Samantha Lena Rosenthal

**Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media**
Lea Anne Crittenden

**Political Science MA**
Gabriella F. Cuber
Sixto Flores, Jr.
Kenneth David Green III
Spencer George Martin
Tiffeni Marie Russo
Zachary Scott Schverak

**Master of Science**

**Biology MS**
Brittany Madison Lebert
Richard Douglas Mahoney
Sarah M. Parker
Corey Edward Seavey

**Chemistry MS**
Danielle A. Green
Bryan McCullough
Stephanie D. Nauth
Morgan L. Snyder

**Clinical Psychology MS**
Mark J. Crisafulli

**Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS**
Hillary Elizabeth Chandler
Kinjal Chheda

**Interactive Entertainment MS**
Jonathan Ray Baldessari, Jr.
Jacqueline Wei Bornstein
Gabriela C. Borregales
Eva Camba Perez
Kylie Campbell
Marshall S. Carpenter
Andrew C. Chok
Niara Jordan-Nicole Clay
Emma Marie Condie
Sandy S. Demian
Joseph Philip Denike
Gaelen Sourat Dignan
Taylor Alexis Estape
Andres Eduardo Figueroa
Peter Scott Hanson
Logan Tanner Harvell
Aria Hight
Yu-Ping Hsiao
Eleanor Ruth Johnson
Lauren N. Jones
Shaun Mukesh Joshi
Zachary Charles Karlins
Susan Sloan Kiechel
Nathan R. Kight
Paxton Belle Klots
Jennifer Jean Kotick
Kieren M. Krieger
Austin Thomas Labarbera
Adria L. Llerena
Diana Lott
Belanna Marconi
Kelby Martin
Meredith Helen May
Sean McDermott
Thomas I. Mcguire
John Matthew Mercer
Claudia Isabel Morell
Kenneth Joshua Morrison
Rachel Beth Morton
Mohammad S. Mustafa
Jason Nguyen
Destiny Gail Nunn
Yolanda M. Patino
Jarrett G. Rhodes
Jason A. Richards
Samuel Jeffrey Roberts
Willy Mikael Romo Gonzalez
Bianca Mari Santimaw
Hannah Allene Shea

Neri St.Charles
Amanda Megan Swiger
Chesalon A. Taylor, Jr.
Rohit Sachin Thakre
Thi Thanh Tran
Tho Thanh Tran
Emma Louise Tumlin
Konstantinos Tzinas
Chao Hao Wang
Brenan B. Wayland
Taylor A. Welling
Jarrett Matthew Wendt
Patrick T. Wert
Ross Michael Winters
Dennis John Yelito, Jr.
Logan Edward Zayac

**Mathematical Science MS**
Corey Andrew Prachniak

**Physics MS**
Andrew Ree Malfavon

**Statistical Computing MS**
Daniel Michael Gluck

**Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining**
Daniel K. Hyun
Mingming Zhou
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management MS

Mohammed Saad F Alshammari
Nicole Marie Ames
Nicholas Ismael Bayala
Carlotta Buceti
Caitlin Rose Canning-Glassman
Imani Danielle Cobb
Alessandra Conte
Temara Shanice Foster
Michael Jay Gincel
Violetta Gir
Jamie Marshall Hagan
Kristen Susan Hudak
Addyson Lindsey Hudson
Shiva Jahani
Aimin Li
Brianna Lenae Miller
Kristina Ashly Miller
Madeleine Quinn Parker
Lorenza T. Ponder
Blair Fraser Pott
Minsun Robillard
Cristina Roche Gonzalez
Alexis M. Sanchez
Jordan Anthony Simmons
Valencia Andrea Sims
Leah Maxine Solomon
Jeffrey Lee St. Cyr
Sandra Ivonne Torres-Quinones
Jing Wang
Xiaofang Zhu
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

James Stevenson Briggs

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Sarah Hamadah Bader  Scott Robert Heinz  Haroon Rashid
Nabeel Riaz Baksh  Rachel Renee Hughes  Vanshika Ratra
Kevin Edward Boyles  Brandon Young Kaye  Andrea Laurene Santini
Darian Giovanni Cabrera  Jia Jin Koay  William Hudson Shaw
Laura Chiu  Austin Michael Leach  Nathaniel O. Simone
Abigail Regina Cone  Andrea Maria Leimer  Jack Kessler Streets
Scott Christian Davis  Chad David Lindo  Kenneth Rainer Thuleweit
Shayanne Judith-Victoria  Bailey Marie McBreen  Joshua Dev Welden
Elliott  Bryanna Leigh Newberry  Daniel D Wiggan
Ireland Christine Frost  Nicole Kristen Pacana  Brandon Alexander Williams
Aaron Blake Geril  Gianna Marie Peralli
Pamela Sue Gores

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Logan Armagost  Teresa Gamba  Haroon Rashid
Cassandra Arrigo  Jacqueline Godier  Nathan Reeves
Moutasm Badawi  Andrew Grabe  Zachary Reuther
Nabeel Baksh  Brady Hill  Anita Samadabadi
Kristen Brightwell  Caroline Hobson  Zachary Schickler
Olivia Browdy  Nicholas Johnson  Rachel Scime
Makayla Burley  Brandon Kaye  Cierra Secrest
Priyanka Chandrashekar  Max Kingstone  Charles Sharp
Taiason Cole  Cathy Le  William Shaw
James Conomea  Amy Lebanoff  Jake Shipe
Alexander Cotter  Dante Lepe  Nathaniel Simone
Reilly Dearth  Chad Lindo  Madison Stemples
Christina Debarro  Daniel Lu  William Stephenson
Rocco Digiorgio V  Danny Luong  Kenneth Thuleweit
Jonathan Elliott  Hadi Mahmoud  Zon Thwin
Tyler Elliott  Shannon McCarthy  Derek Van Hook
Zeynep Elshaer  Jacqueline Miszuk  Megan Vidal
Gianna Fanelli  Paula Moreno  Megan Whalen
Emma Fazio  Heba Nasserreddeen  Glen White
Miranda Foster  Stephanie Pena  Zachary Wilson
Honors in the Major

Faith Ambrose
Psychology

Ranya Eid
Political Science

Ediola Malkouari
History

Moutasm Badawi
Economics

Nikole Elderkin
Psychology

Stephanie Mihalache
Psychology

James Bailey
Economics

Daila El-Shafie
Psychology

Keira Louise Monaghan
Psychology

Elizabeth Boggs
Biology

Erica Garcia
Early Childhood Development and Education

Kenji Palavino
Aerospace Engineering

Carlos Borras Abdala
Mechanical Engineering

Umaima Haseeb
Psychology

Nicole Palmeri
Psychology

Karena Boyd
Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Hernandez
English

Chandel Perez
Anthropology

Claudia Chardon Torres
Interdisciplinary Studies

Alaysia Herndon
Psychology

Adil Riahi
Mechanical Engineering

Laura Chiu
Political Science

Kris-Ann Higgins
Exceptional Child Education

Anestacia Robinson
Biology

Alyssa Church
Health Sciences

Alec Kerrigan
Computer Science

Anita Samadabadi
Biomedical Sciences

Nicholas Cooper
Sociology

Nicholas Kopp
Anthropology

Christian Tabet
Writing and Rhetoric

Russell Cox
Chemistry

James La Pierre Cutts
Political Science

Tiffany Tanaka-Cooper
English

Madison Das
Interdisciplinary Studies

Cathy Le
Biomedical Sciences

Enilda Velazquez
Psychology

Kia Del Solar
Political Science

Amy Lebanonoff
Mechanical Engineering

Elizabeth Williamson
Biomedical Sciences

Bryce Doll
Mechanical Engineering

Honors in Research

Zeynep Elshaer
Interdisciplinary

Shanelle Osorio
Interdisciplinary

Brittany Robaina-Caicedo
Interdisciplinary

Michael Greenberg
Interdisciplinary

Haroon Rashid
Interdisciplinary

Michael Soroka
Interdisciplinary

Rahema Khan
Interdisciplinary
LEAD Scholars

Kaarthik Alagapan
Kimberly Bello
Jordan Blanco
Bianca Booz
Jonathan Boring
Michaylla Boring
Nathanael Boring
Alicia Camacho
Hii Chan
Kirsten Collins
Valentina Durango
Ryan Fanek
Aaron Geril
Elaine Glatz
Natalya Green
Riad Hafeez

Monica Hanna
Matthew Hood
Brandon Ikeman
Illysa Jaraplasan
Kathryn Kellogg
Rahema Khan
Katie Kumnick
Amy Lebanoff
Chad Lindo
Sean McKinney
Yasmine Moolenaar
Heba Nassereddeen
Shanelle Osorio
Sarah Parker
Alicia Perez
Melissa Porcaro

Alexis Rodriguez
Samantha Rosenthal
Bianna Seanor
Rozina Sheikh
Francesca Sperbeck
John Stafford
Anna Staggs
Erin Stincer
Meagan Suss
Mi Mi Zon Thwin
Samantha Vilarino
Joseph Walsh
Danielle Young
Brittany Zengotita
Jennifer Zuniga

President’s Leadership Council

Stephanie Schwartz

Air Force ROTC Commission

Paula A. Barrera
Stephen G. Brown
Ryan M. Charron

Jacqueline J. Godier
Matthew T. Marks
Evan R. Murray

Emily A. Penny
Javier O. Tirado Ortiz

Army ROTC Commission

Noah Anderson
Pierina Barletti
Nicholas Cooper
Parker Hay

Jacob Leipheimer
Eric Mangual
Johana Quizhpilema
Blain Roberson

Nicholas Roel
Cole Ross
Erica Sweitzser
Stephen Yaegers
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude — students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude — students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude — students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cut points are available at: https://commencement.ucf.edu/file/104/graduating-honors-cut-off.pdf
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Art BA-Art History**
Holly Kay Alexander
Cynthia Areas
Juan Sebastian Mahecha
** Marielle Martinez
*** Bryanna Leigh Newberry

**Art BA-Studio**
Melany Marie Acosta
Emily Lauren Andrews
Vanessa Christine Arnold
Colleen Victoria Falco
Jing Hui
Michael James Jimenez
Kaley Rose Kranert
* Rachael Violet Majdali
EmiLee Ann Stevens
Adrian Valenzuela, Jr.

**Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management**
Jeremy Tyler Allen
** Stephanie Brinn
Desiree Marie Caldwell
Briana Andrea De Tomas Medina
** Akira Charlene Dix
Callan Reed Donahoe
Kaitlyn Abigail Dunbar
Rosalyn Karisa Gonzalez
Songyan He
Melanie Erin King
Albert Levy
Samantha Ann Martin
Kileen Christina Myers
Grant Michael Richardson
Alexandra Ruiz
Shiveshna S. Singh
Alyssa Jordan Stewart
Brittany Marie Stewart
Lindsay Marie Vasiloff

**English BA-Creative Writing**
Natalie Elizabeth Alba
Miguel Angel Albarracin
Virginia K. Anthony
Bryce Andrew Bahlmann
Pamela Ayn Brugger
Andrew Wyatt Burkett
Deirdre Cardona
Michael Gladys Cohen
** Megan Leigh Crawford
Kristi My Dao
Trevor Elizabeth Davies
Juliana Mian Do Prado
Melody Ann Edwards
Habacuc Merzier Exantus
*** Nathaniel James Falk
Holland Drew Freeman
Russell Howard Gibson, Jr.
Victoria Elizabeth Gordillo
Logan Blake Hajdukiewicz
Ana Bridgelette Hart
Daniel Armando Hernandez
Tammy Renee Hill
Julia Danielle Horensten
Cole Remington Howanitz
Irama Elizabeth Jemison
Angela Renee Keim
Natalie Rae Lambert
* Maddison Joelle Langston
** Kathryn Hope Liggera
Timothy Joshua Lowe
Matha Valerie Mathieu
Andrea Jaye McAvoy
Ekatherinn Melendez
Angela Maria Orozco
Natalie Ortiz
Wyatt Hannold Paul
Kristian Manuel Perez
Chelsea Melissa Pierre-Louis
** Kathryn Leigh Porch
Lauren Heather Punales
Madison Paige Rayburn
Gabrielle Duval Rodriguez
Miguel Rodriguez
Teresa Marie Schendel
Melissa Jean Shelton Harrison
Jillian Nicole Stanton
Abigail Mae Stewart

Daphne Elizabeth Storm
Taphatchot Suhrankornwit
Giavonni Symone Taliaferro
Tiffany Sierra Tanaka-Cooper
Blake S. Thaggard
Jaclyn Gabrielle Thomas
Christian Inez Tippins
Grace Marie Torres Firpi
Nam Hoang Tran
Luis Jose Valcarcel Santana
Kristen Jean Welker
Hugh W. Wells
** Anna Victoria Whitlock
Emily Margaret Wilson

**English BA-Literature**
Logan Elizabeth Alberico
Audrey Michelle Ash
Giatri Bacchus
Ismael Abdelkrim Benjelloun
Londyn Nichole Brickous
Miriam Ariel Byer
Cole Robert Christie
Priscilla Gisselle Diaz
Lauryn Jeanine Dryden
Ethan Graham Duke
Steven Michael Eley
James Michael Frye
Megan Nicole Griesmer
Katie Leanna Hardy
Anni Kathleen Howard
Devin Lolita Johnson
Mehwish Khan
Kirstie Danielle Kibbe
Karl King
James Kirkland
Madison McKenzie Laustra
Nancy Jean Lopez
Katelin Noelle Mathews
Angela Lynn Maton
Omar George McLeish
Johnathan Edward Miles
Victoria Lynn Minner
Eric Christopher Napolitan
Mary Kathryn Norton
Nancy C. Paiz
Sabihna Rahman
Ashley Nicole Rutz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Serena Celeste Schramm
Melissa Marie Siwarski
Jennifer Souffrant
Danielle Lynn Trenholm
Austin Todd Trimble
Erica Lindsey Walters
Justin Edmund Watkins

**English BA-Technical Communication**
Michelle Ruth Exantus
Lakena Rosmond Gray
Renita Kay Lerner
Joel Victor McDowell
Darla Medina
Barbie M. Mullins
Emma Katherine Neal
Leticia Negron
Jenny Ngocn Pham
Kurt Bacolod Ramos
Joseph Thomas Regiacorte
Ethan Conner Rogerson
Antonio Joseph Ruiz, Jr.
Russell Eddey Severe
Morgan Ayres Southard
Hannah Ashli South
Anthony Van Shamir Williams, Jr.

**French BA**
Kevin Daniel Alicea Aponte

**History BA**
Michael Todd Armato
Brett Arthur Bodiford
Heather Renee Branum
Lauren Nicole Burgos
Jessica Lauren Casey
Jacob Robert Clarke
* Jennifer Elizabeth Comstock
Eoin Crawford
David Fines
Matthew Gallo
Said Omar Giron, Jr.
Sheldon Patrick Gray
Kelly A. Haggerty
Robert Alexander Heifner
Brooke Lee Hodges
Leah Michelle Howard
Henry Coggeshall Howells IV
Anjum Khaja
Valery Kyker

*** Cathy Trang Le
* Rebecca Irene Lipkin

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

**Religion and Cultural Studies BA**
Nathanael Stephen Ettel
Caroline Paige Folsom
Christopher Jay Pope
Jennifer Suzanne Wells

**Spanish BA**
Kristal Marie Cintron Martinez
Allison Viviana Cruzado Aguilar
* Zeynep Heather Elshaer
Luis Alberto Pastor

**Theatre Studies BA**
Isabel Beatriz Aranda-Deplanque
*** Isabel Mercedes Bernal
Katie Marie Bregenzer
* Lauren Brook Calhoun
Ana Paula De Luca Urbini
Matthew Lewis Delker
Julie Heather Gottfried
Diane Marie Hemingway
Aleisha Teresa Hild
* Nathaniel Christopher Knepper-Quijano
Trenton Jeremiah McFarlane
Lauren Nicole McMillan
* Minerva Melendez
Jessica Morgan Mesnick
Dinah Rachelle Charlie Olivier
Ritchie Luis Rodriguez
Suzanne Nalani Simeona
Nicholas Nathaniel Stelter
Shauna Lynn Stone
Mia Strickland
* Lauren Michelle Vick
Phoebe Isabelle Weaver
Andrea Leigh Whitman

**Writing and Rhetoric BA**
*** Pamela Sue Gores
Dahri Anne Lanes
* Tiffany Nicole Magoutas
Jordan Ashleigh Richtmeyer
Philip Bekele Shanko
*** Christian Elias Tabet
Timothy Andrew Weighill
*** James Marshall Yunik
### College of Arts and Humanities

#### Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes  
- Jeritsa Medmei Negron QUIROS  
- Brett Donald Ochsenreiter  
- Simon Salamanca Acero

#### Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA-Emerging Media  
- Tarah Clerjeau  
- James Cody Dumay  
- Alexis Mary-Michelle Faulkner  
- Inga Moiseienko  
- Morgan Tyler Roth

Art BFA-Studio Art  
- Cameron Taylor Felt

Emerging Media BFA-Experimental Animation  
- Kaitlyn Victoria Alborn  
- Ashley Arline Darbouze  
- Mina Konomi Davis  
- Maree Kristine Ortiz  
- Sergio Raya

Emerging Media BFA-Graphic Design  
- Samuel David Cronin  
- Pamela Serenade Hardiman  
- Macey Lanier Humphrey  
- Sydney Elizabeth Owens  
- Toni Marie Shelley  
- Maria Jose Trujillo

Studio Art - BFA  
- Alexander Alvarez  
- Kenneth Ryan Castellanos  
- Sofia Mariana del Real  
- Devon Laurel Felt  
- Kevin Flores  
- Logan Edward Hernandez  
- Sara Marie Kerner  
- Sarah Giselle Luciano-Aguilar  
- Marielle Martinez  
- Bernard Jerome Postell, Jr.  
- Cheyenne Lee Stastyshyn  
- Samantha Laryn Wiggins

#### Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre  
- Hallie Delice Chapman  
- Amanda Michelle Ortiz

#### Theatre BFA-Stage Management  
- Sophia Biscayne Faust  
- Natalie Joy Hoefling  
- Madisen Elise McKenzie  
- Zachary Daniel Perez

#### Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting  
- Steven Elias Angulo  
- Evelyn Tamara Correa  
- Lauren Nicole Searl  
- Shanel Marie Sparr

#### Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM  
- Olivia Reva Browdy  
- Emanuela Pava  
- Hannah Rose Vinney

Music Performance BM-Composition  
- Tiffany Louise Connell

#### Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME  
- Tanner Glenn Halle  
- Timothy Wray Hunt  
- Collin Patrick O’Rourke  
- Sean Kyle Phillips  
- Hannah Rose Vinney

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

**Bachelor of Science**

**Economics BS**
Sultan Ali Rashid Al Balushi  
Joao Vitor Sales Benicio Alkimim  
* Moutasm S. Badawi  
David Andrew Bond, Jr.  
Nathan Alexander Bondswell  
Jared Robert Dugan  
Maxwell Robert Dyell  
Elaine Laurene Glatz  
Gabriel Hernandez Percastegui  
Zhexi Hu  
Jeffrey Daniel Hunt  
Alix Bruno Joseph  
Steven Matthew Liaert  
* Jason Matos  
Benjamin Robert Mayo  
* Zachary Thomas Melvin  
Max Miller  
Otman Mrini  
Jason Navarro  
Shivam Deepakkumar Pandya  
Jason Michael Roy  
Sebastian Rozo  
Rumaiah I. Vorajee  
* Scott Christian Davis  
Jielin Deng  
* Aaron Jozef Dishman  
* Claire Marie Donnelly  
Jeenayln Wooden Duna  
** Kaley Michelle Dvoroznik  
Cedric Lee Evers  
* Noah Ari Feldman  
William Paul Gan  
Salah Eddine Gara  
** Brenda Liz Garcia  
Shannon Garmer  
*** Brianna Nicole Gassman  
* Andriana Marie Gowski  
* Tiffany Nicole Grant  
Joseph Matthew Griffith  
* Sheslyn Telycia Gumbs  
** Henri Karim Helou  
Jose Joel Hernandez  
* Ranjit Singh Hook  
Sarah Anne Horvath  
Ziwei Huang  
Logan Edward Hughes  
Mahendra Dave Jaglal  
Seth Kalish  
Omar Kanaan  
** Michele Emily Klements  
* Jacob Christopher Laliberte  
Vianca Lam Cruz  
* Jonah Adam Langburt  
Morgan Alexis Largaespada  
*** Austin Michael Leach  
*** Andrea Maria Leimer  
Brian James Linn  
Shane Alexander Lynah  
Cruz Anothony Madero  
*** Dulce Maria Mancilla Diaz  
* Daniel Benjamin Margot  
Rhonda Martinez  
* Samantha A. Maurer  
* Leona Eunice Mazur  
Andrew Garrett McElhinny  
Harison Geoffrey Mckay  
Stephanie Marie Melara  
Anthony Joseph Mignone  
Zanah Nazih Minkara  
* Mohammad Hamid Mirza  
Alexa Sierra Moggio  
Kayla Lynn Morrow  
Saad Mouaaden  
Paul Geramy Mottet  
Joshua Enriqu Munoz  
*** Abigail Wen Murray  
Patrick Francis Nolan  
Kourtney Anne O’Henry  
* Lara Selin Oktay  
Francesca Maria Olivaures  
Zaira Portillo  
Christopher Richard Raffone  
Zachary Steven Reuthr  
*** Darian Reyes  
Allison Ann Roberts  
Jorge A. Rodriguez- Ortiz  
Carla Cristina Rojas Del Aguila  
Tiffany Michelle Rollins  
Ricardo Augusto Romero  
Jeffrey Eduardo Sagastume Ceron  
Joshua Sanchez  
Nicholas Raphael Sanson  
Andrew Michael Sawyer  
* Nichole Yvonne Schmider  
Shannon Schuettke  
Mia Rose Sgarlato  
*** Jake Robert Shipe  
Robert Allen Slaman, Jr.  
Tabitha Marie Smith  
** Kadiatou Sogodogo  
Yonatan Sorokine  
* Sarah Elizabeth Sparks  
* Sun M. Su  
Jennifer James Tjernagel  
Mitchell Robert Tutins  
Jason Valdez Espinoza  
*** Stephen Charles Valentine  
* Kristen Elizabeth Wekony  
Faye Hannah Weymouth  
Lea Nicole Wilke  
Chase James Williams  
Renee Sessions Williams  
Stephanie Williams  
Eric Ryan Winograd  
Douglas Neil Yaxley  
Collin Reilly Zook  

**Bachelor of Science in Business Administration**

**Accounting BSBA**
Raynisha Symone Alexander  
Edgardo Aliche Colon  
Sara Cristina Almeida  
Sarah Marie Arroyo  
Maria Camila Asprrilla Paredes  
Emily Jane Barth  
Gregory Stephen Beers  
Phillip Alexander Berdeguer  
Corey Steven Bergeron  
Heather Ashley Bivona  
Jonathan James Borowka  
Brice Miguel Bowman  
* Amy Marisa Breslin  
Heather Danielle Brown  
Andrew Ivar Brush  
Helen Cabanillas  
Peter Anthony Cerro  
* Brenden David Chamberlain  
Kevin Enrique Chavez  
Jawhar H. Coleman, Jr.  
Michael Peter Courey  
*** Scott Christian Davis  
Jielin Deng  
* Aaron Jozef Dishman  
* Claire Marie Donnelly  
Jeenayln Wooden Duna  
** Kaley Michelle Dvoroznik  
Cedric Lee Evers  
* Noah Ari Feldman  
William Paul Gan  
Salah Eddine Gara  
** Brenda Liz Garcia  
Shannon Garmer  
*** Brianna Nicole Gassman  
* Andriana Marie Gowski  
* Tiffany Nicole Grant  
Joseph Matthew Griffith  
* Sheslyn Telycia Gumbs  
** Henri Karim Helou  
Jose Joel Hernandez  
* Ranjit Singh Hook  
Sarah Anne Horvath  
Ziwei Huang  
Logan Edward Hughes  
Mahendra Dave Jaglal  
Seth Kalish  
Omar Kanaan  
** Michele Emily Klements  
* Jacob Christopher Laliberte  
Vianca Lam Cruz  
* Jonah Adam Langburt  
Morgan Alexis Largaespada  
*** Austin Michael Leach  
*** Andrea Maria Leimer  
Brian James Linn  
Shane Alexander Lynah  
Cruz Anothony Madero  
*** Dulce Maria Mancilla Diaz  
* Daniel Benjamin Margot  
Rhonda Martinez  
* Samantha A. Maurer  
* Leona Eunice Mazur  
Andrew Garrett McElhinny  
Harison Geoffrey Mckay  
Stephanie Marie Melara  
Anthony Joseph Mignone  
Zanah Nazih Minkara  
* Mohammad Hamid Mirza  
Alexa Sierra Moggio  
Kayla Lynn Morrow  
Saad Mouaaden  
Paul Geramy Mottet  
Joshua Enriqu Munoz  
*** Abigail Wen Murray  
Patrick Francis Nolan  
Kourtney Anne O’Henry  
* Lara Selin Oktay  
Francesca Maria Olivaures  
Zaira Portillo  
Christopher Richard Raffone  
Zachary Steven Reuthr  
*** Darian Reyes  
Allison Ann Roberts  
Jorge A. Rodriguez- Ortiz  
Carla Cristina Rojas Del Aguila  
Tiffany Michelle Rollins  
Ricardo Augusto Romero  
Jeffrey Eduardo Sagastume Ceron  
Joshua Sanchez  
Nicholas Raphael Sanson  
Andrew Michael Sawyer  
* Nichole Yvonne Schmider  
Shannon Schuettke  
Mia Rose Sgarlato  
*** Jake Robert Shipe  
Robert Allen Slaman, Jr.  
Tabitha Marie Smith  
** Kadiatou Sogodogo  
Yonatan Sorokine  
* Sarah Elizabeth Sparks  
* Sun M. Su  
Jennifer James Tjernagel  
Mitchell Robert Tutins  
Jason Valdez Espinoza  
*** Stephen Charles Valentine  
* Kristen Elizabeth Wekony  
Faye Hannah Weymouth  
Lea Nicole Wilke  
Chase James Williams  
Renee Sessions Williams  
Stephanie Williams  
Eric Ryan Winograd  
Douglas Neil Yaxley  
Collin Reilly Zook  

**Business Economics BSBA**
Daniel Arcolin  
Daniel Arnon  
Zoe Brooke Ballagh  
Adrian Eric Bonilla Rivera  
Mariano Andres Brignoni  
Tyler James Buccalo  
Harris Elder Carlson  
Brendan Jennings Clyne  
Sofia Caterinna D’Imperio Martinez  
Brian Charles Golembeski  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Samuel Jose Hernandez
Hunter Mackenzie Hickman
Momin Mukhtar Hussain
Marcus Jeffrey Ireland
David Andrew Johnston
Garrett Rock Ketcham
Jacob Klarich
Jonathan James Knight
Jacob Aladdin Makoulian
Scott Andrew Marion
Aleksandra Markovic
Evan Daniel Martinez
Luis Fernando Martin Parilli
Edward Daniel Nichols
Thais Garaude Greven Pratt
Keon Christopher Roache
Muhammad Saboor
Ruby Sanchez
Eric Joseph Scalera
Callen Loyal Schumacher
Brendan Lane Sheets
Corey Prescott Shill
Kelsie Renee Stinson
Cristian Camilo Valencia
Shannon Mary White
Reece Patrick Winkler

Finance BSBA

Mosabbir Hossain Aakif
Anthony Mauricio Acevedo
Fouad Ahmed
Raheel Sheeraz Ali
Rodney Terrell Allen, Jr.
Jenna Nicole Allison
Max Demitri Antonio
Maria Camila Asprilla Paredes
Tyler Scott Ayer
Manisha Ayyagari

*** Christian Nicholas Aznar
Immanuel Baker
Kiana Barbieri
Kyle Austin Beaver

*** Christoffer Bogstad
Zachary Bonick
Jillian Marie Boose
Jonathan James Borowka
Blake Hunter Bowman
Brandon Dean Boyd
Caelo Lucas Braga
Erik Hermann Brenner
Erin Danielle Brickfield
Brandon Cedric Budhwa

* Sebastian Daniel Cabrejo
* Dedrick Canady
* Zachary Randall Carter
* Kayla Jo Casella
Francis James Casey
Madison Hope Cassidy
Brenda Castillo
Juan Castillo
Jillian Laurance Catino
Taylor Gage Chandler
William Hayden Clarke
Scott Patrick Colley
Christopher Matthew Congdon
Austin David Cooper
Andres Eduardo Cruz
Logan Downie Curry
Joann D. Dang
Darius Nevin Darr
Khushboo Daryanani
Ileana Del Risco
Samer Diab
Alex Joel Diaz
* Kyle Donahue
Nicholas John Drake
Kayla Mary DuBuc
JeenaLyn Wooden Duna
Andrew Carlton Edwards
Michael Turner Ellison
Joseph Nicolò Epile
Simon Isay Esparza
** Jaime Rae Farsl
Nima Fazeli
** Brielle Alexa Fearon
* Noah Ari Feldman
Cooper Jon Feltis
Jose Manuel Ferrer
David Horton Findley
Daniel Fonseca
Julian Michael Fritz
Shayne Ryan Furman
Taner James Gabriel
Juan Felipe Gamboa
Alexandro Garavito
Hector Emmanuel Garcia
Shannon Garmer
Justin Daniel Gaimo
Alexander Joseph Giovino
Austin Mitchell Golove
Fausto Gomez
Emanuel Gomez Giraldo
Tyler Steven Graff
Kevin Michael Greenawalt
Sophie Valentine Guaremas Gomez
Danielle Jeanette Handler
Kimberly Sylviannnah Henkel
Dalton Lee Herrington
Donald Lee Hirt IV
Annabella Stephanie Hjort
Taira Shaunice Hodge
Kyle Jeewon Hong
* Muhammad Ibrahim Idwan
Erik John Jacobsen
Claudia Mercedes Jerez
Javon Shamar Johnson
David Andrew Johnston
Kai Hayley Johnston
Lencia M. Joseph
Faizul Kabir
Seth Kalish
Zachary Robert Kasy
Brady Reid Kemp
Gabrielle Michaelena Kenniston
Elle Crystal Krantz
Ty Harrison Kublickis
Salomon Lapco
Hiu Yan Lau
* Christian Isaiah Leach

*** Andrea Maria Leimer
Vaclav Liptr V
Vincent Liu
Kristie Marie Locher
Laura Lynn Loeffler

*** Kyle Matthew Logan
* Valeria Lopez
Neil Anil Maharaj
Viorica Maidan
Chase William Major
Akshay D. Makan

*** Dulce Maria Mancilla Diaz
Josep Lilikolani Manjarrez
Ludmilla Esquillio Marcondes
Devin Nicolas Matos
Patrick Sam Mazzella
Harison Geoffrey Mckay
Christopher Javier Medina
Jordan Michael Miller
Brandon Willard Miyar
Bryce Alan Moecklin
Cole Samuel Moecklin
James Moise
Nicolle Alejandra Montoya
Kenan Mateo Mora
Omar Tarek Khairy Mohamed Mostafa
Sonny Charles Neuman
Samuel Lee Orcutt
Ryan Jose Ortiz, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Cesar Alfredo Ortiz Rosa
* Joseph Daniel Paneque
Nicholas Roy Patricio
** David Mijhail Penalozza Ilanes
Jacob Wesley Penta
Cesar Enrique Perez
John Carl Perren IV
** Joshua Jarrett Pezzulo
Rachel Minh Phuong Phan
Evelyn Pierre
Kalvin Anthony Pino
Lynn Katherine Pohl
Samantha Alexis Post
Joseph Louis Prothman
Christopher Richard Raffone
Chelsea Raveena Ramphal
Marcus Julian Ravaglia
Zachary Steven Reuther
Christopher Rivera
Zachary Andrew Roch
George Edward Rodgers III
Manuel Jose Rodriguez
Quinton Isaiah Roser
Aaron Richard Sanchez
Andrew Michael Sawyer
Terrin James Scala
Joseph Julian Schiraldi
Chase Michael Scratow
Charley Sethi
Daniel Abraham Siciliano Garcia
Harrison Douglas Skolnik
Andrew Benton Smith
Karimy Irene Staana
* Sun M. Su
Eyad Amjad Suleiman
Antoni Szpiech
Jason Robert Taylor
Ivan Toledo
Bryan Torres
Melvin Andrew Torres
Blake Albert Trauger
Matthew Thomas Tucker
Damarys Lissette Ubilus
Erica Vargas
Nicole Lynne Vezzosi
Rumaishah I. Vorajee
Logan Michael Ware
Michael Lewis Weber
Colton Tanner Weisent
Elior Weitzmann Cohen
* Trevor Gage Wellman
David Eric Wente
* John Paul Wharry
Karen Andrea Wilhelm
** Zhixuan Xu
Qing Xia Zhang
Paulina Anatolyevna Zhitskay
* Kaixin Zhou

General Business BSBA

Roxxann Alexandrea Gravely
Raymond Michael Masiarella III

Integrated Business BSBA

Daniel Sam Ableman
Pedro Omar Abreu
Brett Sumner Acayan
Allison Eileen Acker
Grace Y. Acosta
Rupesh Aithya
Yazan Al Khairy
Markee Davon Alston
Amrit Amarsingh
Jaey An
Hunter Robert Arbitt
Alexis Noel Arroyo
Angelo Anthony Attardo
Jaquelin Carolina Avendano
Crystal Ashley Ayala
Cassandra R. Bachman
Keri Lynn Bagnato
Tyler James Balmer
Diana Mahler Barakat
Cody M. Bergman
Rebekah Rene KaMelelani Blunt
Kevin Jacob Bogle
Christian Salvatore Borak
Katie Denise Boyd
Ryan Anderson Bozek
Joseph Timothy Brenenstuhl
Nyla Denise Bridges
Kidada Leshawn Brown
Jack James Buggeln
Victor Alonso Bula
Turner Austin Burwick
Brandi Nicole Cacho
Brandon Daniel Candela
Brianna Carpentiere
Christy Louise Carr
Kirsten Lynn Carr
Ryan Evan Carter
Ashley Madilene Castelin
Zulixza Ynoryz Castrillon
Pamela Cervantes
Drew Garrett Charles
Phillip E. Charles
Haley Marie Chenowith
Joshua Jia Xiang Chin
Nicholas Lee Clay
John Robert Clements
Nathaniel Scott Clements
Brienne Anjaha Clemmings
Courtney Shariese Coleman
John Clarence Cook
Nicholas Mitchell Cooper
Sydney Makena Covan
Kenneth Lewis Cowley III
William Karlee Cox, Jr.
Michelle Elizabeth Coyne
Mackenzie Andrew Cregar
Patrick James Curtis
Jocelyn Daniel
Ashlee Monet Davenport
Kyle Ronald Davis
Cody J. Dearborn
Jack Stevenson Decius
Thomas Augustine Demarco
Domenic Geoffrey Depersia
Bradley Carlton DeRoy
Claudia Domenech
Christopher Laszlo Dosa
Mihajo Dosen
Jake Robert Dowd
Delaney Denise Duket
Elmause Dupervil
Valentina Pilar Durango
Brandon Alex Duvidivani
Brandon J. Elkes
Jonathan Carl Faber
Rอลดoraveth Calvar Facundo
Jafar Jehad Fadel
Kevin Cody Fargo
Emma Lopresti Fazio
Dominic Joseph Fiumara
Ethan Lee Flori
Michael Justin Fouche
Brian Franco
Jocqueline Gailey
Julia Jean Gallagher
Leoni Fernando Gallego
Dylan Reid Ganche
Allison Leigh Garner
Justin Devante Gayle
Thaiceo Ludner Georges
Ariel Rose German
Anthony James Giuliano
Michael Arthur Goodliffe
Thomas Michael Gotts

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Keegan Dean Greaves
Tyra Summer Green
Steven Guerrero
Isabella Guevara
Nerissa Gutierrez
Hunter Alan Hall
Robert Matthew Harkin
Maxwell Tucker Hardwick
Ethan Monroe Harris
Brianna Michelle Healing
Naomi Hector
Alexyz Ruth Hernandez
Elerick Yavier Hernandez Roque
Andrew Harvey Hester
Sara Day Hetlage
Madison Elizabeth Hickman
Alondria L. Hie
Ryan Austin Hinz
Emily Ann Hodgson
Brett Edward Howuck
Michael Oakley Howard
Zachariah Augustine Hsu
Aron Dwayne Christopher Hyde
Alexander Robert Ibarquen
Samiah Islam
Rahl R. Jiwani
Nolen Paul Johnson
Christian Jordan
Megan Marie Jurunek
Daniel Victor Kandell
Kevin Darrell Kissenberth
Matthew James Koertner
Halla Kouatli
Aaron Robert Kravitz
Alexander Braden Krueger
Jonathan Kyritz
Sheril Lalani
Amy Le
Anna Le
Lindsay Daniele Lee
Giovanna Lenczewski
Matthew David Licari
Austin Taylor Lloyd
Taylor Champayne Lomas
Ricardo Alberto Lopez
Ray Lorenzo
Page Johnathon Losapio
Jordan Alessandro Lozzi
Odalis Lucero
Jean F. Lumaine
Tristan Carlo Luzod
Michael Giles Malone
Eric Ruben Mungal
Carla Marchi
Madison Lynn Marlowe
Christopher Nelson Martin
Abdel Martinez
Raul Fernando Martinez Lopez
Yanni Sebastien Mathelier
Daniel Eduardo May
Andrew Todd McDowell
Timothy R. McGee
Colin Patrick McGlinchey
Kelsey Lynn McMaster
Robert Blaize McSweeney
Grace Ellen McWhorter
Cornelius Melvin
Dylan Robert Mendelowitz
Ishbelle Marie Mendez
Rachel Meng
Matthew Milakovic
Chase Andrew Mills
Jeremy Mathieu Milan
Manuel Santos Montalvo
Jorge J. Mora
Cristian Emmanuel Morales
Cesar James Munoz
Stephen Timothy Myers III
Daniele Souza Nansaram
DeLisa Mara Nelson
Laura Clark Nelson
Matthew Louis Nguyen
Thanh Du Quoc Nguyen
Katlyn Nicole Nicholson
Taylor Rose Nielson
Jacob Ryan North
Stephany Pachon
Manuel Alexander Pagan Pena
Camila Parker
Jay Jitendra Parmar
Dannika Aurie-Ann Pereira
Andrea Heather Perner
Sebastien Perrault
Anil Phanisnaraine
Michael Anthony Douglas Pierce
Trevor Darneil Pinion
Alfred Xhamuel Pinto
James Dylan Powell
Tiffany Marie Ramsey
Dechla Antoine Raphael
Nada Refaie
David Antonio Renteria, Jr.
Richard Michael Rice
Danitzia Rivas
Alex Christopher Rivera
Leivy Lynn Rodriguez
John Austin Rogstad
Holly Marie Rohan
Rashard Rouse
Kyler Danae Rowe
Jasmine Dominique Rudd
Connor Steven Russell
Christopher George Sanders
Karen Elisabeth Sanders
Natalie Priscila Santino
Justin Edward Sapp
Alberto Juan-Carlos Sarabasa
Chase Michael Schnur
Kathryn Virginia Schwartz
Janica Glen Self
Jessica Lynn Shane
Patrik Shehu
Keith Anthony Sinkula
Terry James Skinner
Morgan Kathleen Skrabalak
Morgan Smith
Christian John Speranza
Ryan Matthew Stenmark
Michael John Stewart
Viviana Stewart
Julianna E. Stofflet
Bradley Jarrod Straus
Maxwell Michael Suarez
Londyn Victoria Swanson
Jia Quan Tang
Taha Tareen
John Robert Tauber, Jr.
Cameron Austin Taylor
Rachel Lane Towe
Peter Tran
Clara Erendira Trujillo
Andrew Ugarte
Oleh Vakulenko
Alexis Daniel Villanueva
Emily Kathryn Walker
Jingwen Wang
Anthony Lee Ware, Jr.
Lucas Anthony West
Jake Morrison Wexler
Andrew Williams
Craig Aaron Williams
Matthew Christopher Williams
Taujhae D. Williamson
Byron Marcus Winslow
Lauren Elizabeth Wisniewski
Zachary Freman Wood
Katlin Marie Wright
Jacqueline Ann Yancoskie
Ashley Zarantonello
Brittany Zarantonello
Robert Brent Zlokas

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Management BSBA
Serena Sophal Acosta
Bianna Beth Andrews
Brenna Elaine Bashore
** Michaylla Marlene Boring
* Nathanael Boring
Caitlin Rachel Bower
Caio Lucas Braga
Frankie Bucholc
Alexander Zeus Castro
Mary Kathryn Crevello
Natasha Alexia Diffut
Kiana Diana Dowling
Madeline Mary Fatehalla
Nicholas Ryan Fenwick
Michael Jonah Fortiche
Alexander Hontas Garcia
Tonya Smith Goring
Joshlyn Paola Gutierrez-Aguilar
Alexis Ranee Hall
Daniel Cosimo Houle
Sophia Alana Iannacone
* Violette Jahchan
Kameron Kai Johnson
Tyler Alexander Jolly
* Olga Kachirski
Sydney Patricia Kinsch
Xavier Francisco Latorre
Hilda Milagro Lebron-Ortiz
Christian Harley Lee
Taylor Simone Lewis
Dedra Leyow
Ahmed Khaled Mohamed Lotfy
Jared David Martinez
Fabiana Martinez Reyes
Lucy Mathieu
Kayti Lynn Matzke
Sean Wesley McKinney
Abu Baker Saleem Mosleh
Man M. Nguyen
Luisa Fernanda Nunez
Sean Bryan Nunez
Yannik Christopher Oettl
Miles Stephen O'Neill
Deja Moné Overs
Stevie Marie Pelletier
Xabrina Rivas
Craig Lasalle Rutledge, Jr.
Christen Nicole Ryan
Danielle Catherine Scafidi
Lucy Miranda Shaw
Richard Michael Smith III
** Francesca Diane Sperbeck
Michael Andrew Taff
Marcus James Tarantino
Nikita Louisa Terho
* Lindsey Rose Thompson
Austin Blake Tovey
Tuong Vý Le Truong
Dominick Anthony Tucciarone
Bonnie Jean Urbano
* Emily Kerinn Velez
Justin Alex Wollman
Braeden Jeffrey Zupec

Marketing BSBA
Axel Alfredo Abdul-Hadi
Alexandria Marie Achinapura
Christian Xavier Andressen
Jimmy Gianni Autran IV
Adam Michael Bass
Alyssa Rose Binder
Jonathon Michael Bishop
Jordan Alexander Blanco
Jacob Nguyen Brooks
Kevin Burnham
Jordan Cacho
Elsa Teresa Carruthers
Ricardo Carvalho
Ana Raquel Castellanos
Kevin Cekani
Jordan Ashley Cohen
Kelton D. Crane
Kyle Thomas Croatti
Jacklyn Justine Cruz
Chloe Nguyen Dang
Parker Jeffrey Day
* Louise Fernanda De Almeida Barros
Renan Felippe De Almeida Barros
Ileana Del Risco
Catherine Sophia Delgado
Brian Hunter Dylan Dickie
Neil Fela-Jacob Ekisola
Priscilla Lynne Feliciano
Kristina Marie Follis
* Gabriel Evan Fourari
Justin Aaron Froehlich
Austin Jeffrey Fudge
Teresa Carmen Gamba
Hannah Nichole Geer
Amanda Carolina Ghinaglia
Chakayla Andrea Gillislee
Emily Erin Glenn
Amanda Nicole Hall
Peter Hanna
Malik Akeem Harris
* Omar Waleed Helmy Mahmoud Hassan
Helmy
Caleb Andrew Henry
Alexandra Herrera
Lauren Michelle Hough
Leah Hurd
Alex Chavez Huynh
Daniel Eli ide
Jazlyn Anastasia Marie Jackson
Bianca Monique Jimenez
Ariel Marie Kemp
*** Heather Leigh Kramer
Jonathan Jarell Landrum
Michael Elliott Lee
Vanessa Renee Lemanski
Minelia Jessica Liriano
Edward Christopher Lozada
Taylor Alicia Lugo
Taylor Carol Marrero
Lauren Cristine Mercado
Alexandra Rose Metropolous
Edward Wallace Mills III
Mishnaree Tyrone Mincey
Isabel Sofia Moya
Dominique Bernard Paez
Michael Joseph Parente
Brandi Jade Pettinger
Kelsey Ann Rapp
*** Vanshika Ratra
Kevin Rivera
Rodrigo Alex Ruiz
Hannah Elizabeth Scharlach
Justin Phillip Schroeder
James Linx Patterson St Cyr
Austin Tyler Sternberger
Kasey Elvira Szwast
Christopher Michael Tewes
Haley Achillea Thompson
Casey Ann Torres
Brittany Hellandra Trotter
John Philip Truitt
Skyler Alyece Tufo
* Ernesto Andres Vasquez
Ariana Chloe Villanueva

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling
Thomas Walter Fisher
Kelly Ann Kennedy
Madison Brooks Lee
Taylor Nicole Nolan
Bridget Sharon Stark
Pedro Rafael Valencia
Chad Michael White

Real Estate BSBA
Andrew Richard Blanton
Nino Giovanni Brancato
Kevin Chion-Chen
Kenneth Nahoum Daniel
Alyssa Marie DeQuattro
Kevin William Donahue
Nyla Nouria Halim
Kyle Jeewon Hong
Jose Ephraim Joachin
Carly Ann Jolliff
Aquirira Jasmene Lane
Michael Joseph Lay, Jr.
Marcello Anthony Parisi
Karan Bindesh Patel
Nicholas Roy Patricio
Eric Phan
Maya Ha Phan
Forrest John Popoff
James Lewis Walker III
Chu-Qiao Wei

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice BA
Mannix Alec Sander Acevedo
Dimitri J. Augustin
*** Abigail Regina Cone
Jaquasia Sada Golding
Marletta S. Grier
Andreas Nicolas Herrera
Akijhitaee McCray
Angel Marie Mitchell
Priscilla Nunez
Boris Alfonso Rodriguez
Vanessa Valerie Velazquez
Tucker James Wensel
Belinda Ann Williams

Emergency Management BA
Charles Allen Major

Legal Studies BA
Syeda Shizza Adil
Axel Emmanuel Gunther
Cheyenne Rae Harris
Crystal Monique Kearse
Sabine Martel
Johnny Javier Pinero Gaston
Grace A. Rengifo
*** Sophia Camille Rios
Simone Thomas
Christian Inez Tippins
Valerie Beth Wyrick

Nonprofit Management BA
* Camila Pinzon

Public Administration BA
Connor David Bruder
Branden Tyler Cabrera
Maria Paula Diazgranados Velandia
Shajira El Masri
Natalie Rebecca Garcia Contreras
Alexandra Ramirez
Josue Torres

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Camille Jade Kamens
Juliana Marie Pisculli
Jacob Ernest Quimby
Nikole Arleene Strandquest
* Courtney Amber Timm

Criminal Justice BS
* Nicole Acevedo
Richanna Keanna Adderley
Austin Jacob Alvarez
Noah Anderson
Tiffany Aranguren
Kimberly A. Baginski
Melissa Paola Bahoque
Mishka Patrice Bailey-Griffiths
Aimee Elizabeth Baker
Destiny Ann Baldwin
Paula Andrea Barrera
Bridgitte Batista
Matthew Rush Beckner
Jennifer Lynn Bell
David Ricardo Bermudez
Tiffany S. Bishop
Darla Jean Blackwell
Eric Bonet
Sarah Carolyn Borrero
Shannon Jean Bowman
Leslee-Anne Nicole Braggs
Austin Drake Brown
Charles Jordan Busch
Gardy Butois
Melaya Mitsy Cabral
*** Darian Giovanni Cabrera
Vasthie Irma Cadeau
Terriann Zoey Caraballo
Mauricio Cardona
Jaynae Lorraine Castillo
Sienna Lynn Chadwick
Christopher Chamorro
Wanda Charles
Mason James Cholewa
Makaha Marie Christiansen
Cody Dean Clarke
Justin David Cohen
Joseph John Coltre
Timothy James Corcoran
Chloe Dominique Costa
Rebekah Janice Crotty
Fernando Cuesta
Arianna Curatolo
Stacy Marie Current

Kalia Anthony Davis
Meleina Mae Davis-Martinez
Gabriel Alfredo de la Cruz
Reanne Marie DeGraff
Sabrina Alexis DeJesus
Michael Anthony DeSante
Jenna Ashley Dovi
Taylor Noelle Downing
Katherine Marie Dube
** Rosalyn Espiet
Carlos Alejandro Estrella-Vila, Jr.
Thomas Mark Ewald
Lance Feagley
Jared Andrew Finver
Alison Lynn Fleming
Shayla Sharadae Flemmings
Ana Belen Flores Rodriguez
Laura Ruth Forney
Sandruny Fortune
Zachary Robert Freis
* Jessica Danielle Fuller
Ciara Donomique Gallion
Aaron Garcia
Fernando Luis Garcia
France Stephanie Garilus, Jr.
Jasmine Renee Gee
Camila Gomez
Collin McLeod Graham
Shaia Gutierrez
William Rian Hagan
Brian Agustin Hardy
Allison Victoria Hayes
Ivan Andres Hernandez-Cardona
Alycia Elizabeth Hippler
Elliott R. Holmes, Jr.
Anastasia Holt
Roger Martin Huaman
Brianna Lee Jackson
Albens Jean Baptiste
Layla Marie Jenkins
Alexander L. Jones, Jr.
Mac Anthony Jones
Anna Elizabete Kanapiska
Alison Khan
Crystal Ann Kirkland
Kyle Brook Kozlowski
* Taylor Caitlyn Kuperberg
Kassidy Suzanne Lander
Bryce Alexander Lartonoix
Larix Noel Lebron
Amber Rae Lee
Luis Enrique Leiva, Jr.
Moise Limage

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

* Gabriela Isabel Llanos
Lazaro Jesus Lopez
Victoria A. Lopez
Sabrina Lora
* John W. Loso
Carnisha Margaret Yvonne Lowe
Br’Nay Darnise Lymon-Florence
Courtney Abigail Lyons
Amaya Alexia Maragh
Lekenson Oliver Marc
Lloyd Daniel Markley
Sarah Marie Mazur
Stephanie Micheli
Kristian Jeddire Munnings
Dylan Murchison
Kourtney St John Newman
Valery Nicolas
Yessena Milagros Oliver
Kayla Nicole O’Neal
Corey Michael Oporto
Sabrina Mayleen Ortiz Morales
Alexander Panet
Tiffany Delynn Parks
Felix Fernando Perez
Patrick Jagdesh Persaud
Nicole Marie Pignataro
Brandon Ariel Platero
James C. Pomales
** Charlotte Haley Porter
Ciara Nicole Rains
Princess Ramirez
Jessica Danielle Ramos
Coralis Sofia Ramos Delgado
Allanie Michelle Ramos Quinones
Megan Ann Redsicker
Alexandra Kenese Richards
Bryce Taylor Roberts
* Rachel Rosaly Robles
Ryan Patrick Rosa
Isabella Pearl Rose
Cole Spencer Ross
Julie Saint-Vil
Roberto Salazar
Juan Pablo Saldarriaga
Angela Michelle Sanchez-Menjivar
Emily Rose Sangiamo
Jacob Shaquille Santiago Nunez
* Leonardo Sauri Le Hardy
Jack Conrad Scarlata
Michelle Eva Schulman
Ashilhan Hazal Senturk
Bryce Edward Shinault
* Breanna Elaine Sibole
Mickenson Simonville
Caitlin Elisabeth Solimano
Arielle Jaliene Soto
Kelly Anne Sparks
Jamie Beth Spataro
Kim D. Stanton
Abigail Elizabeth Sutton
Tyler Justin Tavers
Patrick Alexander Teaf
Juliana Cristina Tenaglia
Anthony Elbert Terry, Jr.
Grace Elizabeth Torres
Hoa Thomas Tran
Jasmin Odalis Turcios
Alexa Nicole Umfer
Marifelx Valdes
Maritza Christina Vasquez
Macy Latifah Olivia Walker
Heather Marie Wersinger
Elijah Ty’Rek Whitehead
Alexis Raquel Wirick
Lucas Gary Wootten

Early Childhood Development and Education BS
Dara Emma Altmann
Halie Marie Bourre
Angelica Maria Bustios
Kiara Renee Butler
Ruth Elizabeth Caldwell
Alison Reid Callahan
Jenna Leigh Christianson
Julia Faith Ewasko
Maraya Flores
* Erica Marie Garcia
Brianne Amelia Grabin
* Christina Faye Bermingham Hoolihan
** Austyn Cierra Keikes
Kristen Hope Kief
Jennifer Christie Kroll
Gabrielle Rebecca Labow
Andrea Nicole Lane
Samantha Star Martinez
Camila Montano
Olivia Ann Niquette
Nicole Elizabeth Perez
Elizabeth Reyes-Soto
** Sofia Alejandra Rivera
Naomi Imani Thomas
Rebecca Rose Tijerina
Ana Beatriz Walker
Kayla Elaine West

Elementary Education BS
Michelle Leigh Acker
*** Claritza Delmar Ahmed
* Delaney Renee Allen
* Payton Taylor Allen
Mary Francoise Ramos Arteiro
Brittany Elizabeth Atkinson
* Channing Elizabeth Austin
Cristal Padilla
Margaret A. Baker
Jessica Marie Baksh
*** Hunter Anne Barba
Samantha Jean Barker
Courtney Corynn Bastin
Megan Yvonne Tea* Bauman
Joanne Hope Beyhl
** Heather Josephine Bottone
Claire Elizabeth Bourne
Emily Rose Brown
Mya Denise Brown
* Erin Elizabeth Cady
Alexandra Rose Caldwell
Kalen Elizabeth Callihan
Valerie Castillo
Yvonne Mae Clark
Krizia Pamela Cobar
Charles Evan Cochran
** Leonela Beatriz Cruz Tejada
Sydney Lauren Daniels
** Janecka Elizabeth Deer
*** Kaelyn Nicole Drake
Hayley Morgan Dray
Sarah Brown Dusing
Emily Anne Emerson
* Ashley E. Eppa
Nadine Narcisa Estrada
Danielle Maureen Fearon
Bayleigh Faith Fitzsimmons
Nashday Yael Font
Cody Andrew Ford
Maci Jordan Forster
Laurie R. Gonzalez
Delaney Carrie Graham
* Natalya Mariabella Green
*** Amanda Grullon
Jeremy Craig Guzman
Alexis Rae Harrell
** Kristin Marie Healey
Emily Marie Hedengren
Claire Elizabeth Herman
Lindsey Rae Herman
Jessica Lee Hernandez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Jocelyn Cecilia Hernandez
Aquanetta Shermaine Holmes
Maria Angelica Jennings-Morales
Haley Elizabeth Kaye
* Kathryn Marie Kellogg
* Kaylee Goldie Kimmelman
Haley Elizabeth Klein
*** Megan Robyn Klein
Leah Danielle Krieger
Darshini Lafferty
Samantha Joyce LaGasse
Kaitlyn Lily Lagrange
Ja’Quessia Janay Lawson
Annamaria Francesca Lostracco
Summer Rae Maddox
Gabriella Jacquelynne Martin
Kennedi Noel Martin
Beverly Meliscar
Lauren Nicole Methven
Zahbia Mohammad
Dara Cecilia Moux
Hannah Marie Murtha
Melodie Regina Nelson
Straunje Doris Nelson
Ashley Labria Newsome
Ingrid Elisa Nieri
Ashley Rose Olson
Kelly Marina Ordonez
Benjamin David Osterman
Gregory Alvin Oxendine
Alexis Estil Peacock
Samantha Jo Perry
Allison Rose Petro
Deanna Lorin Petrosky-Fowler
Tristan Lee Pool
*** Johana Belen Quizhpilema
Katherine Norah Radebaugh
Jean Louise Rezendes
Jenna Catherine Ricke
Susanne Marie Ritenour
Lauren Ellesse Robertson
*** Denise Marie Rodriguez
Sofia Marie Roselli
Kayla Jaikia Saintagne
*** Kashleen Josy Santiago Rodriguez
Amarilis Sierra
Devin Scott Skorupski
Monica Snyder
Nathalia Andrea Soto
Arielle Mariah Spitler
Sharon Lee Stewart
Kimberly Alicia Stroy
Kendyl Anne Strum
Alexis Thompson
Natalia Usme
* Giovanny Vargas
Kayla Dalia Vazquez
Tara Brooke Vickers
Raquel Donna Walcott
*** Asheleigh Wells
Anna Louise White
Bristol Rose Whitley
Halley Michele Whitten-Connolly
Madeline Brooke Wiles
Michelle Wilson
Taylor Wise
Jacob Paul Woods
Kristen Nicole Wyche
* Erin Nicole Yarbrough
Yahav Zafir

Emergency Management BS
Gregory Thomas Clarke
Jacob Alexander Curry
Colten Blaine Gardner
Brandon Mackenzie Gunn
Justin Van Nguyen
Mathew Joseph Sanchez

English Language Arts Education BS
Payton Marie Sapp
*** Tyler Richard Clarke Thomas

Exceptional Student Education BS
Winston Neigel Dennis Browne
Brittany Morgan Buchanan
* Madison Kayleigh Campbell
Marleen M. Cleversey
Gabriel D. Gottlieb
Kris-An Patrice Higgins
*** Rachel Renee Hughes
Aiyana Nicole Rendeiro
Jordyn Carly Sable
Michelle Monica Toepfer

Health Informatics and Information Management BS
Stephanie Berrios
Dexter Joshua Necio
Rachelle Nemorin
Myriam Noel
Anthony Michael Rodriguez
Geraldine Edalaih Saintville
Dante William Voss
Latonya Denise Williams

Health Services Administration BS
Kirbie Irene Ackerson
Michael David Alexander
Ty’Misha Renee Anderson
Andrea Carolina Arocho
Daniella C. Bailey
Taylor Danielle Banfield
Laura J. Barnett
Victoria Dozzi Batalha
Noah Wesley Bennett
Michael James Boguslawski
Rebecca Bond
Ja’Khi Ansley Britt
Darby Katrina Brooks
Lucas Robert Brumbelow
LIZANDRA Calderon
Payton Anne Callahan
Myriam Ayleen Cardinale
Valeria Carrasquillo Rivera
Melissa Meaghan Centeno
Nicole Collado
Laura Ann Cothran
Lizbeth Delgado Guerrero
Alicia Alexandria Desa
Elexus S. Diaz
Melissa Diaz
Gregory Charles Dick
Duane Anthony Domingo, Jr.
Leah Chelsea Edouard
Madison Rose Evard
Shannon Rose Farley
Jennifer Lynn Firestone
Justin Nicholas Flores
Farrah I. Fontaine
Lynette Maylen Franco
Dor'Shayna Ti'Keria Freeman
Emily Robin Friedman
Reina Garraway
Tiffany Lynn Gary
Brody Kade Gashaw
Jenny Rebecca Gehlman
Victoria Elizabeth Hunter Grabman
Diamund Donyle Nicole Green
Mohammad Murtaza Haider
Deidre Deonne Hall
Susan Kaye Hautersburg
Jessica Marie Henry
Gisselle Vanessa Herrera
Nhi Thuy Hoang
Tina Maria Hope
Claudia Nicole Imhoff

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Kashonda Renee Ingram  
Sarah Lizette Injo  
Tanisha Aidyl Jean Jacques  
Stavdny Asser Jean-Pierre  
Vanessa Marie Jimenez  
Killian Morgan Johnson  
Nylah Monet Jordan  
* Breanna Nichole Karwat  
Rachelle Sarah Lagueur  
Tina Phuong Le  
James T. Ledbetter  
Sydney Edith-Marie Lemmer  
Marshanna Jeanette Lionel  
Lindsay Sarah Lonano  
Shawn Michael Lopez  
* Steven Max Losner  
Maria Fernanda Macerola  
Nathalie Nicole Malaret  
Deyana Marie Martinez  
Jani Mato  
Sollymar Medrano Sebelen  
Sabrina Elizabeth Micciche  
Alexandria Jennifer Miller  
Selina Nakira Mitchell  
Christine Ashley Montauban  
Margaret Beth Morris  
Lindsey Allison Muzante Santana  
Austin Michael Nadwodny  
Kenneth Negron  
Masoudy Pasong Ngondara  
Nhi Hoang Nguyen  
Nataliah Gabrielle Nieves  
Isabel Olvera  
Gwendolyn Parisi  
Samantha Maryon Parris  
Elymi Peralta  
* Julie Olga Pierre  
Amaris Placencia  
Karina Mercedes Prado  
Kely-Joan Ramirez  
Naomi Ramirez  
Julianne Ramos  
Demetria Marie Rao  
Garrett Justin Rasheed  
Haley Anne Rees  
Makeda Akela Reid-Scott  
Brandi Michelle Rivers  
Roman Lewis Roberts  
Raymond Giovanni Rodriguez  
Bre’Na Elaine Rouse  
Lauren Amanda Rouse  
Hannah Elise Ruby  
Jasmin Ruiz  
Andrew Deshawn Sangster  
Claire C. Scribner  
Molly Caitlin Sexton  
Lillian Amay Sheridan  
Amanda Eileen Shrager  
Ketwana Rene Smith  
Shanice Andrea Sparkes  
Alysha Maya Sukhdeo  
David Austin Tapscott  
Aryana Tashawn Teague  
Ashley Adeline Thomas  
Rhonda Ladell Thomas  
Wilmine Toussaint  
* Lucia Tran Tran  
Paul Phu Tran  
Jasmine Elena Villalba  
Natalia Brianniz Villegas  
Kellan Andrew Ware  
Jonah Isiah Williams  
Alyssa Alessandra Williamson  
Matyson Bailee Wood  
Margaret Ann Woodruff  
Dorel Yosef  

* denoted Cum Laude  
** denoted Magna Cum Laude  
*** denoted Summa Cum Laude  

Mathematics Education BS

*** Shayanne Judith-Victoria Elliott  
David Tsurukichi Kayashima  

Nonprofit Management BS

Jaymine Victoria Gerlach  
Jodi Lea Lewis  
Steven M. Morris, Jr.
College of Community Innovation and Education

Public Administration BS
Abdiel Antonio Aviles
Emily Kathleen Burgess
Emily Isabella Campbell
Edward Anthony Clark
Hunter Lee Clarke
Michael Joshua Claus
Travis Kenroy Creary
Melissa Maki Ferguson
Michelle Rose Gallant
Matthew Garland
Ilan Shane Gritzman
* Emily Sara Mellowe
Christopher James Ouellette
Ruth Samantha Plancher
Collin Malik Smith
Edward Vazquez
Trevor Pinero Wild

Science Education BS-Biology
Leah Brooke Ballard
Ashley Samson

Science Education BS-Physics
Ian Michael Finnerty

Secondary Education BS-English Language Arts Education
Eleanore Louise Ave
Gina Sue Bellar
Brittany Kay Borror
Ariana Merced Cruz
Ianna Lois Haran
Ishan Leilani Isla Le’Vere
Margaret Mary Pritchard
Madison Renee Rizek
** Abigail Christine Sides
* Sydney Morgan Smith
Cristina Marie Torres

Secondary Education BS-Mathematics Education
Isaac Daniel Carlisle
Nathan Jeffry Green
Lexus Leilani Hendrix

Secondary Education BS-Science Education - Physics
Jared Alexander Suggs

Secondary Education BS-Science Education-Biology
Anthony Jake Delgado

Secondary Education BS-Social Science Education
Kimberly Bacares
James Michael Beck
George Edward Dutcher, Jr.
Robert Bradley Hinton
Nicholas Ryan Lindenfeld
Samantha J. Ollweiler
Christopher Aaron Sabbach
Lindsey Shields-Daigneault
Reese Alexander Stock

Social Science Education BS
Shane Allen Peterson

Teacher Education BS-Art Education
Kody Tyler Abrusci

Teacher Education BS-Physical Education
Seth Michael Claffey
Sage Greenleaf Policastro
Megan Ashley Sage
Jeremiah Patrick St Fleur
Thomas Keith Woods

Teacher Education BS-World Languages Education
Paola Morayma Figueroa
Siera Susan Seidl

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Denise Garcia

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

**Bachelor of Science**

*Computer Science BS*

Gabriel A. Aguier
Kaarthik Annamalai Alagappan
Henry Alvarez
Kenny Alvarez
William Robert Askew

* Misty Au
  Alper Aydin
  Justin Chi Kit Bang
  Blakely William Barr
  Samuel Verkaik Beatson
  Elena Berisha

** Luke Forrest Blanchard

*** Kevin Edward Boyles
  Benjamin Bryce Buzzelli
  Arturo Rafael Cabre
  Jeremiah Villarito Carbonell
  Prarichaya Chaiprasertsuk
  Kenny Cheng
  Samantha Blythe Chou
  Daniel Jason Cosentino
  Jonathan Luis Cotto

  Callum Michael Coy
  Lauren Pallavi Dacre
  Lloyd Osei Akoto Dapaah

  * Shane Alexander Desilva
  Jason Dhillon

*** Rocco Clayton DiGiorgio V
  Peter Grant Dorsaneo
  Edward Martinez Evangelista
  Nicholas Cory Evans
  David Stephen Eyrich
  Osvaldo Fernandez
  Louis David Ferraro, Jr.
  Michael Joseph Fielder
  Joshua Jonathan Frank
  Mark Edwin Fuller
  Cameron Tyler Garretson
  Xavier Dantrez Gibson
  John Travis Gilbert
  Randall Thomas Glasgow

* Jacqueline Jeanne Godier
  Nicholas Lee Guderian
  Giancarlo Guillen
  Aakash Gupta
  Raphael Guzman
  Justina Edward Hawtree
  Yoannier Hermida
  Anthony Edward Hevia

  Brady Matthew Hill

* Levi James Huchingson
  Maleah Low Jamieson
  Lars Gustaf Percy Jiborn
  Alisa John
  Jonathan Nathaniel Jules
  Lakshmi Pravallika Kastala
  Alec Hayes Kerrigan
  Junejae Kim

*** Jia Jin Koay
  Gabriel Andres Lara
  John Benjamin Lasala
  Robert Charles Lee III
  Charles Jacob Levine
  Tiffany Lin

  Diego Londono
  Daniel Lu
  Jason J. Mathew
  Noelle Laurel Midkiff
  Kalvin John Miller
  Nicholas Ryan Misturak
  Yasmine Marissa Moolenaar
  Joel Elias Mora
  Catalina Morales
  Pia Drewanne Nelson

** Hung Nguyen
  Vu Anh Hoan Nguyen
  Timothy Matthew O'Brien
  Tatiana Ocampo
  Victor Manuel Olazabal

* Collin Christopher Pead
  Jordan Shay Pearl
  Stephanie Nicole Pena
  Cameron Everrett Perkins
  Jacob David Pfaffenbichler
  Christian Spencer Phillips
  Nicholas Anthony Pympton
  Victor Alejandro Querecuto

  Sam Joseph Rankin
  Ruman Rashid
  Dimitri Antonio Rivera
  Jonathan Daniel Rohrback
  Joshua Gilbert Romero
  Zachary Daniel Schickler
  Miguel Severino
  Abdool S. Shakur
  Ashley Cynthia Smith
  Nicolas Lawrence Soto
  Ryan Jordan Stern
  Courtney Ann Stewart
  Jeffrey Alan Straney
  Tan Steven Thu
  Tommy Tk To
  Tinh Van Tran

* Fernando Trevino Ramirez
  Samuel Tungol
  Wilfredo L. Vega
  Hunter Scott Veranen
  Christopher Patrick Walen
  Nicole Mia White
  Ryan Matthew Wilson
  Jamal Yauhari Martinez

* Justin Thomas Zabel
  Leo Haosen Zhang
  Dunquan Zheng
  Amro Mohamed Zidan

**Information Technology BS**

Aditya Lalit Abichandani
Carly Grace Albright

** Amir Adam Ali
  Austin Thomas Audoire
  Andrew Emad Ayad
  Dylan O'Neill Baker
  Clayton C. Barrera
  Sebastien Beauge
  Arif Hai Bipu
  Logan Elliot Bohan-Moulton
  Daniel Jacob Borowsky
  Bruno I. Borra, Jr.
  Austin Michael Branch
  David Joseph Britzius
  Aubrianna Makayla Brown
  Samuel Alexander Cabezaz
  Jesus Eniel Calderon-Acevedo
  Marcangy Sebastian Cange

*** Kathleen Cao
  Keenan Demitri Card
  Glenn Carvajal
  Steven Castro-Mercado
  Jordan James Clark
  Molly Compagnoni
  Berenice Maria Cornejo Ramirez

* Lya Catherine Cortes
  Pablo Cruz
  Anthony Gerald Dalia
  Jose Lorenzo De Leon
  Michael Zane Delago
  Nathan Ducroq
  Kyle Jonathan Edwards
  Ethan David Elalouf
  Lawrence Dozie Etumnu, Jr.
  Kellie Brooke Farmer
  Eugene Louis Flores, Jr.
  Logan Michael Foster
  Arash John Ghalebi
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Luis Eduardo Granados III
Tyler Joseph Gros
Paul Joseph Grunberg
Jacob James Heiden
Jose Andres Herrera Jijon
Matthew Strait Hlavac
Phung Thanh Hoang
Richard Jonathan Holter
Hayden Ferris Inghem
Collin Johnson
Tristan Kamp
* Ryan Samuel Klawans
Bezaleel Broncano Langford
Shane Vendalosina Lealtaeafea
Joseph Lee
William Antonio Linzan
Angelo Giuseppe Lombardo Trasolini
Justin Christopher Lopez
* Nicholas Eean Lou
Michael Joseph Maffia
Otto Johan Mand
Benjamin Matthew Manz
Daniel Alejandro Manzano Guzman
Jacob Marshall Martin
Madison June Mayer
Pierce William Melone
Keyur Rajendra Mistry
Jacob Matthew Morar
Vincent Michael Moreschi
David I. Munthanov
Komal Persaud Musai
Michael Timothy Nall
Brandon Ov Nguyen
* Collin Truong Huy The Nguyen
Felipe Alexander Nieves
Kailley Elise Nobles
Omar Antonio Padilla Gonzalez
Matthew Ambiorix Perez
Cole Matthew Perler
James Michael Stewart Phillips
Umer Faraooq Qureshi
Adam Isaak Raage
Hector Jonathan Rivera
Kyle Andrew Rockwell
Keith Andrew Rodriguez
Santiago Rodriguez
Javier Alejandro Ruiz
Michael Anthony Salvato, Jr.
*** Joseph Andrew Sayers
Taylor Kamen Sellers
Sarah Elizabeth Sheehan
** Shreeya Rani Shrestha
Daniel Sierra, Jr.

Lake Aubrey Spangler
Jake Stephen Thibaut
Joseph Nicholas Thorburn
Kai-Niklas Torkel
Rachel Chung-Man Tran
Pedro Luis Vargas
Fernando Vidal Villatoro
Arielle Mai Vu
Yegor Aleksandrovich Yegorov
Micaela Ryan York
Michael Patrick McClanahan, Jr.
Sean Patrick McKnight
Michael Patrick Morse
Mashriq Noor
Saul Nunez
Kenji Castillo Palavino
Jake Thomas Parker
Michael Donald Pierro
Joshua James Roberson
Christine Elizabeth Robertson
Jeremiah Eugene Salinas
Renata Santis
Cole Thomas Sawyer
Austin Michael Sennott
Maida Shamsi
Charles Dean Sharp
Travis Alexander Spence
Steven Brandon Starnes
Mark Zoltan Szabo
Gabriel Hana Tawadros
Benjamin Robert Thibault
Alexander Lee Timmerman
Brian Manuel Vasquez
Matthias Lee Vollstedt
Husayn Zulfiqar

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSaE
Sebastian Joan Arana
Shelby Bernadette Arbacheski
Natalie Aulicino
Alastair William Baines
Ryan Rohde Boehning
Darienne Elizabeth Breining
Jared Keith Busch
Joe Angelo Calcagno
Christian Alejandro Camey
Keidy Carrasco
Jason Steven Castrillon
Ryan Michael Charron
Bradley Raymond Chow
Mason William Creager
Sean Ryan Cyr
Adam Andrew Dec
Celino Julian Diaz
Oscar Tochukwu Enukora
Jordan Ferrante
Jeffrey Walton Gantz
David Antoni Gebka
Javier Esteban Gil
Nicholas Everrett Grant
Jourdan Ray Habecker
Garrett Lewis Hausman
Rachel Hytovick
Hannah Michele Jefferson
Dykoda Ray Jordan
Marcus Jordan
Michael Sameh Georgy Kamel
Yanni Theodore Karamanis
Johannathan Robert Kidd
Alissa Nicole Kranites
Rashad Sean Longley
** Hadi Mahmoud
Jarrod Masha Maloney

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Richard Seth Acosta
Ali Mohamed Ali Al Madelwi
Abdulmalik I. Althurwi, Sr.
Alqasem Althurwi
Jorge Luis Aravena
Julian David Arrieta
Eric Michael Bush
Patrick Kevin Cannon
Carlos Alberto Castro Martinez
Malu Costa Magalhaes

** Nicholas Edward Davis
Robert John Elwood V
Robert Grant Furnas
Tyler Scot Gaffney
Charity Uyen Le
Jane Jeun Lee
Jacob Emanuel Leipheimer
Arlette Kafula Lelo Ngoie
Chelsea Melinda Letchworth
Rosy Lu

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Jorge Daniel Martinez
Timothy Justin McLaughlin
Daniel Micohen
Joel Isai Montano
Victoria Ngoc Nguyen
Dustin Robert Niefeld
Emmanuel Pereyra Fuentes
Louiseana Gouverneur Perez
Hoang The Pham
Alec Joseph Piotrowski
Daren Thomas Porter
Pulock Maheem Rahman
Brandon Michael Reynolds
Braden Christopher Rollins
Jose Antonio Rubio
Juan Diego Sanchez Espinoza
* Gabriel Shamma
Jon Michael Sikora
Christina Marie Singer
Conner Steven Smith
Abdallah Soukieh
Nikolas Alexander Suhyda
James Thomas Tew
Blaine Darwin Tinsley
Zachary James Toranzo
Nicole A. Vargas-Gonzalez
Daniel Anthony Villamayor
Brandon Lawrence Vita
Bailey Marie Wagner
Leighton Clell Wilhelm
Thomas Andrew Zegowitz

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE
John Stephen Behory III
* Evan Robert Murray
Pulock Maheem Rahman

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BScpE
Nader Hesham Abd El Rasol
Luiz Braga Alves
Nicole Andrade
Joshua Allan Andrews
Kristian Gerhard Dalsay Aspi
Stavros Dimitri Avdella

Christopher Dean Badolato
* Jacob Logan Bendele
Sadiyah Salim Bhuria
Shane Antonio Bramble-Wade
Danner De La Rosa
Rebecca Eileen Englehart
Ryan Andrew Flynn
Juan David Gamero
Danielle Kara Garsten
Graham Trevor Goerg
Lucy McKim Golebiowski
Brandon Michael Gordon
Tyler Phoenix Guerrero
Clement Wesley Hall III
Lucas Carvalho Heredia

** Jan Gabriel Iglesias Morales
Mark Lyle Judy
Abdulsalam Khan
Drew Stephen King
Barry Jimpshon Latour
Gustavo Monaco Berta
Heba Nasserreddeen
Andrew Ricardo Obeso-Silva
Jarrod Justin Pearman
Austin James Pena
Anthony Charles Pionessa
Sannidiyan Moses Rajendran
Tyler J. Rothenberg
Devin Tyler Singh

* Dariel Jose Tenf
Jaquan Thorpe
Alexander Truong-Mai
Andre Patricio Villaran
Tyler James Wallace
Noah Matthew Watts
Joy Suwipawee Weaver
Shravan Yandra
Sixiong Yang
Christian James Zanders
Jade Ann Zsiros

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE
Katherine Kristen Anderson
Carlos Diego Arevalo
David Joseph Berlino
Bradley David Blackburn
Zachary Joseph Briones
Carl Kenneth Camis Rosado

Michael Chun-Wah Choi
Grant James Cooper
*** Bernardo Luiz Correa
Sean Patrick Dillon
Robert Gabriel Federici
Samuel Alan Frisco
Nicholas Braydon Hainline
Davis Reagan Hilton
Savannah Rose Irvin
Brandon Angel Laguerre
Daman Andrew LaRoque
Harrison Shuo-Yu Liang
Christopher Austin Lopez
Florian Renaud Mendesse
Hussain A H A A Mohammad
Edward Daniel Nichols
Hardik Kaivalya Patel

** Sean Connor Quinlan
Christopher Chang Santana
Malik Joseph Santos
Colin Gray Smith
Jonathan Winthrop Spurgeon
Arjune Toolsie

** Hesham Mohamed Zidan

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE
Romme Adel Abueellel
Sanad Ayman Al Khairy
Pasindu M. Arachchige
Alessandro Belmonte
Stephen Alexander Bienstock
Katilyn Marie Bockenstedt
Benjamin Todd Bostwick

** Garrett Collin Boyle
Rocco Nicolas Capobianco Jaua
Natasha Traleigh Caron
Gerson Jackhil Cartagena
* Minxin Cheng
Spencer Austin Craig
Kiet Nguyen Dao

** Reilly Thomas Dearth
Joseph Paul DelGrippo
Peter Alexander Duros
Maria Camila Escobar Parra
Stefano Fronte
Elsayed M. Gabara III
Sandy Gonzalez Perez
John Michael Hatchitt

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bijan Hejazimanesh
* Karim Ismail
Kathryn Maney Jakubski
Logan James Johnson
Gabriel Howard Kagan
Carson Davis Kahle
Julia Marie Khan
Ian James Killian
Marah Nicole Kosto
William Joseph Maggio III
* Jonathan Vincent Manglardi
Matthew Tabler Marks
Naomi Martinez
Brinn Alexander Matthews
Nicolas Alonso Miranda
Parker John Murno
Ni Thi Nguyen
John Ross Peterson
Pedro Queiroz Accioly Lins
Gladys Mariam Raimundo Zambrano
Jesse Dale Reinhart
Ally Riley
David Rodriguez, Jr.
William Rodriguez
Alexsys Diona Serafine
* Guillermo Andres Serrao
Rozina Yasmin Sheikh
Grant Robert Skidmore
Alexander Ryan Skinner
Angela Michelle Vaca
Rita Joanne Whittam
Zachary William Wieselthier
Omar E. Zavala
Ryan John Ziegler
Arnaldo Carlos Barreto
Daniel Kaapa Barretta
Joseph Paul Beach
Christopher Michael Beer
Davis Bryan Bock
Christopher Daniel Borden
Jonathan Boring
*** Carlos Alberto Borras Abdala
Karena Leigh Boyd
Brandon Matthew Bracco
Stephen Grady Brown
Andrew Joseph Brixton
Amanda Louise Buemi
Brett Franklin Burgess
Jackson Wade Burtrum
Paul James Caldwell
Natalia Callado
William Michael Carlson
Michael Brian Cassette
Juan Castellanos
Milan Castro
Byron Shun-Kit Cheung
Dakotah Skye Chmiel
Taisan Jayde Cole
Mindy J. Coslow
Andrew Lee Costen
Alexander Lee Cotter
Mario Jose Cuello
Lauren Kristen Cruz Culibao
Jonii Daley
Cody Sanguino Damico
Andrew Benjamin Davis
Paul Michael Delery
*** Ryan Matthew Deryk
Russell Dezeme
Bryce Carl Doll
Cody Mason Ferrell
Sean P. Ferrell
Gregory Thomas Fobes
Carlos Jose Gallego
Louis Anthony Garcia
Haley Nicole Garvin
Alfredo Gomez
Paulo Nikolas Lamorena Gonzales
Bailey Anne Gray
Stephen Blais Gresko
Brandon Owen Guire
Manuel Alejandro Gutierrez
Allan Guzman
Madeline Clair Habib
*** Salomon Hassidoff
Andrew Kitchar Hatch
Brian Alexander Hohl
Haley Shay Huffman
Alex Kenneth Leon Hunt
* Faisal Fahed Hussein
Sheng Bai Jiang
Craig Anthony Johnson
Erik Francis Johnson
Nicholas William Johnson
Belinda M. Joseph
Brian Charles Keary
Mohab Bahaa Kellini
Braden James Kelly
Joshua Alexander Kernica
Waleed Nisar Khan
Max Kingstone
*** Sean Luc Kircher
Zachary Marcus Krance
George Travis Kuykendall
Jacob Rene Lacerte
Carlos Eduardo Lara
Joshua David Layland
** Amy Phan Lebanoff
Dan Lee
Hew-Tun Rachel Li
Francisco Javier Lopez-Cruz
Danny Luong
Riley Pearl Malcolm
Alan Scott Mark
Andrew Scott Marquette
* Ashley B. McCleery
Cole Daniel McLendon
*** Christopher McLoughlin
Valentina Raquel Medvid
Ximena Paola Melo Dominguez
John James Milavec
Rashaan D. Hampton Miller
Adrian Edgardo Molinari-Miranda
Tyler Joseph Moriarty
Nicholas Andrew Moser-Mancewicz
Ariana Mouring
Mitchell Dane Nance
Gum Ja Naw
Michael Edward Nettleton
Jesus Antonio Nieves
* Valentina Nino
Matthew John Norman
Esteban Olguin
Felipe Nunes Oliveira
Edward Anthony Ostovich IV
Ryan K. Oxley
Donald Anthony Palmer
Pamela Carolina Parada
Alicia Perez
Everett J. Periman

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME
Rober Michael Abdelsayed
Mohammed Mohsin Humaid Al Naamani
Dante Alvarado
Scott Michael Ambrose
Reagan Andrews
Vicente Ander Antonorsi
Katheryn Paola Arias
* Logan James Armagost
Logan B. Arnold
** Eric Austin Baker
Timothy John Balandis
Shobith Bandaru

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Amit Devendra Persaud
Matthew James Phillips
Connor Allen Picascio
Michael Donald Pierro
Joseph Lee Presley
Angel Francisco Ramos-Monserrate
Gregory James Ratz
Andrew Ryan Remmers

** Adil Riahi
Vitoria Helena Ribeiro Artmann
* Brandon Taylor Richman
Luis Fernando Rivera
Mitchell Edward Robbins
Tyler Matthew Robbins
Nathan Allen Roberts
Paul Roberts

** Mathias Dimitri Rodriguez
Robert Nicholas Rodriguez
Zachary Steven Roemerman
William David Romero Gonzalez
Noel Anthony Rosado
Mathius Frederick Rosenberger

* Dana Noel Rowley
Andrew Paul Saab
Jahrett Vivian Salkey
Connor William Salley

* Priscilla Katterina Samayoa Berghuis
Pablo Sebastian Sanz-Seleme
David Thomas Schiff
Charles Anthony Schwab
Anthony Michael Sergi
Wesley Aaron Shattenkirk
Kevin Shitaho
Daniel Angel Sixto
Alyssa Olivia Smith
Frank Gabriel St. John
Steven Brandon Starnes
Robert Matthew Staron
Marena Rey Strauss
Lindsey Paige Strembicki
Porter Ryan Strickland
Garrett R. Thompson
Jarod Robert Thue
Bora Tinsley
Emily Marie Tobar
Chihao Tran

** Robert F. Trapp
Maria Alexandra Urdaneta Bey
Derek Raymond Van Hook
Gabriel A. Vazquez
Jared Michael Vetter
Robert Joseph Vogt III
Sydney Blair Weinstein

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Ambar Natalia Aguero Mariano
Kirsten Joy Winthrop Collins
Cameron Drees
Nash Allen Glidewell
Katherine Michelle Lambert
Winzer Lorissaint
Gina Kathryn Nieto
Enrique S. Raphael Miranda

** Noah Robert Reinhart
Trey Michael Sneeringer
Francisco Mariano David Stach
Stephanie Nichole Stoll

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Communication Sciences and Disorders BA**

- Samantha Linette Amador
- Anna Elizabeth Brooks
- Lauren Elizabeth Burden
- Brittany Madison Forbes
- Leisy Garcia
- Keyna Elizabeth Grant
- Kimberly Sabina Lamour
- Neyshaliz Lucena Martinez
- Linnette Margaret Luna
- Katie Michelle Markley
- Mariela Mateo
- Jordan Thomas Nix
- Morgan Channing Nixon
- Catherine Alexandra Pence
- Shalimar Alexandra Perez
- Olivia Sarah Sipe
- Nakescha Tabuteau
- Fabiana Andrea Walton
- Camryn Elizabeth Wasman

**Bachelor of Science**

**Communication Sciences and Disorders BS**

- Sophia Jo Bagnasco
- Raina Faye Balagot
- Lauren Angela Balkaran
- Kayla Marie Birch
- Meghan Patricia Bonham
- Sonya Tatyana Brown
- Katariah A’Shtontae Bryant
- Crystal Yuen-Ting Chan
- Areesa Mukhtar Chaundry
- Emma Brianne Collier
- Haley Jo-Ann Comeaux
- Shaquira Rosales Cruz
- Gabrielle Detommaso
- Aqeela Dhalla
- Carrie Drake
- Fanny Emmanuel
- Jessica Nicole Fleisher
- Ayanna Noelle Frederick
- Sidney Sarah Ganin
- Dimarie Garcia
- Tyler Ryan Gonce
- Alexa Taylor Gonzalez
- Lorena Gonzalez

Christina Nicole González
Alondra Montserrat Hernandez
Hannah Jane Hickman
Annalisa Celia Izzo
Tiffany Rose Jack
** Katie Samantha Kumnick
Ashlee Faith Lichtner
Cassidy Lauren Locay
Julianne Marie Love
Morgan Nicole Malmquist
Penelope Justina Martijn Garcia
Akeliah Martin
Bryce Allen Mashburn
** Katelyn Marie McCann
Sashauna Sadreen McKain
Brooke Megan McMullen
Vanessa Mercado
Kelli Renee Minor
Queenija Morris
Alexis Nicole Neth
Victoria Isabel Obert
Frances Ortiz Matos
* Kaitlin Neera Outar
Victoria Rose Pavick
Valeria Valentina Pena
Stella Quintero
Daniella Nicole Rachman
Desiree Rivera
** Brianna Alexis Rodriguez
* Sabrina Ann Rogers
Gabriela Cristina Santos
Lillian Sawyer
Katelyn Heather Seay
Rebecca Megan Siegel
Jaqueline Solano
Hannah Suissa
Morgan Alexander Thompson
Sarah E. Thompson
Nicole Jean Trombeta
Bianna Jewelz Valentin
Natalie Arrieta Valentine
Julisa Leda Vazansky
Angelica Natalia Villanueva-Torres
Brandyn Vogt

**Health Sciences BS**

- Mae Rajab Abukhadrar
- Georges Sherif Accladios
- Maria Paula Acuna
- Andrew Samuel Ady
- Jenna LeAnn Ahmad
- Daniel Chigozirim Akaji
- Hasan Al Zubaidi
- Ashley Almeida
- Alexander Jeremy Almonor
- Krisslee Y. Andino Semprit
- Alexander Patrick Areopagita
- Daryl Mikala-Marie Armiola
** Harriet Kaye Padagaw Austin
Caridza Milagros Ayala
** Anthony Aziz
** Christopher Satesh Baboolall
Jenna Renee Bailey
Tianna Necol Barfield
Sandra Nagheh Barsoum
Briana Nicole Benjamin
Maikel Beshai
Samantha Allison Bhim Singh
Andrea Christine Birkey
Burlington D. Blye, Jr.
Drew Thomas Brasil
Abigail Faith Bray
Samuel Eli Brook
Priya Kaanti Budhai
Carissa Janice Byrd
Stasia Elise Caldwell
Alicia Alejandra Camacho Molinares
Arianna Chardonnay Capers
Isabella Cardenas
Sabrina Jeanette Cardona
James Micheal Carey, Jr.
Juan Angel Carranza
Jessica A. Castillo
Ji Won Chang
Adrian Ulrica Charles-Ruby
Ashley Marina Charlotin
Nejla Hanan Chehab
Daria Alexandra Chiarella
Alyssa Nicole Church
Jillian Marie Cioppio
Christian Daniel Coffelletto
Robert Jay Colomb, Jr.
Rebecca Alexandra Colon
Ninoshka Mailyn Colon Rodriguez
Eliss Mary Contreras
Brittney Jakia Cooper
Georgia Anne Costigan
Haylee Lauren Courson
Camille Natalie Coward
Emma Julia Coyne
Savon Matthew Crumity
* Julieanne I. Cuevas-Hernandez
Vitor Antonio Chaves Da Costa
Seidy Naser Daghbas
Austin Kenneth Davis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Laura Hannah Day  
Danece Deilile  
Kyliha Montano Delosreyes  
Airy Melissa Devereaux  
Juan Jose Diaz Claros  
Juliana Mian Salgado Prado  
Brianna Sue Doane  
William Julius Doyle  
Megan Marie Dudney  
*** Jonathan William Elliott  
Jordan Enriquez  
Gulbakhor Ergeshbaeva  
Sherly Melissa Estrella  
Beatriz Eugenio De Sousa Facanha  
Delphine Rosie Faustin  
Isabel Natalia Feliciano  
Hortensia Felipe  
Ryan Peter Ferland  
** Cameron Fernandez  
Kiera Maxine Fernandez  
Alondra Nicole Figueroa Rosario  
Krista Iris Fonfrías  
Alyssa Bryana Fonseca  
Jason Joseph Gangwisch  
Nicole Stephanie Garcia  
Kattina G.H. Gaskin  
Jessica Lynn Gaulier  
Jennifer Karina George  
Priya Keshav Ginoya  
Katherine Elizabeth Goetz  
Jacqueline Gomez  
Celea Maritza Gonzalez  
Francisco Javier Gonzalez  
Maria Victoria Gonzalez  
Nicole Marie Gotland  
*** Miranda Alicia Greene  
Aysha Marie Grey  
Bryce Bridges Grossmann  
Amir Hany Guindy  
Dafney Beatriz Gutierrez  
Mbeeon Angel Hajajizimi  
*** Jessica Y. Hakim  
** Monica M. Hanna  
Nour Bahaa Hanna  
*** Scott Robert Heinz  
Evenny Nicole Hernandez  
Cheyanne Amber Hevey  
Robert Arthur Hoffman  
Syed Housein  
Rena Mary Howie  
Kharis Tranæ Hughes  
Jeremiah Otis Hughley  
Fabiha Humayun  
Eva Nguyen Huynh  
* Amesha Inshanally  
Jason Michael Jabbari  
Johanne Jean  
Shannon Kate Jernigan  
Madison Camille Jetvig  
Jack Sebastian Jimenez  
Travis Brandon John  
Bria Jamae Johnson  
Edna Joseph  
Nadia Sultana Kabir  
Imane Kacimi  
Zachary Allan Kaye  
*** Sarah Khan  
Dana Khounnala  
* Sofiana Khy  
Gladys Njambi Kihara  
* Briana Kiliku  
Savanah Paige Korzeniewski  
** Jason Pierce Kotzin  
Nissa McCall Kuhnle  
* Kayla Marie Lashinger  
* Theresa Aivy Le  
Alejandro David Lemus  
Megan Ziporah Levy  
Baron Li  
Eric Chi Gin Li  
Alexandra Emily Licamara  
Maria Paula Lopez  
Katie Michelle Lui  
Brandon Vedjendra Lutchmidat  
Nicholas Giles Magdor  
Ivy Diane Naguit Manalo  
Jaqueline Mandujano  
Jose Antonio Manent III  
Rebecca Marie Manzi  
Roselyn Martinez  
Yoliana Martinez  
Danique Alicia Mason  
Ashley Rebecca Mathews  
Christopher Evan Matthews  
Maria Gabriela Maza Perez  
Shakira McDuffus  
Shauntay Alexis McGlothin  
* Briasia Joy McIntosh  
Alejandro Mendez  
** Marissa Providencia Mendiola  
** Megan Julia Mendiola  
Jamie Lynn Mentzer  
Melissa Gabriela Mercado  
Lourdes Bernadette Miranda  
Jamie Lee Monk  
Sidney Celine Moore  
Gabrielle Elena Morales  
Eduardo Ernesto Morzan  
Tahra Kathleen Mrini  
Cassandra Munoz  
Michelle Loren Murray  
Hailey Blaine Musca  
Dana Ramzi Mutawe  
Hannah Brooke Mutchler  
Taylor Shusuke Nakashima  
Christopher Q. Ngo  
* Addison Do Nguyen  
Belinda Thuy Nguyen  
James Vinh-Phuc Nguyen  
Madeline Nguyen  
Shania Noel  
Madison Anne O'Connell  
Megan Renee Offill  
Erin Ashley Olson  
Vanessa Orantes-Garcia  
Stephanie Monique Orellana  
Mackenzie Kyle Owen  
Joan Marie Owirka  
*** Nicole Kristen Pacana  
Shilynne Virginia Parker  
Nicole Elaine Parsels  
Lisa Bakul Patel  
Nidhi Patel  
Prati Shailesh Patel  
Shreena Rajesh Patel  
Suraj Kiran Patel  
Christopher Paul  
Juliette Melissa Peace  
Marilen D. Pedraza  
Adrienne Isabelle Peralta  
Madison Brooke Peterson  
Victoria Quynh-Thu Phan  
Cassidy Malievone Phengchah  
Brandon Payne Pickering  
Eric Richard Powers  
Catherin R. Pulido H  
Natalie Yvonne Pursglove  
Jessica Lissette Quintanilla  
Alexys Quintero  
Amanda Rae Ramella  
Lesly Krystel Ramirez  
Pedro Miguel Ramirez  
Daniel Eduardo Ramos  
Ilianiz Marie Ramos  
Saraiya Joyell Ranger  
Juan Daniel Reyes, Jr.  
Yesenia Marie Reyes  
Jacquelyn Nicole Rifenberg  
Melanie Y. Rivera Maysonet

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
* denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Giselle Marie Robayo-Diaz
Blain Shack Roberson
Jasmine Robertson
Jaliza Rodriguez
Precious Marie Rodriguez
Melodie Ann Romain
Caroline Celestina Rosario
Natalia Cristina Ruiz
Nicholas Nunzio Russo
Gabriele Sabaliauskaite
* Madison Letisha Sacks
Amanda Mena Saffar
Sumeen Sajid
Regina Samaan
Rita Samaan
Dominique Maria San Lorenzo
Carey Sanchez
Kenneth Santiago
Elezea Mae Santos
Maliny Christie Sarivannara
Danielle Leeann Saunders
Anika Saxena
Angela Scamardella
Lauren Nicole Scott
Mackenzie Jane Scroggs
Michelle Siddiqui
*** Sanila Shaib Siddiqui
Francheska Marie Sierra
Demi Deann Sivils
Chanakarn Smitasin
** Cheyenne Nona Smith
Tariq Sokkarie
Dylan Patrick Sorenson
Alexandria Nicole Speis
Victoria Katherin Speziani
Gabriella Spirelli
Bryan Austin Stayton
Meagan Suss
Jordan Aaron Swaby
Ethan Alexander Swindell
Rebecca Ann Symer
Zane Ezra Szalva
Jacob S. Tawadrous
Daniel Tello
Nora Terkawi
Saizone Lashonda Terrell
Allison Melanie Thomas
Nolan Seamus Thomas
Hayleigh Liana Thompson
Kaitlyn Ashley Tibbetts
Frank Ross Torres, Jr.
Nelkis Rosario Torres
* Ricardo Torres, Jr.

Stephanie Paola Torres
** Eli Torres Vizcarrondo
Fanisha Donna Toussaint
Timothy Tran
* Taylor Amber Trinh
Claudia Maria Urquiza Montes De Oca
Lillian Grace Van Dusen
Nicole Anaís Vera
Priscilla Villazana
Pablo Alejandro Villegas
Juliette Villegas Ramos
Iphanise Vincent
Judianne Rae Vista
* Daniel Terrence Vitellaro
Sendie Vixamar
Md Sadman Wahied
Marissa Lynn Walters
Ayana Imani Ward
Joirdan Aliyah Warren
Victoria Lynn Wiles
Annaele Rose Williams
Jason Karl Williams
Janai Wilson
Rachel Elizabeth Wolfe
Richard Alexander Yecora IV
Danielle Alexis Young
Mukudzeishe Talent Zibanayi
Talia Shelly Zilberstein

Kinesiology BS-Exercise and Sport Physiology
Carmen Gray
* Nancy Jean
Aaron Joshua Wuraffic

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
Alejandro Miguel Benites
Ciro Steven Canales
Odessa Allene Churchill
Michael Allan Collins
Michael Xavier Dague
Kennedi Anne Dale
Joseph Aric Elliott
Trey Dallas-Michael Grant
Kyanna Caprice Hudson
Joshua Harry Katz
Joshua D. Lewis
Mark Keenan McCarthy
Gregori Joel McCrae
Yohan Murlilo
Collin Joseph Pratt
Andrea Restrepo

Jordan Quinn Richards
Logan Michael Rios
Christian Lee Rivera-Joaquin
Manasse Saint Vil
Justen Robert Shillato
Jared Isaiah Thomas
Derrya Denyse Wilson-Allen

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
Shalissa Riva Alleyne
Katie Marie Anderson
La Darius Trevon Armstrong
Ashley Arogundade
Mala Basim Atiya
Benjamin Stewart Atorresagasti Frey
* Alyssa Lauren Baruch
Tynce Lynette Bates
Hannah Clare Bauta
Louis Bautko IV
Deiron'Shae L. Beckford
Brandi Nicole Bell
Nathalie Bencosme
David Shannon Beneby
Sophonie Borno
Amanda Nicole Bosque
Erica Lauren Bradley
Johnny Cabrera
Alexandra Carvajal
Carlos Sebastian Castillo
Neyssa Charles
Tatiana Cifuentes
Brandon John Francis Crifas
Dillon Edward Cruz-Del Valle
Sara Quigley Culbertson
Lauren Paige Curri
Alisa Merrill Dansby
Rayshaun Singh Dawkins
Roque Antonio Delgado
Benedict Gayoba Dullan
Darius Landon East
Taylor Allen Elmore
Loumire Exile
Filippo Fort
Daniel Armando Fuentes
Meghan Elizabeth Gilley
Sierra Gordon
Richard Quartez Grant
James Isaías Green
Zuleika Briana Grullon
Brianna Elizabeth Harris
Connor Clark Haynes

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Savannah Jo Heatherly
Ciara Chanel Holback
Kimberley Claire Holmes
Rosanna Ibrahim
Austin Lee Jennings
Allison Allijah Jordan
Adam Benjamin Kaiser
Andrew Nathaniel King, Jr.
Erykah Zakiya Kipf
De’Ja Nicole Knight
Fian Arle Rivera Labiste
Amber Rose Lanahan
Ananda Elizabeth Layne
Duy Minh Le
Nicole Leiter
Hayley Jane Lineberry
Marc A. Luzadder
Sierra Ayana Maloney
Bailey Elizabeth McDowell
Hope Shanchun McGrath
Jeremiah Jamal Miller
Stephanie Cristina Molina
Blanka April Monis
Anthony Montalvo
John Anthony Murphy
John Steven Nicho
Francisco Javier Oller
Gregory Thomas Ormonde
Shanelle Jade Osorio
Misael Ospina Pinto
David Johnson Phan
Jennifer Pascale Nathalie Pierre
Jacob Robert Pilz
Heather Michelle Precourt
Kaetlyn Alexa Puldon
Anex Aryam Quiros-Quinones

*** Abby Faith Recicar
Victor Restrepo
Ericka Prisilla Rivera
Yeirubi Audresni Rivera Gil
Ambar Yaneli Rodriguez
Calimar Rodriguez

*** Martha Ann Rogers
Patrick Anthony Russell
Samuel Saintil
Joseph Gino Schiavo
Erica Mary Schweitzer
Diego Fernando Serna
Maite Simoes Siladi
Michael Anthony Simpson
Erin Charlie Stincer

** Rebeka Stolmar
Austin Kenneth Taht

** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Jessica Marie Hughes
Jurnee Michelle Luke
Fabiola Marisa Urbina Diaz
Nahomie Esthelle Verdier
Anjelica Villarraga-Gonzalez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Maya Abdoullahi
Valentina Marianna Acosta Borrores
Andrew Samuel Ady
Ruhama Ahmed
Arslan Akhtar
Vincent Sergei Alexander
Waad Fahad Alharbi
Amirah Rabiah Ali
Felisha S. Ally
Ashley Auris Almanzar
Haytham Ahmed Alrahily
*Sandy Alvarez
Chanelle Arias
Daniel Alejandro Arrioja Azuaje
Towfeeq Simone Ashchi
Ranya T. Awad
Balashwin Babu
Morgan E. Baranek
Pierina Barletti
Naomi Ariana Santiago Baumeler
Valeria Bianchi
Alan Ross Bilsky
Andrew Blandon
Kingson Synth Brianvil
Kaylie Nicole Brown
Ryan Alexander Burleson-Martinez
Gabriel Andres Cancel
Christian Castano
Kimberly Castillo-Cortes
Roberto Anthonio Cedeno
Hui Tung Chan
Priyanka M. Chandrashekar
Geraldine P. Charles
Therry Christophe
Alexander Robert Cockerham
*Joshua Paul Concannon
Allison Monique Cosme
Dominique Louise D’Angelo
Andres Sebastian Davalos
Trisha S. David
Ashleigh Brooke Dease
Christina Michelle Debarro
Kylee Mayuko Dinsmore
Michael Patrick Driscoll III
Justin James Dudley
Jasmine Thanh Thanh Duong
Tyler Vincent Elliott
Zeynep Heather Elshaer
Elisabeth Marie Emory
Mayar Mabrouk Eturki
Yousef Hani Y Faden
Danielle Elizabeth Fakettty
Rockwell Henry Farrell
Karla Ysabel Ferrer
Chriissabel Ferrera
Joel Stephen Flores
Gonzalo Alberto Flores Juscamayta
Rebecca Alicyn Fulkerson
Linda Gavric
*** Aaron Blake Geril
Garrett Braeden Gomez
Mariana Gonzalez Palacios
Rebecca L. Gorman
Michael Joseph Greenberg
Yasmine Faisal Haidar
Jordan William Hall
Alon Nia Halliburton
Haley Nicole Harris
Daniel Harrison
Asiah Iman Harvey
Corey Lee Hatcher
Diane Crystal Hoang
* Caroline Rose Hobson
Kayla Inacia Hodkey
Jesse Hutchinson
Taabris Jerriyanja Jaamil
Randall Kevin James
*Ilyssa Magenta Jaraplasan
Anastasia Maria Johnson
Christabel Grace Johnson
Jasmine Nicole Jordan
Kevin Joseph
Jacquelyn Amber Kantner
Nicholas James Karppe
*** Brandon Young Kaye
Amana Khan
Sadaf Khan
Talha arif Khan
Zephaniah Elijah Khublall
Samantha Jane Knapp
Maggie Rae LaFratta
Vanessa Melissa Lamas
Brianne Elaine Landry
Diego Amaury Lanza Betancourt
*Cathy Trang Le
Taylor Thuy-Tien Le
*Dante Guillermo Lepe
*** Chad David Lindo
Tara Breann Hannah Lingl
Ana Marie Lopez
Natalie Lopez Rivera
Justin Dean Lothan
Garrett Christian Lund
Jose Antonio Malavet
Elizabeth Ann Manzano
Valerie Beth Marrero
Antoinette Charmaine Martin
Sara Matiz
Kelly Nicole McLellan
Zachary Scott McLoughlin
*Ruben Dario Mercado Santos
Bianca Maria Mercado Velez
Justin Ross Miller
Mary Louise Mincy
Jordon Christopher Mitchell
Katerin Robi Morales
Paula Andrea Moreno
Orlando Xavier Munoz
Alisha Nayee
Emily Nguyen
James Vinh-Phuc Nguyen
Jennifer Minh Tu Nguyen
Christine Kiyoka Nieves
Andrew Panarello
Maria Fernanda Parra
*Dhruv Nitesh Patel
*Dhruvi Patel
Diodemdes Perez
Andrea Lia Perez Soria
Nick-Allan Pierre
Marcos Abraham Pimentel
Crystal Elizabeth Ramirez
*** Haroon Rashid
Kate Alexis Remorca
Laura Jean Riddle
Sheilmyr Jayds Rivera Santiago
Brittany Marie Robaina-Caicedo
Alba Belen Rodriguez
Alexis Marie Rodriguez
Valeria Roman Rodriguez
*Kamil Rosasco
Kianna Pairez Ruble
Cavina Ne’Shea Rushing
*Anita Samadabadi
Hector Isamir Sanchez, Jr.
Piper Lynn Schroeder
Rachel Nicole Scime
Krishna Bakul Shah
*** William Hudson Shaw
Justin Leeraan Singh
Derek Michael Smith
Adriana Krystal Solla
Imarmil Sollet
John Thomas Stafford
Anna Maria Staggs

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Shannon Barbara Stewart
Andrew James Sweeney
Melissa F. Sylvain
Jatnelly Celeste Tavarez Penzo
Arthur Tyler Melo Thomas
Joshua A. Thomas
Antonio Luis Torres
Ricardo Torres, Jr.
Tina Lam Tran
Anthony Alfred Trochiano
Mariana Valdez
Julia Leigh Vanderlaan
Selena Vargas Velasquez
Alexandra Maria Vazquez
Alberto Gabriel Victoria-Correa
Samantha Denise Vilarino
Evie Marie Vincent
Minh Dan Vo
*** Joshua Dev Welden
Samantha Renee Whitney
*** Daniel D. Wiggan
*** Brandon Alexander Williams
Elizabeth Grace Williamson
Kayla Marionna Willis
Maria C. Zabala Rodriguez
Alexandra Lynn Zagorski
Brandon James Zalabak

** Biomedical Sciences BS - Molecular Microbiology

Maranda Emilee Morgan

Biotechnology BS

Valentina Marianna Acosta Borreros
*** Sarah Hamadah Bader
Danielle Barbara Chwilka
Jeremy David Eastwood
Tyler Vincent Elliott
Kevin Joseph
Sean Douglas Mann, Jr.
Claris Ruth Martin
Peter Mekwinski
Bianca Maria Mercado Velez
Emily Paola Monari Salamanca
Evie Marie Vincent
*** Joshua Dev Welden

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing RN BSN

Genesis Abreu
Lezette Afu-Levins
Destiny Elizabeth Alvarez
Holly Marie Amato
Dawn Catherine Argyriou
Andrea Alicia Asenjo Avila
Ashley Grace Attaway
Alyssa Paige Avant
Camila Victoria Baez-Davila
Daryn Elisabeth Ballance
DeAnna Lyn Batts
Serrita Keyundra Bennett
Harris Reid Berenson
Danielle Christine Bergeon
Carissa Marie Bibb
Jacqueline Michelle Bittenbender-Williams
Svetlana Brnjos
Vanessa Lynn Brooker
Christa Marie Bullock
Shelby Byron
Monica Elizabeth Cabrales
Liz Katrina Caddauan
Angela Marie Campbell
Maria De Los Angeles Caraballos
Gabriela Rae Cardenas
Abigail Randy Carlus
Carly Lynn Case
Alexis Nicole Castro
Maria Alejandra Castro
Robyn Ronique Cato
Baylee Janelle Cauwels
Brian Rodolfo Chacon
Madelyn Reese Christel
Jaclyn Nicole Clairmont
Bailee Rose Cleary
Kadi Nicole Cline
Tessa Ann Colon
Ashley Elizabeth Conyers
Miranda Cortes
Roanne Nicole Lemos-Cortez
Kirsten Layne Cox
Matthew Joseph Cozzolino
Jaylyn Victoria Crutchfield
Gabriella Kristina De Leon-Fernandez
Lisbeth Delgado
Liliana Sofia Demore
Janelle Nicole Diaz

Andrew Caleb Dy
Breonna Joy Eagle
Ghislaine Odette Edmond
Jarmila Escobales
Geraldine Espinosa
Nadia L. Findley
Katrina Elizabeth Flagler
Cynthia Elizabeth Flamia
Nicole Marie Fleck
Jennifer Anne Fleming
Gianna Forgione
Clint Lance Fowler
Giuseppe Freda
Jennifer Anne Freshour
Briana Kay Goins
Christian Alexander Gomez
Alexandra Gomez-Frizell
Robert Luis Gonzalez
Zachary Alan Hagar
Samantha Marie Henshaw
Ashley Annita Hill
Kristin Marie Hiteman
Kimber Leigh Hunt
Ciara Luisa Irizarry
Bria Hatami
Lauren Danielle Heinis
Samantha Marie Henshaw
Angel Faytrelle Hepburn
Ashley Aminta Hill
Kristin Marie Hiteman
Kimber Leigh Hunt
Christina Hymer
Jasmyne Joy Ivey
Shea Mychal James
Shelby Brianne Jester
Dianne Jimenez
Ashley Nicole Johnson
Shanna Brooke Johnston
Samanta Jo Kasmirski
Stefen Joseph Kava
Erica Grady Kearns
Jennifer Marie King
Kiyomi Kubo
Sophie Rene Kuchinski
Chelsea Mae Larichiu
Michelle Latsko, Sr.
Nina Laurent
Jennifer Lynn Leannais
Hunter Susan Lee
Jonathan David Liptrap
Fabio Alejandro Londono-Romero
Christopher Hadden Louk
Rebeka Mendes Borges Manara De Pontes
Ange Vanessa Martinez
Colleen Serita Matthew

** Bailey Marie McBreen
Shea Gaylen McKenna
Shavae McNair
Adriana Isabel Medina-Moreno
Sydney Nicole Melvin
Hayley Diane Merrill
Jasmin Delia Morillo
Myka Alissa Movida
Samantha Ashly Moyano
Lisa Anne Nadeau
Marial Gabriella Nelson
Jessica Kaylann Paige Nemeth
Ted Michael Newmans
Christine Mai Nguyen
Christopher Vincent Nguyen
Blythe Ann Nieporte
Jabari Steve Nurse Sterling
Susan Ashley Terry O'Donnell
Brenda Palacios
Jamie Sue Palmer
Christopher Lee Patton
Jessica Brook Paulino
Shareen Regina Pean
Donna Mae Balonkita Pecson
Gabriela Paula Pena
Miranda Kay Pennington
Iraidy G. Perez
Jeremy Kyle Pike
Alexandra Saskia Ping
Kaci Nicole Pittman
Lillany Plasencia
Suzanna Xiao Poggi
Raquel Diana Ponce
Arielle A. Poteau
Alexis Marie Prince
Christen Joany Ramirez
Sofia Elise Reina
Stephanie Johnny Rivera
Susan Jean Rosenberger
Bailey Elizabeth Rossell
Nica Saint Fleurant
Jacquelyn Nilson Salceiro
Marina Justine Sanchez
Ashlyn Meena Sankar
Katherine Santiago
Tassie Santiago
Kendra Mary Schena
Crisdiliz Sellers
Lindsay Renee Sergent
Marcella Eliana Simioni
Savannah Taylor Simpson
Nadja M. Sims
Francheska Lauren Singireddy

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Casey Elizabeth Sliger
LaToria Marie Smalls
Jessica Ann Smith
Kelly Denise Snow
James Patrick Solomon
Admatha St Hillaire
Evenette St Lot
Sarah Jane Steele
Jessica Leigh Strawsburg
Natalie Morales Suddath
Amanda Rachel Sumner
Simone Takuhi Tamburi
Britney Letecia Thompson
Chelsea Alexandra Tirado
Jessica Lauren Toro
Tiffany Ngoc Tran
Fiyori Haile Tsegaye
Cheyenne Tyler Tuttle
Claudia Valdes Gonzalez
Jessica Claricelda Velasquez Mejia
Stephanie Vixamar
Baileigh Kathleen Wales
Madison Ann Waring
Ashley Hope Watson
Luna Josee Wells
Khailah Ja'Nai Isis Wilson
Kaci Elise Wing
Collin James Wojtusik
Michelle Wong
Rozanne Marie Xavier
Ashla Elise Zimmerman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering

Photonic Science and Engineering BS
Marcos Ivan Berrios
Rafaela Leite Frota
Katherine Mary Gerosa
Kendra Mae Kordack
Jacob George Legler
Raymond Michael Masciarela III
Joseph Stehling Wahlen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Molly Margaret Adkins
Deana Ziad Alegi
* Cassandra Nicole Arrigo
Adina Bedenova
Danielle Miriam Benghiat
Christopher Taylor Brady
Samantha Therese Burchick
Lidyamar Marie Carrion
Rebecca Kayla Colon
Alexa Czachor
Christian Alexander David
Sarah Elizabeth DeLellis
Alexandria Ventura Dickerson
Natalie Disla
Abrianna Symone Dixon
Nicole Krystal Eisenmann
Melisa Leigh A. Gabbon
Megan Elizabeth Gosselin
Hanna Marie Gottman
Payton Marie Greenhill
Brandon Scott Guarro
Catherine Elizabeth Holcomb
Catherine Romely Jakab Cabrera
Jordan Caitlyn Kelton
Victoria Marie Lavarn-Rodriguez
Tyler Michael Lose
Leanza Nicole Mallari
Leonardo Mansur de Mello
Jasmyn Tomie McCalla
Lindsey Nicole Moore
Minh Thu Huynh Nguyen
Milagros Olivera
Myrtheloge Ghaïna Pierre
Isabella Cristina Pirela

*** Sofia Elena Plaz
Hailey Pope
Gianelle Cardona Posadas
Alan Bentley Radcliff
Danielle Rose Rangel
Vanessa Morgan Rohall
Julia Tavares Amorim
Britney-Ann Torres
Joseph Jacob White

Anthropology BA
Araceli Acevedo
Victoria Marion Alexios
Leila Kareem Alsanag
Emily Megan Burdick
Nikki Rose Busalacchi
Mario Andres Cediel
Hailey Alexis Cuervo
Claudia Garcia
* Delaney Evalina Garner
Kinsey Nicole Goodell
Kyle Thomas Guccione
Victoria Catherine Hamrick
Amanda Lea Harrison
Amanda Page Hartman
Anna Maria Jackson
Kiaya Ariana Kennebrew
** Nicholas Chander Kopp
Camila Marie Lim-Hing
Poojan Dipak Magan
Bryan Ryley Meshberg
John William Methvin
Pierce J. Morones
** Diana Valeria Moy
Caylee Morgan Nickell
Gwendolyn Augusta Oden
Johnathan Michael Paul
Giulietta Jacqueline Pepe Weigel
Chandel Marie Perez-Rivera
Raymond Porras
Brandon Nicholas Reed
Sabrina Sophia Reichardt
James J. Ridge
Esteban Julius Rolon
Adeela Tamanna Siddiqui
Darina Kirkpatrick Starks
Laren Adair Sweat
Carlos Velasquez
Ashley Elaine Walker
Raven Denice Watkins
William Zachary Watts
Sara Ann Wilson
Ashley Anabelle Yusaf

Communication and Conflict BA
Malaysia Lim Adams
Natasha Aguero
Jamie Kiara Arena
Jacob Elijah Arrant
Kristen Teague Barzola
Mary-Michelle Ray’Nay Blackmon
Delanie Bultman

Maggie Calas
Erika Patricia Carrero
Melissa M. Carrillo Alban
Kathleen Meyer Christy
Derian Keion Coleman
Noelle Marie Davis
Sarai Abigail Denney
Daniela Diazgranados
Rachel DiVeta
Kristyn Evens
Heather Cheyene Groody
Bethany Alena Hall
Hunter Leigh Hammen
Rachel Joseph
Whitney Kathleen Kissel
* Monica Klajn
Celeste M. Larisey
Katherine Rose Lentsch
Victoria Leopardi
Brittany Dawn Lowden
Melissa Machin Machin
Sarah Lauren Maffucci
Emily Manuel
Cullen James Mitvalsky
Clint Edward Morales
Lia Natalia Morales
Courtney Faith Motyczka
Tali Nance
Julian Manuel Obregon
Larosa Marie Osborne
Jason Anthony Plaugher
Emily Sarah Reyes
Amber Lucia Richardson
Charli Ana Riedemann
Luluwa Robinson
Allison Marie Sheffield
Dustin Michael Shrodes
Anthony Michael Siciliano
Chantal Nicole Smith
Alexander David Soto
Maryalyse Tamm
Danielle Nichole Thompson
Tatyana Nicole Thompson
Taylor Anne Van Vliet
Pamela Vega Barreto
Nancy Emerick Wener
Marissa Marie White

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Digital Media BA-Game Design
Kevin Andres Agredo
Sarah Ruth Arnold
Brandon Scott Austin
Nickson Casimir, Jr.
Regimeo Dee Catayong III
Katarina Natoshia Chashin
Jamie Sy Cheaw
Alexandra Nicole Cisneros
Clarisse Eva Cockrill
Agustin De La Guardia
Craig Young Epps, Jr.
Jennifer Alison Faulkner
Jennifer Lynn French
Jean-Paul Daniel Gaboriau
Justin Michael Gilbert
Andrew Steven Jankowski
Jackson E. Lacasse
Alyssa Lora
Alberto Martinez
Devanand Prasad
Carlton Strauss Ragsdale
Derrick David Roman
Alexandria Marie Rybinski
Grayson Marshall Seckington
Dakarai Carlyn Simmons
Alicia Nichole Stamps
Marcus Lashawn Thinn
Michelle Quoc Huong Truong

Gabrielle Caprice Sinclair
Cassidy Ann Strawsburg
* James Tyler Sullivan
Robert C. Thompson
Yoandy Vargas
Christian Vigue
Emely Villa
Briania Louise Walker

Film BA
Tyrik Andre Baptiste
Crisostomo Ponciano Coralejo, Jr.
Chaiyan Tiyana Creque
Wyatt Cunningham
Ange Tamayo Das
* Alexandra Joamber Davis
Blake William Duckworth
René Jaidean Lester III Easy
Alejandra Sofia Ferrer Pacheco
** Aaliyah Nekele Figueroa
Laniyah Anece Frazier
Jerrick Ignacio
Tristan Noah Moore
Nichollas Kaiserma
* Shannon Kane
Alev Alexandra Karabulut
Ryan James LaCerra
** Maddison Joelle Langston
Isaiah Thomas Moore
Aurore Fatima Luisa Narcisse

Gianna Marie Peralli
James Arthur Proctor V
Kelly Ann Saenz
Luke Morrison Sanders
Jacob Peterson Sawyer
Elkin Macleod Scott
Kevin Abraham Singh
Keara Lee Thomas
Jennice Vernet

** Lauren Michelle Vick
Tari'll Le'Trece Evelena Williams
Brendan James Zerreke

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Nathan Edward Allen
Michael Andrew Battaglia
Lilith Grace Bowan
Anthony Earl Gay
Andrew Pierce Gleissner
Rebecca Lynn Knouff
Erik Hiram Marcos
* Alexa Sierra McGlade
Christopher James Milordis
Chris Christopher Nielsen
* Aaron Montgomery Page
Abraham Lincoln Qazi
Danielle Rose Rangel

Human Communication BA
Kyla Marie Abell
Brandon Thomas Aliberti
Antoine Brahim Almaalouf
Odette Alvarez
Vanessa Alvarez
Raquel Urshia Bannister
Bianca Christine Bassler
Katherine Beck
Ruben Belizaire
Alejandra Mun Blackley
Djessica Bonzil
Bridget Sabeliano Bryant
Valeria Bustamante
Zarquis N. Butler
Catherine Eloise Caldwell
April Emry Callum
Jameria Gabrielle Campbell
Taelor A. Carera
Jenna M. Cohn
Alejandra Maria Crespo
Thalia Jael Cross
Denise Cukierman
Taylor J. Cunningham
Christopher James Cutillar
Amanda Judith Cypriano
Leanne Alexis Kobeh Danquah
Victoria Anne Datres
Savanna Jo DuBois
Kimberly Grace Elsey
Carvyn Joel Encarnacion-Vega
Joseph T. Engel
Samantia Gianna Ercolani
Desiree Liane Flattes
Noah Oliver Flegel
Stephany Giraldo
Cory Glenn Grossman
Devante R. Guilford
Natalia Fernanda Gutierrez
Kathleen Joy Hall
Abigail Fern Haught
Kathryn Claudia Heilman
Dalina Ho
Asia Nicole Howell
Marcos Pierre Huntly-Daniels
Drequan J. Johnson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Alycia Rene Jones
Max Andrew Kelly
Jennifer Ashley Koppel
Mikayla Ann Kremer
Kelly Kritikos
Dennis Dylan LaChapelle
Samuel Weston LaNeave
Kristen Lebron
Doyeon Lee
Ana Isabel Lozano
Darriel Jerome Mack, Jr.
Frederico Paschoal Magalhaes
Mya Nicole Mahan
Nicholas Daniel Mancini IV
Kassandra Olga Marin
Cassidy Kyra Marmetschke
Caroline Caitlin Maschmeier
Zamari Harvey Maxwell
A billig Faith McCullough
Courtney Anne McHugh
** Cassandra Nicole Orlando
* Lorrin Alysse Meller
* Titus Lee Mitchell II
Valeria Moctezuma
Jamie Ann Jordan Montesion
Rachel Ann Moore
Yesica Denise Nieves Gonzalez
Naomie Michelle Noel
** Kaylin Alyssa Meller
* Lorrin Alysse Meller
* Titus Lee Mitchell II
Valeria Moctezuma
Jamie Ann Jordan Montesion
Rachel Ann Moore
Yesica Denise Nieves Gonzalez
Naomie Michelle Noel
** Cassandra Nicole Orlando
Riley Owen O’Rourke
Alex R. Otero
Nycorria Elige Paul
Arlette Perez
Gabriela Virginia Perez
Louis Claude Perez
Dustin Anthony Petrino
Jaquarius Tatyanna Pierre
** Julie Holst Poulsen
Connor Ryan Powers
Louis Alphonso Ragland, Jr.
Korina Maria Recio
Matthew James Reddish
Benjamin Harris Ribotsky
Krista Lee Rich
Riley Marie Rivara
Sabrina Enid Robles
Gabriella Maria Rojas
Aleah Fay Romkey
Nicholas Rubi
Ariana Sanchez
Alia Sanji
Abigail Ray Silverstein
Snaike Simon
Daniel Eric Sjoden
Ellie Joan Skingley
Danielle Megan Sobel
Rene Jacob Soto
Geramy Mack Spencer
Dwight Edward Stewart, Jr.
Marisa Grace Sulsenti
Lily Katherine Thom
Nicole Danielle Thompson
Jennifer Torres
Emily Elizabeth Troser
Danielle Marie Vandeluyster
Allysa Brooke Vazquez
Kimberly Velez
* Megan Elizabeth Whalen
Sydney Patricia Wheeler
* Julianne Leigh Wilkinson
Allistair Nicholas Williams
Christian Kyle Wong
Janquenyaf Ofray Zapata
Alexandra Erin Ziegler
Nicholas Anthony Zottoli

International and Global Studies BA

Yasesky Angelica Abreu
Nasser Ahmed Salem Saeed Alhadhrami
Ryan Lewis Carr
** Kia Raquel Del Solar
Caroline Paige Folsom
Hannah Gelene Forsyth
Luciana Moraes de Franca
Reine Ritza Lerissaint
Lexi Jacqueline Levy
* Noor Mahmoud
Sarah Lorraine Masini
Jehojada Jesod Merilan
** Dylan Thomas Miller
*** Hara Murphy
Jasmine Crystal Norris
Hugo Fernando Nunez
Ashlyn Pennington
Stephanie Y. Ramirez
Patrick O’Crowley Riley
Santiago Sarria
Eric Tangarife
** Jacob Thomas Webber

Journalism BA
Megan Nicole Turner

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism

Jenna Simone Ehrlich
Fritz Francis Farrow
Peyton Lynn Maciejewski
Nataly Montealegre
Steven Parchment, Jr.
Kyle E. Partain
Kassandra Nashalie Rodriguez
Tiana Cherie Sconiers
Katherine Elizabeth Sivco
Taylor Nichole Toole

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism

Salome Caballero Borboa
Wavanie Yolande Henry
Samantha Erinne Neely
Samantha Nicole Olson
Isaiah E. Peters
Keyun Wang

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy

Sarah Elizabeth Arthur
Haley Shannon Brennan
Jessica Cecilia Caruso
Allison Angel Cassidy

Laura Chiu
Delaney Marie Clemente
Adriano Cordero III
Emma Grace Cox
Ashley Khiana Dixon
Jessica Marie Dolan
Leslie Hope Duncan
Brette Leigh Edman
Alison Sara Fawaz
Kailee Marie Feller
Olivia Helena Figh
Boris Alexander Fouchard
* Falen Nicole Graham
Madison Himmler
John Andrew Jusino-Chambers
Hayden Mathew Kearney
Shahaan Ali Khan
Julien Lorenzo Kinsey
Taylor Drew Lerner
Anthony James Lopez
Gillian Marie McAndrews
Reagan Patrick McMahon
** Kathleen Andrea Melendez
Raphael Orlando Mesa

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Autumn Nicole Moore
Leisha Shakira Murray
Ruben Alberto Oliveras
Angela Rose Ortiz
Jose Antonio Ortiz
Christina Elizabeth Portwine
Madison Nicole Price
Ariana Michelle Ricott
Edwin Enrique Rivera Malave
Tyler Nicholas Smith
Ashanti Elizabeth Staten-Williams
Alejandro Luis Talavera
Owen Sidney Tendrich
Julio Cesar Veloz
Katie Lee Wines
Miranda Kay Zalewski

Political Science BA-
International Relations
Sabrina Dolores Aguero
Lennin Martin Torres Barrera
Joshua Adolphus Barrett
James Skylor Beam
Rebecca Nicole Belvin
Ashley Carol Boelke
Brianna Faith Calderwood
Ronnie Camargo
Luisana Gabriela Castillo
Bryan L. Castillo Rodriguez
Michael Joshua Claus
Jarrett Evan Craw
Ranya Osama Eid
Kayla Elisabeth Farriss-Dardano
Brandon L. Franketti
Victorya Shethel French-Williams
Felicity Mae Gomer
Jheaniq Rom Guishard
Hira B. Gul
José Emmanuel Hernández Ortiz
Dylan Casey Higbie
Alexander Zachary Huiras
Alana Grace Johns
Halla Kouatli
Eliza Lackraj
Sophie Elizabeth Lamarche
Danielle Gabriel Lawrence
Eliza Gail Lee
Ketsia Louima
Kathryn Rose Molnar
Tali Nance
Stephen James Oldfield
Anabel Otero Toledo
Alexander Roberto Peralta
Chelsea Anne Point Du Jour
Alejandro Raul Quiel, Jr.
Blake Avery Reinmund
Ariel Evelyn Rivas
Sharnice Malachia-Ann Rollins
Anahi Beatrice Sims
* Jordan Allen Solos
Mariah Kimberly Jason Spurlock
Ana Maria Suarez
Andres Torres
Griffin Rylan Tyner
* Tyler Dean Williams

Political Science BA-
Political Science-Prelaw
Mohamed Anmar Abdelmohsen
Christopher Bard Adams V
Anthony Emad Ayad
Keondra Acasha Blue
Zachary Tyler Bregman
** Daniela Andreina Briceno
Celia Ann Campbell
Lawrence Edward Carney
Cynthia Cepero
Brittany Alexa Cobb
Sarah Elizabeth Conrad
Garret Adam DeWind
Jessica Nicolle Doyle
Chrysalis Chyanne Embry
Armina Farid
Fritz Francis Farrow
Alexander Max Goldfarb
Jonathan Gabriel Guzman Garcia
SM Rezwanul Haq
Ludjannah Darbie Joseph
Madison Marie Kacir
Jonathan Noel Katz
Katherine Kelly Kilgore
Jade Noelle Kimble
Hunter Michael Kinzel
Alexandria Laureano-Rogers
Andrew Harry Martell
Halley A. Meiklejohn
Amir-Kianush Mokrian
Otman Mrini
Fatima Musri
Connor James Neiberlein
Mailey Tran Nguyen
*** Yamika Marie Nigaglioni
Thien Duc Vu Nong
Carly Dyane Palus

Brenda Perez
Hadley Richter Randolph
Cameron Matthew Sargent
Daniel Abraham Siciliano Garcia
John-Michael Brandon Sisi
** Summer Marie Stellato
Sean Patrick Toor
Gabrielle Annie Vance
Bernardo Corrado Verratti Lo Monaco
Dawn Marie Winters
Matthew James Zweibohmer

Radio-Television BA-Media
Management and Operations
Angela DiFilippi
Shanese Dugan
Nicolet Ann Garguilo
Richard Bailey Infante
Tiana Grace Manbodh
Adrianna Rashae Preston
Ronette Justine Kealohilani Quitoriano
Blake Matthew Skrobot
Jennifer Elvira Zuniga

Radio-Television BA-Production
Vania Lorraine Berrios
Warren Allen Butler III
* Ian James Castro
Nicholas Delaney Geraci
Ana Bridgette Hart
James Depass Hemphill
* Michael Jaramillo
Desiana Lestari
Monika Montalvo
Carlos Daniel Montero
Casey Kenneth Reffie
Amanda Nicole Rine
Dalton Addison Sola

Sociology BA
Nicole Lynn Bernhard
Cherae Lachelle Brown
Tiffany Kirstie Castro
Keith Hunter Curry
Linin Carmen Deally
Olivia N. Edwards
Alena Ryan Glover
Michael Steven Hernandez
Danielle Lashaya Kilcrease
Kelsey Michelle Kottke
Grace M. Martinez Garcia
Brandy Lee Mickelson
Anissa Marie Pratte
Tiffany Elise Smith
College of Sciences

**Bachelor of Fine Arts**

Film BFA
Victoria Bethany Gordon
Adam Omar Mirajkar
Armando Andre Pacheco
Valerie Mae Starks

**Bachelor of Science**

Actuarial Science BS
Genesis Daniela Henriquez Cabrera
Cierra Lynn Secrest

Biology BS
Shelby Ann Moss
Jennifer Minh Tu Nguyen
Kelly Nguyen
Taylor Marie Rooney
Erik M. Stansfield Phillips
Leah Marjorie Thomas
Mary Elizabeth Ward

Biology BS-Ecology, Evolutionary and Conservation Biology
Jennifer Ceballos
Emma Catherine Niven

Biology BS-General Biology
Nathaniel Robert Abernathy
Sharon Sarah Agami
** Alexandra Antonia Aybar
Stephanie Jill Baenen
*** Nabeel Riaz Baksh
Kristen Elizabeth Brightwell
Jessi K. Bryant
Jessica Dale Byers
Cross David Carlisle
Valeria Maylen Cartagena Fagés
Rhiana D'Shante Ceasar
Diala Chahine
Ryan Alexander Colarusso
Alejandro Alfonso Correa
Mackenzie Kathryn Coulthart
Megan Leigh Danis
Dashiell Desravines
Calvin Do

Samantha Nicole Duckett
Steven Duong
Katie Elizabeth Durham
** Jordan Kristina Farrow
David Gabriel Fernandez del Pino
Antonia Gangale Russell
Victoria Lucienne Gerneth
Shared Gonzalez
Cristina Marie Gonzalez Cortes
Kylie Evelyn Goodman
Amber Rose Goodson
Charlie Ann Hoey
Bryan Nicholas Holenweger
Vito Zortea Holmes
Joshua John Hornbeck
Robert Owen James
** Sara Marie Joralemon
Sarah Hatem Kamel
Rebecca Marie Kleinkauf
Leslie Laperriere
Sarah ElizabethLintner
Christopher Lopez
Oriana Alejandra Lugo
Anthony L. Minus
Yeilyn Miranda
Neha Reddy Munagala
Jessica Ellen Musk
Hannah Marie Myers
Matthew Eric Myers
Kerilee Alexis Neita
Peter Tan Nguyen
Erin Rachel Nicholas
Courtney Rose Nichols
Emma Marie O'Halloran
Billy Lawrence Pacher, Jr.
Jiyun Park
Natalie Cecilia Paz
Joshua Christopher Poole
Kathleen Victoria Pushor
Maria Fernanda Quevedo
Emily Mary Racine
Savannah Abigail Redfern
Marissa Faith Rigby
*** Christy Jazmine Rivera
Anestacia Sylvia Robinson
Lydia Elyse Rodgers
Kya Felix San Agustin
Shurooq Saryoul
Amaya Alonna Sawyerr
Jessica Denise Scales
Rachel Nicole Scime
** Rena Lily Shanok
Dericka Shanelle Smith
* Hannah Stanford
* Nour Farlan Tanbari
Nguyet-Dinh Le Truong
Megan Nicole Turner
Sophia Beatrice Vermeulen
Nathalia Michelle Villegas Aponte
Yen Thi Vo
Jay Michael Wilhelm

** Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology**
Elizabeth Anne Boggs
Gianna Lucia Fanelli
Desdemona Arielle Kurowski
Jason Wyatt Litwak
Amber Elizabeth Santos
Malia Grace Staker

** Biology BS-Plant Sciences**
Haley Elizabeth Osborne
Ashley Brianne Schnetzer

** Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology**
Julius Ceasar Aguilar
Wendy Estefany Alvarenga Solis
Kenciane Charles
Ana Rosie Diaz
Megan Marie Flynn
Anthony Mykel Jones
Edward Amaury Lavandier
Jennifer Melissa Lennon
Taylor Page Leslie
Melissa Gabriela Mercado
Lorena Parrilla
* Thuong Le Pham
Mariana Quintero
Maxwell Jordan Redan
Alexander Ruben Salzman
Roopin Pal Singh

** Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science**
Kaylynn Naka Anderson
Andres Jesus Bonilla
Alexander Del Valle Diaz
Genesis Erylyn Delgado
Karla Stephanie Dimitri
Sydney Lee Hill
Julia Deborah Kahn
Alexa Rae Meyer
Madison Rose Perry
Marian Elizabeth Price
Maria Paula Talero-Gomez
Asia Walker

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

**Chemistry BS**
- Alexander Robert Cockerham
- Patrick Michael Cole, Jr.
- * Russell David Cox
- Christian Diaz
- Andrew William Grabe
- Justin Lavaughn Herrin
- Yvette Donielle Kirkland
- Rahim Francis Lake
- Kyle Richard Langlois
- David Romana Magno
- Patricia Rodriguez Sanchez
- Ilana Szlambowicz
- Angelique Krystyn Tabbenor
- Christian Daniel Tajudeen

*** Zon Mi Mi Thwin
- Megan Marie Vance
- Alberto Villa, Jr.
- Unaisah Imran Vorajee

**Forensic Science BS**
- Alyssa Kathleen Anderson
- Jaden Ransom Baldwin

*** Casey Ann Dejournet
- Trista Marie Intravaia
- Britanny Marie Lionel
- Hannah Mae Miner
- Jack Henry Stien
- Alisha Corrine Taylor
- Danica Faye Voris
- Autumn Marie Wise

**Mathematics BS**
- Raquel Olivia Aybar
- Taylor Mariela Babin
- Lacey Allison Beier
- Kristen Elizabeth Brightwell
- Samuel Jacob Davison
- Stanley R. Deen II
- Joshua David Duke
- Erika Gaebel
- Nicholas Landon Galati
- Joshua David Gambrell
- Julian Chase Greene
- Yve Gabriele Joseph
- Benjamin Jeffrey Keene
- Sean Resarr King
- Caleb Keoni Lancaster
- Tatiana Ocampo
- William Wendell Parsons III
- Emily Anne Penny
- Jordin Lyndsay Rosser
- Michael Peter Soroka
- Korey Austen Thind
- Juliana Marie White
- Dominic Austin Williamson
- Brianna Rose Wolfson

**Physics BS**
- * Lizbeth Cruz Lozada
- Gabrielle Bernina Roberts
- Johnathan Fearne Von Der Heyde

**Physics BS-Astronomy**
- Trisha Joseph
- Makayla Ashley Peppin

**Physics BS-Computational**
- Javier Esteban Gil
- Aakash Gupta
- Joseph Thomas Walsh

**Psychology BS**
- Daniel Isaac Acosta
- Mohammed Shahriar Chowdhury Akib
- Malcom Deshawne Alexander
- Crystal Amanda Alicea
- Taher Alkari
- Razan Almousa
- Paola Michelle Andrade
- Anaída Maria Angulo
- * Yolirys Aponte
- Marc Anthony Astacio
- Britanny Ann Badertscher
- * Ian Gregory Barnett
- Rachel Ariel Barnum
- Skyler Jeffery Baron
- Amanda Catherine Barry
- Kathleen Ann Beales
- Chynna Bedasee-Rowe
- Claudia Maria Behringer-Smith
- Elijah Dane Benoit
- Lanie Karen Bettencourt
- Kiersten Michele Bicksler
- Brittaney Peige Blake
- Madison Christine Blythe
- * Mia Victoria Borges
- Lindsey Chandler Botto
- Sean Frederick Boynton
- Caroline Ellese Brown
- Kiley Elizabeth Brown

**William Burleigh**
- Kara Anne Busweiler
- Sherhonda Damia Campbell
- ** Christina Ann Carnival
- ** Natalia Castro
- Samuel Anthony Cianchetti
- TiMarie Starr Civitarese
- Alexandra Aryn Clarke
- Wendy Ivette Clavell
- Sarah Marie Cordrey
- Whitney Isabel Crocker
- Michael Rene Cruz
- * Mailene Raquel Cuevas
- Hunter Alexander Daniels
- Kristi My Dao
- * Mariah Tiffany Decosse
- ** Noelle T. Defreitas
- Lillian Christine Diaz
- Meredith Kampfe Dickinson
- Julia Amber Dietze
- Alysha Paige Domb
- Anthony Joseph Donato
- Patrick Mahoney Dorschel
- Mackenzie Lynn Driscoll
- Nikole Michelle Elderkin
- Isabel Escobar
- Katie Brooke Esping
- Jacqueline LeAnn Finch
- Marlee Brennan Fitzstevens
- Jessica Ann Fleming
- Lexi Jean Fodor
- Marissa Nicole Fontes
- Emilie Ford
- Taylor Marie Fox
- * Erica Marie Garcia
- Melanie Kacy Garcia
- Cynthia Aracely Gavilanes
- Valentina Giraldo
- Tatiana Victoria Gonzalez
- Lindzie Rae Gray
- Ciera Laane Grier
- Sean Anthony Gulla
- Analys Yakira Hagan
- Amanda Leigh Hall
- Tashfia Hasan
- Maria Alexandra Hernandez
- Melody Victoria Hernandez
- Hannah Rose Hill
- Kailyanne Homan
- Austin Edward Hoover
- Alan Michael Hunter
- Blair Lea Huston
- Michael Nicholas Jabbour

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
* denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Julianna Marie Jackson
Samuel Benjamin Jackson
Valerie Jules Jimenez
Jazmine L. Johnson
Adreana Alexis Jones
Madeline Susan Jones
Megan Nicole Keeler
James Emile Kent
Jessica Lynn Kinsey
James John Knecht
Jennifer Shannon Lang
Bessie Lizette Lemus
Seychelles Andrea Leon Requena
Nichole Aussant Ligler
Tiffany Anne Lindbeck
Maritza Christina Lopez Rosado
Margaret Grace Lorelle
Brooke Ashley-Marie Lowe
Kayla Lynn Lusk
Jacob Michael Lyon
Mike Maldonado
Sarah Nicole Malloy
Angelica Danielle Mareci
Aglaia Margaris
Juan David Marin Velasquez
Micah Konyan Massaquoi, Jr.
Michele May Matteini
Matthew Dundon McCawley
Tamala Shermaine McCoy
Brittany Nicole McIntosh
Rachel Katharine McKeever
Isabella Marie McLaughlin
Marc Aaron Medina
Sydney Nicole Melvin
Allison Olivia Minks
Gal Mintz
Kelsey Lynn Mitchell
Mercedes Moore
Antonio Matthew Morales
Maria Belen Moreira
Kacey Layne Neenan
Santa Marjorie Noriega
Nycol Ortega
Rkela Lytris Owens
Nicole Alexandra Palmeri
Emily Nicole Peterson
Ira Sophia Philip
Erylan Mariah Philipot
Rachael Victoria Piscitello
Branden Ronald Pooler
Cristene Alexis Prokop
Hema Devi Ramsingh Harvey
Alison Elizabeth Ray
Brooke Raymond
Christopher Michael Razzano-Garrette
Jordenne Region
Damaris Reveron
Sabrina Rinderknecht
Autumn Taylor Rine
Jacory Rivas
Victoria Elizabeth Rivera
Mikayla Simone Robinson
Casey Brooke Rodney
Alicia Marie Rucker
Stephan Alexander Russ
Marisa Elizabeth Salvador
Laura Alejandra Sanchez
Moses Anel Sanchez
Stephany Sanchez
Kaylie Lauren Sang
Shannon Nicole Santiago
Yigit Sarac
Michaela Anne Schaal
* Kirsten Glenn Scheller
Gerald Ray Scoggins
Sherrill Leona Scott
Yasamin Sedaghath
Mariah Renae Shirley
Ashley Singh
Matsya Devah Singh
Freeston Cameron Mark Smith
Sidney Louis Smith IV
Kianne Joanne Soto
Shauna Lynn Stone
Lindsey Christine Stoothoff
Kieft Keith Christian Strachan
Kehwon Kyle Sua
Lesly Martina Suriel
Rehab Hazim Tarsha
Ariana J. Terrell
KeyAndre Yaprese Thompson
Natalia Sofia Torres
Melissa Esther Triana
Sydney Matilyn Vangalis
Ashlyna Olivia Villaereal
Linda Virgovicova
Jack Kenneth Wasserman
Emilly Mariella Wasson
* Jeffery Nickolas Watson
* Jessica Erin Weller

Emily Ann White
Sarah Kay Wilkins
Nicole Marie Winkler
Kalee Roberta Wolfe
Samira Alexandria Youssef
Sabrina Yue Zabaleta
McKenna Leigh Zeigler

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology
Jocelyn Acevedo
Tiffany Marie Adams
Kaitlyn Maya Ajmani
Faith Andriana Ambrose
Nikki Leanne Anderson
Britney Dawn Archer
Junaid Baidar
Melissa Dicorpo Barfield
Christopher Ryan Barrocas
De'Marcus Deshon Barry
Crystal Catiana Beesing
Taisha Nicole Beltran
Rachel Nicole Bess
Lea Noemi Bianchi-Macaraig
Alexis Kimberly Blanchard
Kiana Kristina Blanchard
Tammy Rena Boatright
Jennifer Mary Bogdan
* Brandi Alyssse Bohannon
Bianca Samy Booz
Sarah Elizabeth Bradley
Steven Breeze
Katie Marie Bregenzer
Mairel Brenes
Stephanie Jo Brewer
Stephanie Sashell Brown
Jessica Gail Brumit
Alexandra Francesca Cano
Kirsteen Cathey
Amanda Jolynn Celeste Chambers
Antiope Georgia Christopoulos
Alicia Nicole Cohen
Ron Cohen
Patricia Comoiai
James Russell Conomea
Carolyn Jean Cook
Verity Fae Cooper
Jessica Leigh Cora
Sidney Neanne Cota
M’Kaila G. Cox
Perseus Alexandre Crabtree
Bailey Ashton Croxford
Lauren Elizabeth Crummett

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Jacob Robert Bartlett Curran
Rebecca Amy Dalton
Cameron Alexis Davis
Daniel Leon Davis
* Erika Del Moral Perez
Olivia Marie Dittmer
Khoa Toan Do
Jacqueline Lee Doeg
Kyle Alan Dowdell
Leah Kristine Duncan
Sherline Elien
* Dalia Tarek El-Shafie
Reagan Jeannine Enicks
Jennifer Ann Ensign
Shari Michelle Errigo
* Jenna Nicole Faust
Liliana Mei Felipe
Emily Nicole Felski
* Noah Van Fiori
Vivacah Charisse Fleming
Madelin Yunieth Flores Rueda
Alyssa Cameron Florio
Ronald Lee Flowers
Giacelia Franco
Natalia Faith Francois
Irine Fanelus
*** Daniela Galvez
Valerie Garcia de Quevedo
Anthony Marcellous Garraway
Paolina Domenica Gatto
Emily Margaret Gifford
Brittany Ann Gomez
* Mariana Gomez
* Angelina Marie Grasta
Kimberly Rose Graue
Arquayalaus Jeavante Grayson
Alexis Marshall Green
*** Kathryn Michelle Hall
Laquita Symone Hampton
Mya Jade Hauer
Heather Marie Heath
Alaysia Maxine Herndon
Kaitlin E. Hidalgo
Nicole Andrea Hodnett
Alexander Kyle Hofstra
Kelli Anne Hokanson
Elizabeth Lynn Hoover
Shamira Keir Hunter
Renee Iacobelli
*** Alyson Mary Intihar
** Chyna Victoria James
Damian C. Jeffery
Elizabeth Paige Jenkins
Yashara Melody Jerome-Gachelin
Katelynne Shawnell Jordan
Midrenne Joseph
Madeline Ann Kemp
Josephine Kritikos
Erik Matthew Kroehler
Ashley Nicole Krummenacker Lugo
Hannah Mae Lane
Ashley Marie Levis
Christian William Lewis
Meghan Hillary Lewis
Erica Loaiza
Jenelle Elizabeth Lockhart
Dianne Alexandra Lorenzana
Jessica Lorenzo
Simone Danielle Lowery
Linda Evelyn Lugo Ferrer
Asa Alanna Lurry
Brennan Thomas Xavier Lux
** Hannah Marie Lynn
Ethan Gabriel Lyttle
Mariah Michelle Machuca
Jesus Levi Magdaleno, Sr.
Suzanne Marie Mallard
Gianna Mandat
Taylor Shea Mann
Jessica Robin Marasco
Briggett Marquina
Jasmine Y. Martin
Taylor Michael Martof
Ana Carolina Massoni
Ana Elizabeth McCarthy
Shelby Marie Mcculley
Grace Elizabeth Meehan
Kassandra Giovanna Mendez
Stephanie Beatrice Mihalache
Monique Tanice Miller-Lawson
*** Keira Louise Monaghan
Amber Mondell
Landin Matthew Montero
Samantha Jane Moon
Matthew Joseph Morales
Rebecca Lynne Morgan
Hayley Brooke Morris
Kenene Shanece Morrison
Elizabeth Ann Morse
Kayli Alane Munch
Alyssa Lyn Nadeau
Samantha Catherine Necollettos
Lillian Elizabeth Nelson
Alazia V. Nguyen
Britnee Patricia Nichols
Tyana Amor Nunez
Marlecia Nyack
** Sofia Ospina
Irina Pakula
* Gladys Maria Parajon
Kristina Marie Parras
Joannah Shanell Penny
Jessalynd Perez
Kara Ashley Perry
Uma Persaud
Anh Lan Pham
Aisha Philippeaux
Kaelyn McKenna Phillips
Mikayla Nicole Pierce
Lezhne Nicole Piovanetti
Tiffany Michelle Pitts
Jessica Marie Porco
Kayce Eden Powell
Chloe Abigail Price
Daniela Pritchard
Ricardo Ronaldo Pryor III
Michelle Quinones
Victoria Andrea Rangel
Kalynn Wahquist Richardson
Alanni Michaela Riley
*** Lewis Rincon Castano
Nicole Rivera Rivera
Shannon Elizabeth Rizek
Gabriela Roberts
Michael Aiden Rodriguez
Nicole Marie Rose
Alexandra Nicole Rozanski
Veralucia Nicole Rudinger
Karen Elizabeth Samaniego
Margaret Allison Samuels
Lindsay Ariel Sanchez
Selina Sanchez
Eboney Rochelle Saunders
Kaley Marie Sawyer
Sierra Elise Schultz
Janet E. Seeley
Monica Singh Sehgal
Shirley Sejour
Richa Sharma
Hannah Veronica Singh
Amanda Soler
Constance Joan Steffens
Alexa Gabrielle Stem
Josie Isabella Stilwell
Danielle Suarez
Katie Leigh Sullivan
Haley Marie Summerlin
** Sydney Marina Tanner
Daniel Alexander Taveras

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

* Erin Torres
  Rohuni Trivedi
  Ranielle Verissimo Valentin
  Mariana Vazquez
  Taylor Marie Vickery
  Tanya Michelle Villanueva
  Glenda Fe Vitale
  Manisha Sunil Warrier
  Ashley Nicole Weeks
  Emily Williams
  Regina Kaylene Wilson
  Tyler Carl Wilson
  Blondia Ophelia Witter
  Arto Woodley III
  Brielle Alexis Worchel
  Kayla Marie Wroblewski
  Ahlam Zehdi
  Megan Marie Zeller

Psychology BS - Experimental Psychology

Camrinne Eilene Brooks
  Kathleen Nuryai Hassanpur

Psychology BS - Human Factors Psychology

Thomas Michael Bodnar
  Madison Paige Bowling
  Jacob Raphael Marks
  Emily Louise Masterson
  Salim Adam Mouloua
  Enilda Maite Velazquez
  Corey Tshombe Antoine Walton
  Crystal Marie Washington

Psychology BS - Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Alynthia Delores Abdia
  Ryan W. Auerbach
  Mantas Augustinavicius
  Mark Bryce Bonner
  Breanna Victoria Buckley
  Sarai Capellan Arroyo
  Elisabeth Contreras Yaspen
  Emily R. Cutlip
  Christopher Anthony D’Andrea
  Isabelle Teresa De Armas
  Alisha D. Heath
  Sabrina Nicole Jimenez
  Shamique Jones
  Kaitlyn Marie McKennon
  Ciara Lauren McKennon

Psychology BS - Neuroscience

Amal Al-Rasheed
  Santino Capalbo
  Samantha Carnival
  Carina Rawan Elkadi
  Alexandra Nicole Figueroa Rodriguez
  Julia Nicole Fullone
  Nereida Cheyenne Gabriel
  Evan James Gibson
  Kourtney Maya Hadden
  Deja Shonte Harden
  Tara Kleineschay
  Brianna M. LaRosa
  Kelsie Rae Lawhorn
  Yessuni Del Rocio Martinez Utrera
  Demiana Raafat Mikhail
  Kaley Anna Musni
  Alexia Nicole Peralta
  Pranti Saha
  Brendan Michael Sekly
  Julia Shoucair
  Hayley Sturek
  Nicolette Renee Utt
  Xeona Lamarri Villegas
  Alexis Danielle Viola
  Samantha Renee Whitney

Social Sciences BS

Kylie Nicole Burke
  Maya Burnett
  Iain Jeremiah Capalad
  Jacqueline Lee Doeg
  Jaffira Shoreen Etienne
  Patrick Michael Farrell
  Carley Nicole Herring
  Aleksandra Lana Maravic
  Mark Aaron Nelson
  Jaelyn Idannia Northern
  Noah Reme Poirson
  Justin Daniel Rubinson
  Calvin Leonard Williams, Jr.

Sociology BS

Tania Benton
  Nicholas Michael Cooper
  Lindsey Camille Amber Croom
  Timothy Joel Gocklin
  Marlenne Gonzalez
  Christina Dove Hiser
  Dareke M. Hunley
  Daphhtal Jean
  John Alexander Keehn
  Lexus Seantel Lealie
  Rebecca Luedke
  Lataja D. Lurry
  Pavia Christiana Quamina
  Larry Deon Robinzine
  Harper Elsey Rogers
  Bryan Michael Rosario
  Briana Erin Taylor
  Avalon Julia Urda
  Darryl Washington, Jr.
  Jennifer Elizabeth Wileman
  Agasthya Sree Yerrapragada

Statistics BS

Chad Reed Ammirati
  Kristen Elizabeth Brightwell
  Chase Alexander Cleaves
  Sebastian Esteban
  Andrew Lorenzo Ferguson II
  Florencia Franco
  Howard Warner Frye IV
  Lucia Elena Haswell
  Margaret Ann Hatzenbuhler
  Mya Jeanae Jones
  Tristan Crumly Lemongello
  Elizabeth Marie Martinez
  Katherine Martinez
  Rachel Reid Moorhead
  Nicholas Aram Sagarherian
  Carlos Andres Sanchez
  Cierra Lynn Secret
  Nathaniel O. Simone
  Julie Rae Tanner
  Manuel Tapia Korey
  Austen Third
  Kenneth Rainer Thuleweit
  Victoria Marie Tyriver

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Interdisciplinary Studies BA**
Lauren Elizabeth Abbott
Riley Colleen Austin
Kaitlyn Ann Bambach
Melissa Del Carmen Barrantes

**Tahlia Betancurth**
Natalie Sabrina Bolet
* Matthew Eric Bray
Talia Elizabeth Casey
Justin Reade Castillo
Claudia Andrea Chardon
Lety Collazos
* Kiara Idell Cooper
Alannah Michelle Correa
Dzeneta Culesker
Cedric Coreyon Culpepper
Madison Lauren Das
China La’Teal Davis
Joel Philip Delfin
Ibrahim Famouke Doumbia

**Ireland Christine Frost**
Kimberly Itzel Garcia
Akvia Kiantee Gibson
Grant Austin Golgowski
Joseph Theodore Hamelberg
Adyson Lee Hawkins
Rico C. Jones, Jr.
Charles Nicholas Kania, Jr.
Kyle Thomas Kasper
Alyssa Jade Kuhn
* Gabriel G. Lugo
Laysianne Lugo
Sydni Christina Lundy
Christopher Matthew Mantilla
Matthew Scott Marandola

**Bailey I. McLaren**
Stephen Michael Mellor
* Amanda Michelle Mendez
Jazper Zavier Nebel
William Edward Newhouse IV
Marlon Alain Nunez
Camryn Leah Paul
Jaime Alberto Pino
Rebecca Poulos
Brenda Dorene Qualls
Jomarie Rivera Jorge
Michael Edward Rosario-Figueroa

**Tashina Clementine Sakala**
Cristin Sandkuhl
Stephanie Rebecca Schwartz

**Thomas Christian Wilder Silvers**
Katlyn Sierra Tabb
Cameron Ricole Thompson
Amanda Louise Tierney
* Nicole Tomanelli
Ava Julianna Twomey
Francisco Valentín Ocasio

**Glen William White**

**Interdisciplinary Studies BA**
- Transnational Gender, Race and Sexuality Studies

Jasmine Rain Munoz

**Bachelor of General Studies**

**Integrative General Studies BGS**
Dawn Aleia Adams
Brittany Adeniji
Cassandra Vickie Alcime
Joshua Ernesto Allen
Jessica Alves
Evan Joseph Anderson
David Dale Atkinson
Chelsea Lyn Bailey-Meares
Amosena Baptiste
Allex Mello Barcellos
Cassandra Rose Barone
Hattabiou Barry
Jessica Lynn Batog
Samuel Charles Beersdorf
Taylor Michael Belinger
Brett Michael Bell
Blake Thomas Bjornstad
Shardonay Eunique Borden
Courtney Jenifer Borgan
Kirsten Lorraine Bouck

**Kathryn Jean Nash Bradford**
Mari Rose Broggi
Elliott Gabriel Brown
John Amath Brown
MariRose R. Bunyi
Mikyla Buycks
Marie Calice
Landis Masahiko Chan
Adam Benjamin Chin
Felicia Denise Cintron
Jahmal Hakeem Clarke
Landa Conseve
Hailey Marye Cox
Luis Andres Cruz
Patrick Logan Daniels

Mike Daris
Justin William Decoux
Franco Del Pino
Pedro Josue Delaplane
Christopher Eugene Delgado
Matthew Camren Dickens
Andrew James Ditulio
Bich Quyen Nguyen Doan
Scott Thomas Donovan
Mikella Dorcious
Robert Andres Duarte
Laura Leah Dumas
Bradley Michael Engle
Na’Chelle Tehya Ferkovich
Shelbie Danielle Fish
Samanta Jean Fuentes
Esteban Garcia
Joseph Donald Gasko

**Jordan Michelle Gines**
Nina Calis Gonzalez
Hannah Persons Gordon
Jarvis J. Grace
Demekeus Keith Graham
Samantha Gregory
Michael Patrick Grenon III
Martin Mann Grosso
China Guignard
Corey Lamont Hagans, Jr.
Colene Harris
Brittany Lee Hayes
Corey O’Keefe Hays
Matthew Timothy Henderson
Carlos Andres Hernandez
Taylor Elaine Holland
Christian Emmanuel Houston
Karen Ann Howard
Llochreshia Alexis Howard
Taylor Infante
Brittany Elizabeth Bernice Jerrell
Christina Nicole Johnson
Douglas Aaron Leroy Jones
Sterling Gregory Jones
Wendaline Jaranta Joseph
Dennis Thomas Kastanis
Reuben Nicholas Kelly
Dana Lee Klein
Isaac Sylvester Lang
Emily Beth Langley
Jennifer Christine Larsen
Arielle Sarah Lerner
Matthew S. Litchfield
Carlos Roberto Lobo Hernandez
Nicole Lopez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Tanya Lusararian
Joseph Enrique Magloire
Ediola Malkouari
Branson Joshua Mann
Alyssa Brianna Martinez
Stephaun Monique Martinez
Jennifer Lynne McCain
Hailey Nicole McCann
Luis Angel Medeoro
Kelly Y. Mendez
Jacqueline Ann Miszuk
Andrew John Mohyeddin
Oscar Julio Moreno
Curtis Shane Morris, Jr.
Jeffrey T. Morris
Tong Mu
Anousack Tump Nachampassak
Sandy Nazaire
Julia Nicole Needham
Kella Zoe Nievesvellez
Innocent John Nyangau
Tansi O. Obi
McKinley Elizabeth Osgood
Miles Anthony Pace
Samuel J. Park
Erica Christina Pate
Chelsea Lee Pearce
Yazmin Marie Pena
Mattie Perez
Jordan Travis Perlman
Patricio Alejandro Pinedo Guzman
Angelia Jean Pittenger
Terrance Ronell Plummer II
Garrett Edward Rentz
John Anthony Retureta, Jr.
Jessica Frances Reyes
Amy Elizabeth Richardson
Bethany Michelle Rising
Dustin Ryan Rivenbark
Matthew Kenneth Roberts
Alexandra Rolon
Cristian Adam Rosa
Ivanna A. Rosario
Eldaly Juelky Rosario Santiago
Marai Oniq Rosario-Santos
Amanda Jaqueline Saez
Maria De Jesus Saucedo
Zachery Michael Schmidt
Alexander David Scruggs
Kevin Seoane
Sheree L. Shearey
Travis Dennis Sherman
* Sarah Suzon Shiell

Parker Samantha Shulman
Alison Grace Qian Li Sigman
Amanda Kate Slayman
Amie Marlena Smith
Deneise Elizabeth Soltau
James Scott Speck
Atiba Dior Stephens
Chrystyna Mechelle Suarez
Antonio Manuel Suri
Shaika Surprise
Alexander Leo Thomas
Daryl Anthony Thomas, Jr.
James Ryan Tolison
* Alexandra Celeste Valdez
Cristina Alexandra Valencia
Kelsey Gina van Dijk
Sarah Marie Vandehey
Yulaisis Varela
Kelsa Carol Veillette
Sebastian Vergara Casas
Kalah Ann Welch
Amy Michelle Wiles
Drew Jackson Wilkins
Kayla Nicole Williams
Shawnda Cherie Williams
Mikayla Rudy Wilson
Daniel Robert Wolfe
Kianna Lakaye Woods
Michelle Nolole Yochum
David Galvis Zaccardo
Paul M. Zera
Magdalena Zeniga Castro

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies BS
Vanessa Lee Bauzo
Jacqueline Katy Bocchino
* Samantha Taylor Brown
Richard Bailey Burkett
** Lucy Caicedo
* John Kenneth Carpenter
Kyle Richard Christesson
* Jessica Adrianna Clifford
Joshua Wayne Eden
Zachary Michael-Thomas Everett
Natalie Anne Fabbri
Rachael Mae Feuer
Noelle Emma Foye
Kelly Nicole Furbish
Hannady Halaby

David John Helmick, Jr.
Cole Donnie Hewett
Kelvin Jauregui
Nadine Grace Johnson
Charles Kanyamuhanda
Aleia Anne Kolodziejczyk
Alicia Hope Lowenstein
** Miranda K. McClanahan
Morgan Meredith McDonald
Alexander Culp McMichael
Jaire Asim McNichols
Tasnim Mohamed Elghazi Mellouli
Garret Sheldon Miner II
Chelby Elizabeth Miranda
Paula A. Moreno G
Elizabeth Marie Oesterreich
Jasmyn Analisse Ortiz
Quinne Renee Otu
Madalyn Ruth Paquette
Jared Aiden Curry Presley
Ethan Hunter Putman
** Nathan Allan Reeves
Britani Paige Rice
** Jessica Lynn Riley
Amber Nicole Ris
Naryana Tibaere Rodriguez
Cory William Roick
*** Andrea Laurenne Santini
* Hunter Leif Searson
Steven Thomas Staniec
Chloe Karlin Toro
Emily Hope Vizcaino
Melanie Ann Wharton
Kendal Elizabeth Wilde
Holly Wilkinson
Derek Roger Wood

Interdisciplinary Studies BS
Savannah Abyeta
Fijinfoluwa Opemipo Adeyeye
Jonatan A. Alvarez
Richard Kotey Amon
Souheir Atassi
Mauricio J. Ayares
Sydney Ballentine
Christopher Ryan Barrett
Maniroom N. Bavanka
Aaron Clifford Bell
Jennifer Hannah Berenson
Daniela E. Blanquicett Vergara
Lucas McAllister Brown
Cassandra Bryson
College of Undergraduate Studies

* Sandy Elaine Buchanan
Taliya Briyan Canty
Stephanie Alejandra Carrazana
Casey Richard Cheatham
Antwan Collier
Samantha Lee Collier
Chandler Nicole Crosby
Samantha Nicole Delgado
Samud Dumas
Mitchel Chikezie Echefu
Kevin Ossama Erian Eskander
Logan Christopher Flint
Jacob Davis Forgony
Jordan Nicholas Gamache
Jennifer Santos Girma
Quentadrian Gowan
** Marlee Christine Gray
Jordan Ryan Greck
Casey Lorraine Guarasci
Robert Guerrero
Maria Habib
William Noah Hancock
Umaima Haseeb
Laura Isabel Hernandez-Correa
* Matthew Allen Hood
Sydney Rei Huff
Colton Allan Jones
Cassandra Joseph
Alejandra Juarez
Thomas Michael Kaptur
Razia Khondaker
Hasani Jibade Kilpatrick, Jr.
** Jihong Kim
Michella Stephanie Kim
Hunter Allen Lang
Linda Rose Le
Ariel Yacov Lerer
Blanca Louis
Layla Aujanae Luna
Shaquille Marcavo-Quiles
Eduardo Francisco Martinez
Lauren Elizabeth Mergler
Nidhal Guzman Mikhaell
Alyson Elizabeth Miranda
Eric Demond Mitchell, Jr.
Jamil Elise Mitchell
Jonas Moise
** Jacqueline Maria Molino
Brandon Ronneal Moore
Yasmin Morales
Brandy Axelle Gail Moreau
Henry Mitchell Morton
Zachary Jason Musgrove

Nicole Ann Newton
Benjamin Omar Nieves
Jacqueline Angela O'Brien
Cristina Elizabeth O'Connell
Gwendolyn Augusta Oden
Narciso Zulueta Ortega, Jr.
** Michael A. Parente
Jocelyn Pena
Savannah Joyce Pontes
Paris Monique Serlevia Reddick
Kelly Anne Rice
** Angelisse Rivera Alvarado
Aaron Stephan Robinson
William Rodriguez
Thalia De La Caridad Romero Rodriguez
Joseph Anthony Sabarre
Lauren Nicole Santana
Ethiana Elizabeth Santander
Rekia Latese Shird
Manisha Singhal
Isadore Singleton IV
Beatriz Sola-Patterson
Stephanie Bernadette Solorzano Vallejo
Joshua Thomas Soracco
Troy Andrew Stafford
Matthew Thomas Steinhauser
* Arianna Milagros Stoll
Corey Vincent Talbot
Dwayne Edwin Thornton
Elizabeth Amilia Trader
Van Rosa Khanh Tran
Kenny Turnier
Fernando Henrique Figueiredo Ursu
Tasneem Salim Vaidya
Andy Alberto Valdez
David Alexander Velez
Sarah Jessica Volker
Jennifer Maree Woodard
Mufutiat Mopelola Yussuf
Navied Ahmad Zarae

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS-Criminal Justice
Savannah Rose Morris

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology
Andrew Jose Almeida
Andrew Glenn Worley

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies
Tyler Benjamin Brady
Alyssa Mae Fetterman
Ashley Ellen Gilbert
Bruce Angel Montanez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

**Bachelor of Science**

**Entertainment Management BS**
Arturo Ache
Alexandra Lee Berwick
Zachary Bolhouse
Grace Isabella Boynton
Jordan Rafael Brown
Maury Joseph Cohen
Karín Elisse Escobar
Dominique Gentile
Richard Alan Grant
Sara Lily Chiara Holliday
Erik Asher Hornig
Jenna Marie Hrvatin
Melanie Hurtado
Maryanne Gray Jackson
Catherine Jaime
Alexis Simone Jasper
Sakia Lavonne Kendrick
Dalton Harold Kersey
Gabriel David Kinard
Lawrence Ely Labossiere
Jaclyn Nichole Leal
Chloé Victoria Lomelli
Karol Tomasz Luczkiewicz
Peter Carlo Mangiafreno
Lindsey Megan Martin
Brianné Renee McCullough
Pierce Matthew McDowell
Angela Patricia Migliorato
Taylor Alexis Moceri
Jalissa Alaina Neal
Annabelle Lynn Pace
Jordan Chase Pitisci
John Roland Porter
Xavier Manuel Quinones-Vendrell
Arturah Regine Reid
Ethan Robertson
Camilla Camilla Rosario
Adriana Sarabia
Allison Schaefer
Timothy Scott Schuler
Tiana Cherie Sconiers
Arianna Dominique Sherrod
Madelyn Rae Sliwa
Mari-Ana Katelyn Smith
John Burke Spivey
Jack Kessler Streets
Massimo Joseph Trapasso
Krista Elizabeth Ungerdy
Nicole Andrea Virreira
Ryan Joseph Welsh
Rachel Diane Winnie

**Event Management BS**
Kristen Alexis Agosto
Brandon Lee Agront
Ilyssa Falyn Appleman
Natalia Arjona
Nathanial David Arner
Zahira Kaliel Aliah Becca
Hannah Rose Bollinger
Kimberly Rochelle Bonilla
Taylor Madison Brown
Shelby Lynn Bruno
Kelsey Leeanne Bryceson
Makayla Janae Burley
Derek Jeffrey Carboni
Natalie Rose Cash
Tonya Mercedes Chapman
Aiman Chowdhury
Morgan Elizabeth Clear
Lateefa Lavette Colburn
Kayla Coll
Sylvia Faith Cook
Brianna Nicole Courchene
Audrey Newlin Davidson
Esaias Reilly Delfin
Tessa Tracy Demarest
Lindsay Paige D'Eredita
Karyn Brieanne DeVito
Belanda Dorzema
Emily Rose Duncan
Avery Monet Engelman
Samantha Lynn Faya
Sabrina Allison Fernandez
Aneshka Ideliez Flores
Sydney Ilyse Friedman
Kayla Rose Fuhrman
Chloe Jacqueline Gandal
Cassidy Marie Gavin
Jonah Nathan Goldberg
Rachel Leann Grimes
Rafael Gruillon
Lindsey Shea Hamilton
Leslie Ann Jarvis
Ashley Rose Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth Karleskint
Tori Lynne Katzman
Jayne Elizabeth Kawalec
Stephanie Michelle Klaiber
Melissa Ann Knoop
Adriana Nataly Larenas

**Hospitality Management BS**
Eloisa Abale
Ann Gabrielle Alabe
Fantasia Re'nae Alexander
Marina Isabella Aliberti-Vicente
Sameer Amratial
Laura Elizabeth Anderson
Anabella Beatrice Arguelles
Dominique Noelle Arnold
Rachel Marie Arsenault
Madison Leanne Arterburn
Yahaira Avila Vargas
Jessica Lynn Babbitt

**Jenna Larkin Lashhab**
*Catherine Lawson*
*Samantha Kori LeClaire*
*Sean Michael Lynar*
*Lucia Ann Mahoney*
*Alyssa Marie Marciano*
*Madelynn Kay McKellen*
*Mary Bennett McLean*
*Natalia Morales*
*Jewell Elizabeth Murphy*
*Melissa Lizbeth Nunez*
*Lindsay Suzanne Odom*
*Rachael Lynne Paltrow*
*Alyssa Joann Parker*
*Christopher Andrew Pecora*
*Kelly Marie Peebles*
*Kellie Elise Perkins*
*Sydney Elyse Perrine*
*Noelle Lanie Price*
*Noelia Isabel Ramirez*
*Rebecca Sue Rogers*
*Fiona Leigh Romney*
*Grace Lynae Roscoe*
*Breanna Terrell Samuelsen*
*Maria Del Carmen Santana*
*Brooke McCall Stevens*
*Kasey Lynn Strauss*
*Francesca Olivia Suglio*
*Kasey Marie Sullivan*
*Kebby Thervil*
*Madison Rae Turchin*
*Tyler James Turnbull*
*Mariya Evgenyevna Vlasova*
*Hannah McKenzie White*
*Amanda Beatrice Williams*
*Delaney Catherine Wise*
*Payton Leigh Young*
*Alexander Austin Znosko*

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Emily Elizabeth Baginski
Rachel Alexis Bahr
Moriah Ruth Bales
Melissa E. Bariss

*** Zahira Kalien Alaiah Becca
* Juliisa Ana Benitez
D’Andre Jerel Bishop
Samantha C. Bonbon
Kimberly Rochelle Bonilla
Jennifer Ashley Brauja
Eduardo Brandao Tavares
Allison Nicole Burdick
Kori Anne Burdick
Emma Allyn Buro
Jacob Wallace Butrich
Jennifer Nicole Cabrera
Sarah Marie Campbell
Emilie Catharyn Cannon
Shane Michael Cantwell

** Derek Jeffrey Carboni
Joanna Marie Cartagena
Nicholas Christian Chabator
Alison Joyce Cobble
Erin Catherine Colvin
Christine Marie Cordero
Luis Alejandro Corsi Devesa
Kayleen Marie Corsino
Brianna Nicole Coughen
Monica Lynn Couture
Anthony Dominic Dalfonso
* Parker Martin Davidson
Danielle De Gennaro
* Gabriella Julieann Deleon
* Alexis Nicole King Dempsey
Deana Crystal Diaz
Nicole Olivia Dicaprio
Lisa Nguyen Do
* Rebecca Felice Doman

** Lara Tarek Fouad Elshazy
Lilla Ferenci
Ronald John Ferraco
Dawn-Marie Ferrante
Gustavo Adolfo Galo, Jr.
Rachel Briana Garazi
Shae Owen Gately
Devin Elizabeth Gaughan
Holly Lucyne Guy
Catherine Elliott Harper
Brooke Taylor Hatch
Julia Marie Higginbotham
Jordan Alexander Hobbs
Callie Rachel Horton
Yichen Huang

Brett Mitchell Hughes
Linda Carol Hurley
Sophia Arenzia Iannotti
Jasmine Jackson
Robert Earl Jackson III
Khiana Marie James
Sang Woo Andrew Jeon
Allonia Brooke Johnson
Elizabeth Ruth Johnson
Sarah Lynn Johnson
* Lucy Wilson Kernodle
Nicole Miyoko Kight
Koni Kanghyun Kim
Kelsey Renee LaFrenais
Charles Edward Lefevre
Yuange Liang
** Ryan Scott Lim
Yi Liu
Anthony Lodato
Johanna Stefany Lopez
Justin Miguel Lugo
Sharon Ruvarashe Madamombe
Valerie Michelle Mantz
Keegan Samuel Maravillas
Shannon Marie Marcovigi
Richard Aidan Maribona
James Matthew Marshall
Katherine Elizabeth McCann
Shannon Marie McCarthy

*** Madelynn Kay McKellen
Chad Allen Messel
Giovanna Elise Michalicka
Kiara Marie Miranda Berrios
Omar Javier Munoz
Kristina Aliay Nonato
Hannah Elizabeth Oberbroeckling
Maryam Oluymesii Oginni
Austin Douglas Opper

** Kylie Marie Ostrow
Ashley Smith Owens

*** Katrina Lizbeth Palenzuela
* Emma Rose Partin

* Hannah Richelle Patterson
Taylor Jenell Paulk
Amanda Carolina Pelaez
Yajaira Anahi Perez
Kelly A. Philips
Zachary Michael Prueger
Lorianne Enid Quijano
Kevin Lee Ramos
Hoor Asrar Rauf
Erica Lauren Resnick
Mackenzie Leigh Rines

Elizabeth Mary Rodnite
*** Grace Lynae Roscoe
Dylan Bond Rozelle
Naddav Natannel Rubina
Anthony Antwon Rushing
Hannah Elle Sakuma
Melissa Alejandra Salas
Ashley Victoria Sanborn
Melanie Linda Sanders
Marisol Sandoval
Talia Marie Scarpa
Spencer Kajo Schmidt
Tanya Allison Scovack
Nicole Maria Seixas
Kari A. Shankle
Quinn Michael Shroyer
Felicia Lashay Smith
Kaya Tao Smith
Brian M. Spears
Walker Daniel Spivey
Rachel Elizabeth Squier
Terri Lynn Stanfill
Darsie Jeanne Strother
Thomas Glenn Taylor
Justin Heath Thomas
Hayley Carolyn Thompson
Ghianumielle Sarah Verret
Kyra Renee Von Christierson
Mengqi Wang
Ryan Douglas Warner
Alyssa Elliott Whitley
Ciorstaidh Morgan Keelin Wick
Amber Lynne Winstone
Hannah Marie Workman
Jordan Alis Wright
Paige Antoinette Young
Matthew Michael Zarrelli
Isabelle Zatorni de Oliveira

** Delaney Catherine Wise
Abigail Noelle Zaleske

---

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Information Technology
Ashly Z. Maria
Nasikarn Palangjitkul

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management
Kimberly R. Diamond
Timothy David Kaiser
Michael Warren Suich

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

**Hospitality Management BS-Theme**
**Park and Attraction Management**
Shandette Marie Ballesta
*** Ashley Elizabeth Gast
    Faith Rose Lee
    Jose Manuel Martinez Toro
    Pamela Carolina Parada
    Molly Anne Peterson
    Amanda Arianna Planas
    Allyson Nicole Sherron
    Zane Soued
    Jonathan Tapanes
    Jerome Michael Watrobka, Jr.
    Marissa Rae Williams

**Restaurant and Food Service Management BS**
Ann Gabrielle Alabe
Alexia Yasmine Bartley
Reagan Hennelly Buhl
Danielle Davi
Trevor Geraghty
Amanda Morgan Holstein
Ashley Lorraine Lovell
Randall Eliot Myers
Mitchell Havens Rivers
Frederick John Sharp
** William Dean Stephenson
* Alyssa Louisa Yokajaya

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Inclusive Education Services

In fall 2015, UCF began offering students with intellectual disabilities access to a non-degree, vocational preparation and college experience through Inclusive Education Services (IES). This innovative program is one of 22 in Florida to provide educational opportunities and career development skills in a college setting to students with intellectual disabilities.

IES is a unit within the Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services and operates in partnership with the College of Community Innovation and Education. Upon successful completion of a 42-unit curriculum, students earn a Professional Services Credential through the Division of Continuing Education. The credential provides students with the opportunity to specialize in one of three concentrations: Hospitality, Early Childhood Education, and Social Services. These areas align with the highest job growth and fastest hiring industries in Central Florida based on recent employment outlook data. Individuals with intellectual disabilities have a history of low employment rates, hovering around 18% employment based on national statistics. Experiences such as IES aim to improve this outcome.

Each concentration within the Professional Services Credential includes academic courses, including courses that the students audit with degree-seeking UCF students, on-campus work experiences and a capstone community internship. At UCF, students also have the opportunity to live on campus and to participate in most student activities, opportunities and resources, such as attending football games, working out at the Recreation and Wellness Center, and participating in one of UCF’s 800+ student clubs and organizations.

UCF is pleased to celebrate the third group of students to complete the IES experience with recognition at the College of Community Innovation and Education ceremony. The list of students includes:

Isfar Ali
Ismael Angel Ocasio
Erin Ashley Bacot
Parker Andrew Kuenzli
Samantha Rose Ripak
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a securalized version of that procedure. The Dean of the College certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gowns are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The gowns used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear gowns with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia. At UCF, the baccalaureate tassel colors are representative of the college. In most cases it represents the discipline of each college below.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCIPLINE</td>
<td>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Community Innovation and Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Graduate Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Health Professions and Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Optics and Photonics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rosen College of Hospitality Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
### Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month, Year</th>
<th>Honoree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1969</td>
<td>Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1970</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1973</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1974</td>
<td>Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1978</td>
<td>Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1979</td>
<td>Albert F. Hegenerberger, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1981</td>
<td>Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1982</td>
<td>Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1983</td>
<td>J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1984</td>
<td>Allan E. Gotlieb, Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1985</td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1996</td>
<td>Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1996</td>
<td>Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1997</td>
<td>Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1998</td>
<td>Trevor Colbourn, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1998</td>
<td>Linda W. Chapin, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1969</td>
<td>William H. Dial, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1970</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1973</td>
<td>Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1979</td>
<td>Albert F. Hegenerberger, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1979</td>
<td>Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1981</td>
<td>Gene Burns, Master of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1983</td>
<td>Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1984</td>
<td>Allan E. Gotlieb, Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1985</td>
<td>Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1986</td>
<td>Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1986</td>
<td>William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1988</td>
<td>Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1996</td>
<td>Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1997</td>
<td>John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1998</td>
<td>James F. Heekin, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1999</td>
<td>Ian MacDougall, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>William J. Stuckey, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2001</td>
<td>Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>LeRoy T. Walker, Sr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2003</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2004</td>
<td>Janet M. Nelson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2005</td>
<td>Robert M. H. Van de Ven, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2006</td>
<td>Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2007</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2008</td>
<td>Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>L. J. DeGraffenried, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2010</td>
<td>William J. Stuckey, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2011</td>
<td>Robert M. Karp, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Jennifer L. Hill, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2013</td>
<td>John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2014</td>
<td>Ian MacDougall, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2015</td>
<td>James F. Heekin, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2016</td>
<td>Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2017</td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2018</td>
<td>Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2019</td>
<td>Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2020</td>
<td>Martha Halstead Hitt, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2021</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2022</td>
<td>Thomas G. Kunz, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2023</td>
<td>Carolyn Roberts, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2024</td>
<td>Judith M. Duda, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2025</td>
<td>Daniel M. Duda, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2026</td>
<td>Oscar Arias, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2027</td>
<td>Reubin Askew, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2028</td>
<td>Desmond Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2029</td>
<td>L. J. DeGraffenried, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2030</td>
<td>Robert M. H. Van de Ven, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2031</td>
<td>Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2032</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2033</td>
<td>Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2034</td>
<td>L. J. DeGraffenried, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2035</td>
<td>Robert M. H. Van de Ven, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2036</td>
<td>Anthony J. Nicholson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2037</td>
<td>Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2038</td>
<td>Martha Halstead Hitt, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2039</td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2040</td>
<td>Thomas G. Kunz, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2041</td>
<td>Carolyn Roberts, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2042</td>
<td>Judith M. Duda, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2043</td>
<td>Daniel M. Duda, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The dates correspond to the month and year of the graduation ceremony.
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.G.S. Bachelor of General Studies
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Sports Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 8-12 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into myUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at commencement.ucf.edu/2020/fall/archive for download as a PDF beginning Saturday, December 19, 2020.